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Addendum
Question: The examiner understands that the candidate constructed a refrigeration system test rig, but
wonder why the refrigeration characteristics such as the refrigeration capacity and the COP of the
system are not presented in the thesis.
Answer: One of the major objectives of this thesis is to study the feasibility of solving the problem of
air leaking into the adsorption refrigeration system which works at vacuum pressure. In order to see
the progress of the adsorption and the cooling effect (eg, dew, frost) objectively, the evaporator is
made with glass, and it is not insulated. This arrangement, on the other hand, makes it difficult to
precisely measure the refrigeration capacity. Therefore, the experimental refrigeration capacity and
the Coefficient of Performance (COP) of the system are not presented.
Question: Some key points of heat transfer analyses on the collector/desorption bed need to be
clarified, for instance:
o
The desorption process is a problem of forced convection with variable fluid properties;
why did the candidate model the problem as a conduction problem (Eq. 4.1)?
Justification is needed in this regard.
o

Comparing Eqs. (4.1) and (4.16)s why is the term

d2T/dz2
omitted? Physically, both the concentration and the temperature vary along the z-axis.
Answer: Yes, the desorption process is also a problem of forced convection with variable fluid
properties. But the main concern here is the fixed bed being heated by the boundary, the pipe. For a
fluid flowing at steady rate through the voids in a column, to simplify the calculation, it could be
approximately taken as a conduction problem, and one of the expressions of the effective (apparent)
bed conductivity is given by Flix and Neill (McAdams, Heat Transmission, 1954).
Yes. Eq. (4.1) is the general one. In our application, the main concern here is the fixed bed, especially
the adsorbent particles, being heated by the boundary. Since the heat (solar radiation) falling on the
pipe is the same along the axis, to simplify the calculation, it is assumed that there is no temperature
gradient in the adsorbent particle column along the z-axis. So that term

82T/dz2
is omitted in Eq. (4.16).
Question: The data presented in Figs 4.4 and 4.5 need to be explained because it is strange why all the
temperatures at different radial positions fall in a single linear line.
Answer: I feel a little bit strange too. I think there are several reasons for the results.
>
The diameter of the pipe is small.
>
The effective thermal conductivity of the packed bed is high (with the gas flowing
through the bed, the temperature distribution is even radially).
>
The accuracy of thermal couples is limited (±0.3°C).
Question: The definition of the temperature difference given by Eq. (5.37) lacks physical sense. The
use of log mean temperature will avoid the problem encountered by the candidate for calculating
outlet temperatures.
Answer: Yes, the log mean temperature difference is definitely a good one. The reason to use the
temperature difference defined by Eq.(5.37) is that it is simple and easy for the following calculation.
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Abstract
Tc solve the leaking problem faced by solar adsorption refrigeration systems currently working at
vacuum pressure, this thesis carried out a comprehensive study on the hypothesis of adjusting the
system's working pressure to around atmospheric by using a selected adsorbent and introducing a
pressure adjusting gas in the system.
The first chapter presents the hypothesis of the research. Then the objectives and scopes of this
studs- are identified. The related previous studies are also comprehensively reviewed.
Chapter two firstly describes the selection of the adsorbent, the refrigerant, and the pressureadjusting gas. Then, the pressure - temperature - concentration relationships for Molecular Sieve
5A — Methanol, and Activated Carbon 207E — Methanol are tested, respectively. The key
thermod\Tiamic properties (e.g., the heat of adsorption) are also determined here in mathematical
expressions.
The experimental study of the system is the task of chapter 3. Activated carbon/methanol is
finally selected as the adsorbent/refrigerant pair, and helium as the pressure-adjusting agent. Then
the setting up of the indoor simulation refrigeration rig developed for working arour

"he

atmospheric pressure, and the experimental procedures are described. The results of the
experiments are presented in the following chapters with the theoretical results.
Chapter 4 describes the heat transfer analysis on the collector pipe in the heating and the
heating/desorption processes. A semi-empirical equation of the temperature variation with time in
the collector pipe is obtained.

Chapter 5 contains the energy analysis on the cycle. The energy balance equation is firstly
extended to the situation with heat depletion. The relationship of Coefficient of Performance (COP)
of the cycle and the operation temperatures is derived and shown on figures. The COP of the
system without the pressure-adjusting gas is also shown in the figures for the convenience of
comparison.

Adsorption analysis is conducted in chapter 6 since the inert gas in the system increases the
adsorption resistance for the refrigerant. Based on the analysis on the adsorption mechanisms, some
derivates (eg. the rate of adsorption and cooling) were derived and expressed in equations and
figures. The experimental data are also shown in the figures.

vn
In a complete and advanced analysis, the quality of energy should also be analyzed. In chapter
8, firstly the exergy for mixtures and the irreversibilHy are developed. Then a detailed exergy
analysis on the processes and the whole cycle is carried out.

The foregoing work is based on the constant heating flux. A simulation of the performance of
the system powered by solar radiation which changes with time is conducted in chapter 8. This
simulation can be refereed in the prototype design. An index of the useful formulae is also
presented in this chapter.
In the last chapter of thesis (chapter 9), some suggestions are presented for the prototype design.

This study shows the hypothesis proposed here can be realized and the models presented here
describe the performance of the system well. This study may be of benefit to the effects to remove
the leaking problem faced by the systems currently working at vacuum pressure.
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Literature Review and Tasks of the Thesis
1.1 BACKGROUND

Energy and the environment are two of the most important issues in the current world. Nowadays
most electricity is generated by consuming fossil fuels such as coal, oil and natural gas. Not only do
fossil fuels have a limited life but their combustion emissions have serious negative impacts on our
environment such as adding to the greenhouse effect and causing acid rain. As a potential clean and
sustainable energy source, solar energy is getting more and more attention.

In many places around the world, especially in the third world countries and some rural and
isolated areas in the tropical zone, refrigeration tecliniques are much needed to preserve foodstuffs
and medical supplies and for air conditioning. However, the lack of infrastructure, especially the lack
of a reliable energy supply, and the lack of trained service personnel prevent the use of conventional
refrigeration methods. On the other hand, solar radiation is ubiquitous, and solar radiation is very
strong in the tropical zone where there is much need for refrigeration air conditioning. Solar energyis often the only readily available energy source there, and solar-powered refrigeration technology
has the potential to store perishable food and vaccines and for air conditioning for these parts of the
world. Even in the urban areas, the use of solar energy can help to reduce the emission of the
combustion products exhausted from the conventional power plants.

1.2 SOLAR REFRIGERATION

Refrigeration is defined as the process of extracting heat from a lower temperature heat source,
substance, or cooling medium, and transferring it to a higher temperature heat sink. A refrigeration
system is a combination of components and equipment connected in a sequential order to produce the
refrigeration effect. The refrigeration systems commonly used for general purposes can be classified
as vapor compression systems and sorption systems. The former are driven by mechanical
(electrical) energy and the latter are driven by thermal energy.

Normally there are two ways of refrigeration powered by solar energy. One is to convert solar
radiation to electricity by means of photovoltaic cells (ASHRAE, 1996; Kreith and West, 1997) to
run an ordinary vapor compression refrigerator. Though the small size (50 litre) PV refrigerators are
available, it is necessary to reduce the cost otherwise it is difficult to afford by the user in developing
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countries if there is no financial assistance from the government or other sources. Another problem
related to PV refrigerator is that it employs a conventional compression refrigerator using HCFCs as
the refrigerants. The HCFCs still have some ozone depletion potential (ODP) and high global
warming potential (GWP). which has resulted in the global phase-out schedule (Wang. 1993). As the
alternative refrigerants are explored, new refrigeration forms are also actively exploited.

The second method uses solar thermal radiation to drive the sorption (absorption or adsorption)
refrigeration systems. Sorption refrigeration devices are heat-operated cycles. They use much less,
even no, electrical energy as compared with the vapour compression cycles. Furthermore, they can
uss environmentally benign working fluids such as ammonia, methanol or water as refrigerant thus
reducing the use of HCFCs. Among them the absorption refrigeration systems such as water-lithium
bromide absorption, ammonia-water absorption and ammonia-water-hydrogen cycles (ASHRAE,
1994) have been thoroughly studied and widely used; however, it is the adsorption and solid sorption
cycles that have a distinct advantage in using waste heat in relatively low temperatures like that
collected by flat-plate solar collectors. Unlike the steam driven absorption chiller and the direct-fired
systems, there is no need to consume fossil fuels. Furthermore, the supply of sunshine and the need
for refrigeration both reach maximum levels in the same seasons. Therefore, the solar adsorption and
solid sorption refrigeration seem to be the promising refrigeration technique.

1.3 RESEARCH HYPOTHESIS

Although there have been many studies on solar refrigeration systems and some advanced systems
have been developed, unfortunately, no solar refrigeration systems or chillers have widespread
practical application. One of the shortcomings is that all the solar refrigeration systems currently
studied work either at high positive pressure ranges, such as ammonia refrigeration systems, or at
high vacuum ranges like water and niethanol refrigeration systems. For example, the water system
usually works in the 1.24-92.5 mmHg pressure range; and the methanol system normally works at
10-400 mmHg pressure range. In refrigeration systems working at the high positive pressure ranges,
the refrigerant can escape to the environment, which not only results in the decrease of the
refrigeration performance but may also endanger the health of local people, especially for highly
toxic substances such as ammonia. For refrigeration systems working at the high vacuum ranges, the
maintenance of the high vacuum degree in the whole system is critical for such systems'
performance. This makes it difficult to deliver the refrigeration units to, and maintain them in, the
above mentioned remote areas where such units are in much demand. That is one of the main reasons
why to date such green refrigeration units/air conditioners have not yet been popularised
commercially. So far there has been no study addressing this problem. To solve the leakage problem
faced by the solar adsorption system current working in the vacuum pressure, a research hypothesis
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has been put forward by the author that the working pressure of the system could be adjusted to
atmospheric by using some proper adsorbent and introducing some pressure-adjusting gas in the
system. This thesis conducts a comprehensive study on this hypothesis.

1.4 OBJECTIVES AND SCOPES

The general objectives and scopes of this research are to:
• justify the research hypothesis by experiment;
• understand the working mechanisms of such systems and evaluate the performance to reveal and
evaluate the factors affecting the performance of the system;
• explore the possibility of implementing the idea to the vacuum adsorption refrigeration systems
powered by solar radiation.

The research includes the following specific objectives. They are to:
• provide the guidelines and experience for the selection of the suitable adsorbent / refrigerant pair
and the pressure-adjusting gas;
• develop the refrigeration experimental rig which can work at about atmospheric pressure;
• understand the heat transfer characteristics of the collector/generator in the heating and
heating/desorption process;
• evaluate the coefficient of performance (COP) of the refrigeration system;
• reveal the adsorption characteristics for the collector/adsorption bed for the adsorption/
refrigeration process;
• evaluate the exergy (availability) analysis for the components/process and the cycle of the
refrigeration system;
• evaluate the performance of the refrigeration cycle powered by solar radiation by simulation; and
• provide suggestions/guidelines for the design of such a prototype.

The project consists of the following scopes.
• The selection of the adsorbent, refrigerant and the pressure-adjusting gas, and the investigation of
the relationship of pressure-temperature-concentration (P-T-x) for the adsorbent/refrigerant pairs
by test.
• The development of the refrigeration experimental rig working at about atmospheric pressure,
and conducting experimental tests.
• The heat transfer analysis for the collector/generator for the heating and heating/desorption
process.
• The first law of thermodynamics (energy) analysis of the refrigeration system.
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•

The adsorption mass transfer analysis for the collector / adsorption bed for the adsorption /
refrigeration process.

•

The exergy (availability) analysis for the components/process and the cycle of the refrigeration
system.

•

The simulation of the performance of the refrigeration cycle powered by solar radiation.

•

Suggestions and guidelines for the design of such a prototype.

1.5 RELATED LITERATURE REVIEW

1.5.1 Principle of Solar Adsorption Refrigeration
Almost all solid materials have the capacity to adsorb/absorb water vapor and gases by physical
and/or chemical forces. The solid materials used on adsorb/absorb purpose are called the adsorbents.
The moisture or gases adsorbed/absorbed can be driven out from the adsorbent by heating, and the
cooled 'dry' adsorbents can adsorb/absorb moisture or gases again. The popular adsorbents are
some solid salts, silica-gal, zeolite, and activated carbon.

It is convenient to describe the adsorption refrigeration cycles in a P-T-x (Pressure-Temperature:
Concentration) diagram as shown in Figure 1.1. The ideal cycle consists of two isoster (constantvolume) processes (1-2 and 3-4) and two isobar (constant-pressure) processes (2-3 and 4-1).
The cycle starts from state 1 (in the morning) as the sun rises. The temperature of the
collector/generator increases thus the pressure increases until state 2 is reached. After the
temperature of the collector/generator reaches the desorption threshold temperature (state 2), the
heating/generation process starts. In this process, the temperature of the collector rises, while the
pressure remains at the condenser pressure. During the isobaric process, the adsorbate is driven off
until the minimum concentration of the refrigerant (corresponding to the maximum temperature).
During this process, the generated vapour is condensed in the condenser and is collected in the
receiver/evaporator.
When the collector/adsorption bed is cooled by the ambient in the evening, the pressure in the
collector/adsorption bed decreases until the evaporating pressure (state 4). Then the adsorbent starts
to adsorb the vapour vaporised at the evaporator thus the refrigerating effect is produced. This
process ends when the concentration of adsorbate in the adsorbent reaches the maximum (state 1).
The cycle is then repeated.

LnP
Pc

Te

T, Tc

T3

T4

T3

-1/7

Figure 1.1 The P-T-x diagram of the ideal basic adsorption cycle

1.5.2 The Popular Adsorbent-Refrigerant Pairs

Solid Salts and the Refrigerants

Michael Faraday in 1824 first discovered the sorption refrigeration principle (Hahre, 1988) and he
used AgCl-NH^ as the working pair and got the cooling effect. But AgCl has several shortcomings
and was abandoned.

Nielsen and Wors<j>e-Schimdt (1977) built an indoor test rig and investigated the heat and mass
transfer in the adsorption and dcsorption processes for Calcium-Ammonia. After detailed
investigations on NH3—CaCl; and NH3—SrCI;, Nielsen (1981) concluded that solid C a d : and
SrCI; could be used for solar refrigeration. Wors<j>e-Schimdt (1979) designed a demonstration plant
for a net amount of cooling of approximately 8000 kJ per day. The testing showed that the process
COP was 0.34 and the total solar COP was 0.096. Iloeje (1985) tested a Calcium-Ammonia solar
refrigerator over the annual climate variations at Nsukka, Nigeria. He also investigated the effect of
charging pressure on COP with three different pressures and carried out the parameter analysis on
the performance of the NH3—CaCl; solar refrigeration. Based on his experimental work, he and his
coworkers (1995) developed a simple mathematical model and computer program to the system and
carried out the parametric study on the system with the view to optimising the design.

A better but more expensive working pair is SrCb-NHj. Dornier, a Germany Company,
manufactured

a

solar

refrigerator

which

uses

the

compound

material

1MPEX

(80%SrCb+20%Graphite) as the adsorbent and NH3 as the adsorbate (Bansal et aL 1997). The heat

was supplied by an evacuated solar heat pipe. The IMPEX has a high coefficient for heat and mass
transfer and a good adsorption property. The refrigeration capacity is 1.5 kWh per day. Bansal et al.
(1997) carried out the theoretical and experimental analyses to this refrigerator using the
meteorological data for Delhi. The maximum theoretical COP was 0.143, but the testing COP was
only 0.081. They thought that the weaker solar radiation due to the pollution and dust was the reason
for the low testing COP and suggested a redesign of the system according to the local meteorological
condition. Erhard and Hahne (1997) also carried out the theoretical and experimental study on the
SrCli-NHs system and made a simulate program.

Silica-Gal and the Refrigerants

In 1930s" G. E. Hulse invented silica-gal—sulfur oxidised adsorption refrigeration system. Plank
and Kuprianoff (1960) investigated the possibility of using silica-gal—propanone in solar
refrigeration systems. Eggers-Lura (1978) designed an adsorption refrigeration system. Sakoda and
Suzuki! (1984) investigated the silica-gal—water adsorption system for solar cooling. Sakoda and
Suzuki (1986) built a small silica-gal—water cooling unit and proposed a simple model which can
interpret the experimental results well. Their sensitivity study showed that the heat transfer area
between the adsorbent packed bed and its container had a considerable effect on the COP and they
suggested that the heat transfer area should be approximately 0.4 m:/kg adsorbent to obtain the sola'r
thermal COP of 0.4. Kluppel and Gurgel (1988) reported a solar cooled drinking fountain using
silica gel - water pair with an average COP of 0.07. Cho and Kim (1992) developed a test set and a
simulation code to study the effects of component heat transfer rate on the cooling capacity of a
silica-gal—water adsorption cooling machine. Watable and Yanadori (1994) studied the cooling
characteristic of silica gal—ethanol. Tanaka et al. (1983) carried out an experimental study on a
compact silica-gal—water refrigeration system which was thought to have a better performance than
the traditional ones. There also have been several cycles proposed to reduce heat inherent in batchcycle operation and hence improve cycle efficiency. Saha et al. (1995) investigated analytically the
perfomiance of a three-stage silica-gal—water adsorption chiller to use the near-ambient
temperature waste heat between 55 and 4:'°'' and experimentally, by Saha and Kashiwagi (1997).
Boelman et al. (1997) studied the influence of thermal capacitance and heat exchanger UA-valued on
the cooling capacity, power density, and COP of a silica gel-water chiller. Alam et al. (2000)
investigated the effect of heat exchanger design on the system perfomiance of silica gel adsorption
refrigeration systems.

Zeolite {and Zeolite Molecular Sieves) and Refrigerants

The possibility of using the zeolite-water pair was studied as early as 1974 (Techemev, 1974).
Techernev (1974. 1978, 1982, 1984) studied solar cooling with zeolite, and he built and tested a
small cooling cabinet with the volume of 100 dm3. Meunier and Mischler (1979) and Guilleminot et
al. (1980) also reported the application of zeolite. Guilleminot and Meunier (1981) tested a small
experimental unit. Monnier and Dupont (1982) carried out the numerical optimization and field
testing for a zeoiite-water close cycle solar refrigeration. Grenier et al. (1988) built a large
experimental solar adsorption cold store with the area of the collectors 0.8m2 and the volume of the
cooling space 12 m3. In Guilleminot's and Grenier's cases, the net solar COP was about 0.1, the
efficiency of the collectors was approximately 0.33 and the cycle COP was also 0.33. Hinotani and
Kanatani (1983) made a small experimental apparatus to obtain fundamental data for the design of
the Zeolite-Water solar refrigeration system. The performance of the system was simulated with an
evacuated glass tube collector with heat pipe. The COP of the system was from 0.02 to 0.05. After
aging test on several metals, it was suggested copper should be used for further industrial
development. These results showed that the Zeolite-Water could be used either in the small or the
large refrigeration systems.

Shelton et al. (1989) conducted a ramp wave analysis of a solid - vapour heat pump using
zeolite—ammonia pair. The heat transfer fluid is circulated to reduce the heat required from the
external source by heat recover}'.

Hajji et al. (1991) carried out a dynamic analysis for a solar adsorption refrigerator using zeolite
13X-\vater and Chabazite-methanol as working pairs. Zhu et al. (1992) investigated experimentally
the 13X zeolite - water chiller. Chang and Roux (1995) carried out a thermodynamic analysis for a
solar zeolite refrigeration system.

The Zeopower Company produced a Zeolite-Water solar refrigerator a long time ago (Tchernev,
1979). It was reported that the system could produce 9.8 kg ice per day per nr of collector area for a
total solar input of 20 MJ/m: under the typical climatic condition of Boston. Later, the Zeopower
Company developed another solar Zeolite-Water solar refrigerator for the domestic and recreational
markets (Tchernev. 1984) which could produce about 0.9 kWli for each square meter of collector
with a solar input of 6 kWh and the efficiency is 15% according to the report.

In order to improve the efficiency of adsorption refrigeration, Tan and Wang (1998) researched
the double effect cascade adsorption systems using silica-water/zeolite-water and zeolitewater/zeolite-water respectively.
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Activated Carbon and Refrigerants

Pons and Guilleminot (1986) designed an activated carbon-methanol solar adsorption ice maker arid
built a prototype in Orsay. The solar collector was 6 m : in area and contained 130 kg of A.C., the
condenser was air-cooled and the evaporator had a net production of 30-35 kg ice per sunny day.
Tlie net solar COP was 0.12. Pons and Grenier (1987) presented the experimental data from this
prototype. The measured net solar COP was 0.12 when the incident solar energy Q, was 22 MJ/m2
and 0.1 when Q, was 19 MJ/m2. Based on the P-T-x data determined by Sridhar (1987), Exell (1987)
designed and fabricated a charcoal-methanol ice maker. The solar collector was 0.97 m2 and
contained 18 kg charcoal. 2.5 kg ice at -1 to -3°C could be produced for a good day. Passos and
Escobedo (1989) presented an analytical model for the solar adsorption cooling cycle using the
activated carbon-methanol pair. Medini et al. (1991) set up a non-valve active carbon-methanol solar
ice maker with the 0.8 m2 collection surface with a view to build an industrial machine. This machine
produced 4 kg of ice per day in summer. With a collection efficiency of 0.41, it is possible to obtain
a gross solar COP of 0.15. However, because of insufficient insulation of the ice bank, the net COP
obtained was half that value. Tan et al. (1992) studied an active carbon-methanol solar ice maker
with the collector area 1.1 m2 and the refrigerator volume 103 litres. The maximum net COP of the
machine was 0.15 and the experimental value was about 0.11. Boubakri et al. (1992) reported their
experimental study of three charcoal-methanol ice makers with the collecto-condese (assembly of
solar collector and condenser in a unique component) operated in Agadir, Morocco. They obtained a
nominal production of 4 kg of ice per square meter collector for 60% of the period of the experiment.
The net solar COP was between 0.08 and 0.12. Huang et al. (1992) built a prototype of solar
powered ice maker (no valve cycle and air natural cooling). The results showed that the this
refrigerator could produce 4.5 kg ice per day in winter and 2-3 kg ice per day in summer. The net
solar COP was 0.1-0.12 and 0.08 respectively. Critoph (1994) built and tested an active carbonammonia solar refrigerator for vaccine cooling. The collector was 1.4 m2 and contains 17 kg of
carbon. It is possible 10 produce up to 4 kg of ice per day in a diurnal cycle. Bentayeb et al. (1995)
introduced a model which took account of the real operation for an activated carbon-methanol solar
refrigerator. Their numerical simulation showed that the behaviour of the refrigerator is different
from one climate to the other. Critoph (1996) presented the results of heat transfer tests on a carbonammonia experimental generator together with future plans for a one ton per day solar ice maker. Hu
(1996) presented some further applications of the program developed and validated before in the
investigation of the non-valve carbon-methanoi solar refrigerator. Follin et al. (1996) studied the
influence of microporous characteristics of activated carbon on the performance of an adsorption
cycle for refrigeration. Chen et al. (1997) studied the activated carbon - ethanol refrigeration system
and showed that ethanol could be a substitute for methanol. Wang et al. (1997) investigated the
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feasibility of using active carbon fibre (ACF) as the adsorbent in adsorption refrigeration and found
that ACF-methanol has good potential as an adsorption refrigeration pair. Li and Sumathy (1999)
built a solar ice maker using activated carbon and methanol with an exposed area of 0.92 m2 ana
about 4-5 kg ice could be produced with the COP of about 0.1-0.12. Wang et al. (1999) developed
an activated csrbon-methanol adsorption refrigerator using spiral plate heat exchangers as
absorbers, and more than 2.6 kg ice per day per kg activated carbon with a COP of 0.13 can be
obtained. Li et ai. (2000) designed an adsorption bed for activated carbon - methanol refrigeration
system.

Douss and Meunier (1989) proposed a cascading adsorption cycle in which an active carbonmethanol cycle is topped by a zeolite-water cycle. This arrangement makes it possible to obtain, for
example, both steam and ice with reduced heat input from the external source.

Grenier and Pons (1983) pointed that the COP of activated carbon-methanol system was higher
than those of zeoiite sieves—water systems at about 120°C. Meunier et al. (1986) compared
synthetic zeolite—water, synthetic zeolite—methanol, and charcoal-methanol combinations and
found that the activated-charcoal-methanol gave a better COP generally, but that the zeolite—water
system was better when the difference between the nighttime ambient temperature and the
evaporating temperature was particularly high. After comparing AC35-methanol with zeolite 13Xwater, Meunier suggested that the zeolite combination would be superior only when the temperature
lift (adsorption—evaporating temperature) exceeded 45°C. But the comparison was based on the
heat input. Taking account of the collector efficiency which decreases with increasing temperature,
the charcoal-methanol combination might be superior at even higher temperature lifts.

Owing to the differences in the raw material used, the activated condition (activated temperature,
etc.), process employed and the degree of activated (activated time, etc.), the properties of the
activated carbon such as porosity, pore size, and surface area for adsorption vaiy from one
application to another. The adsorption properties for individual particular activated charcoal and
methanol combination are normally tested in laboratories.

Sridhar (1987), Eltom and Sayigh (1994), Passos et al. (1986), Grenier and Pons (1983), and Hu
and Exell (1993) tested the adsorption capacities for different charcoals. Based on his COP
calculation of ideal cycles, Hu (1993) pointed out that the charcoal 207E4 from UK was suitable for
ice making for tropical areas (high peak collector temperature). Hu (1998) also studied the thermal
decomposition of methanol in solar powered adsorption refrigeration systems.
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Working Substance: The Selection and the Adsorption
Equilibrium

Before considering .he solar adsorption refrigeration system, the adsorbent/refrigerant working pair
must be selected and its adsorption property evaluated. The adsorbent we are searching for should
have selective adsorption property in addition to the other general adsorption properties required. In
this chapter, the possible working pairs and the pressure-adjusting agent were selected from general
considerations, and the adsorption properties for the working pairs were tested. The adsorption
equilibrium was described by Dubinin and Astakhov (D-A) equation, and the test data (pressure P,
temperature T, and concentration x) were expressed in the inP

\IT chart. Some of the

thermodynamics of adsorption (the heat of adsorption and the desorption and the adsorption
threshold temperatures) for the following analyses were also conducted in this chapter. The heat of
adsorption was determined by employing the Clausius-Claperyon equation, while the desorption and
the adsorption tlireshold temperatures were determined by three approaches. It is shown that the D-A
Equation and Simplified Pressure Equation approach is simple and accurate.

2.1 THE PRELIMINARY SELECTION FOR ADSORBENT, REFRIGERANT AND
PRESSURE-ADJUSTING AGENT FOR OUR PURPOSE

The selection of the working substance for our purposes, i.e., to make the system work at about
atmospheric pressure, should be based on the two sets of properties required:
•

The general adsorptive properties, i.e., in solar application temperature range, it needs to work
well.

•

The adsorbent should have selective adsorption property, i.e., it should not adsorb tl-

"essure-

adjusting agent.

The adsorbent used in industry usually has a micro-porous structure. An ideal adsorbent for
refrigeration should meet the following requirements: The specific surface area should be large and
there should be the micropores; The adsorption capacity should be large; The adsorption force
should be small and the regeneration temperature should be low; The heat of adsorption should be
small; There is no reaction with the adsorbate; The velocity of adsorption should be quick so it is
easy to achieve the adsorption equilibrium; The specific heat should be small and conduction heat
transfer high so to quicken the adsorption/desorption processes; High hardness or resistance to
- M
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abrasion; The flow resistance for gases should be small; Being able to be regenerated and reused
many times; Easy to available; Cheap; etc.

An ideal refrigerant for adsorption refrigeration should meet the following requirements. High
enthalpy of evaporation at the required evaporator temperature; Low freezing temperature;
Relatively high critical temperatures; Positive evaporating pressure; Relatively low- condensing
pressure; Good heat transfer characteristics; Low water solubility; Inertness and stability;
Missliamnisbility; Nonexplosive whek saiNf-d with air; Nontoxicity; Nomrritability; Noncorrosive;
Relative low cost; Be easy Jo detect in case of leaks.

It is almost impossible to find an adsorbent and a refrigerant to satisfy all the above-mentioned
requirements. The most used adsorbent in refrigeration is silica gel, zeolite, and activated carbon and
the most used refrigerants are ammonia, water, and methanol.

2.1.1 The Refrigerant—Methanol

We would like our new refrigerator to have the potential of making ice, so methanol is chosen as the
refrigerant. The advantages of using methanol as the refrigerant are:
•

It can evaporate at a temperature below 0°C (its Melting Point is -93.9°C);

•

Its molecule is small (4 A) and it can be easily adsorbed in micropores with the diameter ltoS
than 20 A;

•

Its normal boiling point (65°C) is higher than room temperature, which means the methanol
refrigeration system always works at pressures lower than atmospheric. It is the leakage
problem of this kind of systems that this research is aimed to solve.

•

Its enthalpy of vaporisation is significant (about 1100 kJ/kg). so a good COP of its cycle may
be expected.

•

Non-irritability.

•

Non-corrosive.

2.1.2 The Pressure-adjusting Agent — Some Inert Gases

It is known that the saturation temperature of vapour in a gas mixture depends only on the vapour's
partial pressure and would not be affected by the presence of the other gases. Therefore, some gas

I

may be filled in the system to raise the pressure of the system to atmospheric pressure. In order to
achieve this goal some points should be met.
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Firstly the gas should not react with the rest of the system (the machine material, the adsorbent,
and the adsorbate). Thus some inert gas may be a good choice. Secondly, in order to act as the
pressure-adjusting agency, the gas should not be condensed in the working temperature range nor
adsorbed by the adsorbent. Inert gases such as Helium and Argon meet these requirements.

2.1.3 The Adsorbent — Molecular Sieves and Activated Carbon

The adsorbent for our proposes should have a selective adsorption property. That is to say, the
adsorbent should adsorb the refrigerant only and should not adsorb the pressure-adjusting gas.

The molecular sieves have an excellent property for selective adsorption. Zeolite Molecular
Sieves (MSs) are highly porous dehydrated crystalline zeolite. The pores are precisely uniform in
diameter and of molecular dimensions. Therefore, they adsorb selectively only those molecules which
are small enough to enter the pore system. That is why they are called molecular sieves. Besides,
their adsorptive performance is strongly affected by the polarity, the polarizability, the bond
character, and the molecular weight of the adsorbed substance. The 'Sieving" action, and the high
affinity for a certain adsorbate give them their unique properties as molecular adsorbent. Therefore,
zeolite molecular sieves are the. first materials selected naturally as the adsorbent for our purpose.

Since the critical molecular diameter of methanol is 0.44 nm, the pore diameter of the adsorbent
selected should be greater than that value, so the adsorbent can adsorb the vapour molecules of the
refrigerant, the methanol. 5A MS (pore diameter 0.5 nm) and J3XMS (pore diameter 1.0 nm) meet
this requirement.

)i is also true that the diameters of the inert gases are smaller than the pore diameter of the chosen
adsorbent (the critical molecular diameter of argon is 0.38 nm and helium is 0.2 nm), but their
polarities and molecular weights determine that they can be displaced by methanol. Here Helium, a
weaker affinity inert gas, is chosen as the pressure-adjusting agency. Argon will also be tried in the
experiment to see the effect of the density (molecular weight) of the gas on the cycling.

Carbon has been known throughout history as an adsorbent, and it has been well documented that
Activated Carbon (carbonaceous material like coal, lignite, wood, nut shell, petroleum and
sometimes synthetic high polymers thermal decomposed and then activated with steam or carbon
dioxide at elevated temperature 700-1000°C) and methanol pair has an excellent refrigeration
performance. The advantages of using activated carbon as the adsorbent are:
•

Activated Carbon has a significant capacity of adsorption.
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•

Activated Carbon + Methanol can work at as high as 150°C without decomposition. Hence
Activated Carbon + Methanol seems to be a suitable pair for a solar refrigeration system
working at the temperature range that the flat-plate collectors can reach.

o

Activated Carbon can be made to suit particular applications by varying the activation time and
temperature, etc.

•

Activated Carbon can be manufactured easily by local industry.

«

Activated Carbon is cheap.

All the above-mentioned advantages show that the Activated Carbon + Methanol seems to be a
good pair for solar refrigeration with the flat-plate collectors.

Carbon Molecular Sieve (CMS) is an interesting form as of activated carbon since it not only
retains the advantages of the activated carbon, e.g.. high adsorption capacity and easy desorption,
but also has a unifomi and narrow micropore size distribution. Both of the characteristics seem to be
important for our purpose. As for the zeolite molecular sieve, it is the difference of the affinities of
the gas and the vapour to the adsorbent, rather than the 'sieving action' of the adsorbent, decides the
priority of the adsorption. Foitunately, inert gases are hardly adsorbed by common adsorbents in the
normal temperature range. Therefore, some inert gas can be used in the system as the carrier gas,
and activated carbon, rather than carbon molecular sieve, as the adsorbent.

2.2 SOME THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

2.2.1 The Physical and Chemical Properties of Pure Methanol

The vapour pressure P (Pa) of methanol in a limited temperature range can be described by Antoine
equation (Boublik et al, 1973; see also Cheng and Kung, 1994)
log? = 10.20587 - 1582.271/(r- 33.424)

(2.1)

288.0 K < T < 356.8 K, error < 0.06%
with an error less than 0.06%. For a wider range of temperature, Dauber and Danner (1984)
suggested
lnP= 109.93 - 7471.3/7- 13.988 In T+ 0.015281 T

(2.2)

175.6 K < T< 512.6 K, error < 1%
For saturated density of methanol liquid ps (kg/m3), Dauber and Danner (1984) suggested
In ps = 3.6541 + 1.62055 [1 + (1 - 77512.63)°17:7:]
175.6 K <T< 512.6 K. error < 1%

I

(2.3)

3
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Based on the table given by Liley (1982), Exeli et al. (1987) computed the properties of methanol
as a function of temperature from the regression formulas:

Saturation vapour pressure in bar:
lnP, = 12.6973-4024.3ZT-87582.885/T2

(2.4)

250K<T<3?,7.5K with maximum error of 2.9%
337.DA:<7/<420A: with

maximum error of 0.1%

Saturated density of methanol liquid ps (kg/m3) with maximum error of 0.25%.:
ps = 937.911-0.0582677/-0.00145971"'

(2.5)

Since the equations regressed by Exell et al. (1987) are simple and also precise in the part of the
temperature range in our application, they will be used mainly in this research.

2.2.2. Isotherm Adsorption Equation: D-A Equation

The widely used description of activated carbon adsorption is the D-A equation which was developed
by Dubinin and Astakhov (1970) from the potential theory originally put forward by Polanyi, and
Berenyi. This equation is also used for other adsorbents such as molecular sieves in adsorption
refrigeration analysis. The basis of the potential theory of adsorption is that at the surface of the
solid adsorbent the molecules of the gas are compressed by the forces of attraction acting from the
surface to a certain distance into the surrounding space. Therefore, in micropores comparable to the
size of adsorbate molecule, the adsorbate molecules are attracted by the wall surrounding the
micropores and start to fill the micropore volumetrically. Dubinin (1960) studied the adsorption
characteristic curve and derived the following equation (Dubinin - Radushkevich equation)
W — q.'p = Woexp{-ks~'fi')

(2.6)

where W is the volume filled by the adsorbate, q is the amount adsorbed and p is the density of the
adsorbed phase, Wo is the maximum volume of the adsorbate adsorbed by the adsorbent, m3/kg
adsorbent; k is a parameter which depends upon the number and size distribution of micros, i.e., that
is a function of the structures of the adsorbent only and its value does not depend on the adsorbate.
The difference in adsorption properties of different vapours from those of the standard vapor
i;

(normally benzene) is accounted by an affinity coefficient fi which characterise the polarizability of
the adsorbate and is a function of adsorbate only, e is the adsorption potential which is defined as the
difference in free energy between the adsorbed phase and the saturated liquid. For one mole of an

]
45

ideal gas
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s = AF =/PPs VdP = -RJ\n(P/Ps)

(2.7)

where AF is the free energy change, R is the gas constant, T is the absolute temperature of the
adsorbent/adsorbate, Ps is the saturated vapour pressure of the adsorbate at temperature T, and P is
the equilibrium gas-phase partial pressure of the adsorbate;

Substituting for finto Eq. (2.6). the Dubinin-Radushkevich (D-R) equation is written as
W = Woexp(-D(rin(P/P)f)

(2.8)

where D-kR^/fi2 and Wo and D are determined by experimental measurement.

Eq. (2.8) is valid for temperature sufficiently below the critical temperature Tc (T<O.%TC). For
methanol 7>239°C.

Since it was found experimentally that for some substances uiere were deviations from the above
expression, Dubinin and Astakhov (1970) introduced an improved and more general form of the D-R
equation, which is called the D-A equation, to fit the experimental data better. The D-A equation
contains a third variable n and the form is
W = Woexp{-D[nn(P/P)]n}

(2.9a)

x = xoexp{-D[T\n(Ps'P)}"}

(2.9b)

or

where n is usually between 1 and 3, and equals 2 in the D-R equation, and x is the mass
concentration.

Taking logarithms we obtain the linear form
\nW = lnW0-D[Tln(P/P)]n

(2.10)

The parameters Wo and D can be determined experimentally by plotting \nW\s [T\n(P/P)]" for a
variety of values of n from measurements of W, T and P.

The introduction of the new parameter n helps to improve the fit but it does not necessarily have
any direct physical meaning (Critoph, 1988). Pons and Grenier (1986) also pointed out that the D-A
equation is not thermodynamically correct near saturation because the predicted heat of adsorption
does not tend to the heat of vaporisation of the adsorbate. The D-A equation is known to deviate
from experimental data for very small and very large values of W. They suggested a linear potential
expression which does not have this defect but it is not necessary for the work in this study.

•S.
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2.2.3. Isotherm Adsorption Equation: inP

\IT Equation

The saturation pressure Ps of the refrigerant can be approximately expressed as a function of
temperature as following (Smith, 1996)
(2.11)
where A and B are constants.

For methanol, according to Eq.(2.4), A and 5 can be determined by following expressions:
(a) at a state with temperature T
A = 12.6973 + 87582.885/7*

(2.12a)

5=4024.37+ 175165.77/r

(2.13a)

and

and (b) in a process the average A and B
A = 12.6973 + 87582.885/(7, Tu)

(2.12b)

= 4024.37 + 87582.885(/T, + 1/TU)

(2.13b)

and

where 7/ and Tu are the lower and the upper temperatures in the range the saturation methanol
experiencing in the process.

Similarly, the pressure-temperature relationship of an adsorbate can also be simply expressed as
\nP=b*(-J/T) + a

(2.14)

To determine a and b (the intercept and the slope for a constant mass concentration line on the
lnP vs -1/Tdiagram, respectively), rewriteD-A equation \nW = \nlV0-D{T\n{PsP))" as
InP = c*(-7/7)+lnP,

(2.15)

where c = (ln(W0/W)/D) " = (\n(X(/xyD) and x is the mass of the adsorbate adsorbed.

Substitute Eq. (2.11) into Eq. (2.15), we have Eq. (2.14) (InP = b*{-l'T)^ a), and
(2.16)
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With a series of a and b, a set of lines for a particular adsorbate/adsorbent pair can be drawn in
the lnP

1/T t diagram. The parameters Wo, D, n, and thus b are determined by adsorption test.

In order to make the diagram more readable, the pressure P rather than lnP is denoted in the v-axial
and T in the x-axial along with -1/T in practice. Fig. 1.1. shows such a diagram and an ideal
adsorption refrigeration cycle in the diagram schematically.

2.2.4 Heat of Adsorption — Clausius-Claperyon Equation

Under the assumption that the specific volume of the gas is much greater than that of the liquid, the
specific volume of the liquid is negligible, and if the pressure is low enough so the gas can be treated
as the ideal gas, the equilibrium vapour-liquid phase transformation for a pure fluid can be expressed
by Clausius-Claperyon equation (Smith, et al. 1996)
dlnP/dT = hjg/RT3

(2.17)

where hjs is the latent enthalpy of the liquid to vapour phase transformation.

The Clausius-Claperyon equation is also applicable to gas adsorption equilibrium. The analogous
equation :?or adsorption is (Smith, 1996)
(d\nP/oT)x - had /RT

(2.18)

where the subscript x signifies that the derivative is taken at constant concentration adsorbed and had
is the isosteric (constant volume) heat of adsorption and is a function of the concentration .v, the
mass of refrigerant adsorbed per unit mass of adsorbent.

Rewrite the Eq (2.17) and (2.18), we get
h, =
Js

6 ln P

R

(2.19)

d(-\/T)

and
f P\nP

\
R

(2.20)

which mean that h/s and had can be obtained from the slopes of the equilibrium lines for the pure
refrigerant and for a constant concentration x on the lnP vs - / T diagram.
1

A thermally isolated system can be put into a state of negative temperature. If temperature were defined as

the negative reciprocal of the conventional temperature, ie, New temperature 0= -1/ Old temperature T.
temperature would vary smoothly from minus infinity (what we now called absolute zero) through zero, and
on to plus infinity (Atkins, 1994).
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Comparing Eq. (2.20) with Eq. (2.14), it is easy to see

f

K*=bxR

(2.21)

~h
That is to say that the heat of adsorption had is just the multiplication of the slope b of a constant
concentration line on lnP vs (-J/T) diagram and the gas constant R.

2.2.5 The Desorption and the Adsorption Threshold Temperatures

In Fig. 1.1, T2 and T4 are tlie threshold temperatures at which the desorption and adsorption starts
respectively, Pc is the condenser pressure and Pe is the evaporator pressure, respectively.

It is difficult to measure the threshold temperatures experimentally. Nevertheless, it can be
determined by three theoretical approaches.

By Clausius-Claperyon Equation

Integration of Eq. (2.17) from state e to c, and Eq. (2.18) from state 1 to 2
(2.22)

and

Pc z tAhJx

l"T i r " ~^rdT
e

(2.23)

'

Since the values of haj and hJS onl\- change a little in the integration temperature ranges, they ma}'
be supposed to be constants, or thought as the average values over the temperature range. Therefore

ln/ J - l n P = ( -

-}h,JR

(2.24)

and
\nPc-\\\Pe=\—

,T 1

- — |(/7 A

IR

(2.25)

Equating the two integrals gives
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(2-26)
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(2.27)

By D-A Equation and Pressure Equation

We have shown that the D-A equation can be rewritten as Eq. (2.15) and the saturation pressure Ps
of the refrigerant can be evaluated by Eq (2.4). The general form for Eq (2.4) can be expressed as
lnP, = A0+At/T+A2'f

(2.28)

whereto, Aj. and A2 are constants.

Combining Eq. (2.15) and Eq. (2.28) yields
(Ao- \nP)T? -(c-Ai)T + A2 = 0

(2.29)

Thus
c = (Ao + - L + - 4 - - In P)T
and

-4A2(A0 -lnP)
2(A(> - In P)

and the larger value should be taken respectively for T.

The desorption threshold temperature T2 is given by

=

(P
vj^x -Ax)±Mc
1' Vvx w

2
-A
c)
^ ]) -4A,(A
^J 0-\nPcj_

\P)

The adsorption threshold temperature T4:

4

where cv

^

>Sf"

2K-InP.)

= (A + 4 - + - ^ - - In Pc )T,.

The larger value should be taken respectively for T2 and 7V

(2.30)
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For example, if 7*1=293.15 K (20°C), 7>=383.!5 K (110°C), 7^=268.15 K (-5°C)? and 7>308.15
K (35 °C)? in case of methanol, lnP£=-3.5287, ln?e=-1.2848, >40=12.6973, ^,=-4024.377", A2=87582.885, it is calculated that r:=337.39 K and 7"4=332.32 K.

By D-A Equation and the Simplified Pressure Equation

Eq. (2.14) (lnP = b*(-lT)+ a) can be rewritten as
T = b/(a - In?)

(2.34)

That means
- In/",)

(2.35)

and

T2 = Hx

(2.36)

where Pe and Pc is the evaporator and the condenser pressure, respectively, and a\ =A(T\).

Therefore
T

-

(2.37)

ax-\nPe
Similarly, we have
l,

4

(2.38)

=

a.-lnP.

where a^A (T^).

For example, if 7>=293.15 K (20°C), r3=383.15 K (110°C), 7>268.15 K (-5°C), and 7>308.15
K (35°C), in case of methanol, lnP«=-3.5287, lnPc=-1.2848, a,= 13.7165, and <73=13.2939, then
7";=337 K, and 74=332.04 K, which is almost the same as that from the pressure equation (337.39K
and 332.32K, respectively). Therefore, the simplified pressure equation is precise enough for our
application.

Considering o\ a ah from Eq. (2.37) and (2.38), it can be seen that

TJTX

(2.30)

This is the relationship of the four temperatures widely used by other literatures. It is rather
simple in form, but it should be pointed out that it is only an approximate expression (most of the
literatures have not made it clear). Eq. (2.37) and (2.38) will be used in this thesis to determine T2
and 7*4.
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2.3 TEST OF ADSORPTION PROPERTY {P-T-x)

2.3.1 The Test Rig for P-T-x Relationship Test

As mentioned above, the P-T-x (pressure, temperature, and concentration) diagram for the working
pair (adsorbent/adsorbate) is a powerful and convenient: tool for analysing a particular adsorption
refrigeration cycle. The test rig used to investigate the P-T-x relationship for the adsorbent/adsorbate
pairs at Monash University is shown in Fig. 2.1.
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Figure 2.1 The test rig for the P-T-x relationship

2.3.2 Experimental Procedures

This test measures the changes in pressure P for given changes of T for fixed concentrations x. The
procedures are
1) Put the desorbed adsorbent sample in the pressure-monitored vessel (the short cylindrical vessel).
2) Charge the adsorbate (methanol) into the graduated glass tube (the long methanol flask).
3) Heat and Vacuum the adsorbent sample to remove gases from the adsorbent.
4) Vacui'M the adsorbate tube to remove gases from the adsorbate space.
5) Let the adsorbent adsorb a certain amount (volume) of adsorbate.
6) Heat the pressure-monitored vessel from the initial (ambient) temperature to 50°C (the maximum
temperature of the pressure sensor) by step of 5°C. The time step is set by 15 minutes (this time
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step is enough for the adsorption equilibrium to set up from one state to the next state). When the
maximum temperature is reached, let the pressure vessel cool down to the ambient temperature.
7) Repeat step 6 tliree times to obtain average values for one concentration.
'4

8) Repeat step 5 to 7 for other concentrations.

23.3 Experiment Data Process: 5A Molecular Sieve — Met! inol

The first working pair was 5A molecular sieve and methanol. The test data are listed in tablel.

Tablel iD-T-x Data of 5A Molecular Sieve — Methanol Adsorption
W(l/kg) 0.048066 0.065344 0.07279

0.08126 0.086792 0.089443 0.091952

T(K)

Ps (kPa)

P (kPa)

288.15

9.79046 0.025455 0.110299 0.209834 0.440721 0.687866 1.608008 4.038168

293.15

12.87508 0.037052 0.156582 0.294633 0.611043 0.946485 2.180762 5.391182

298.15

16.76695 0.053225 0.21956 0.408779 0.837466 1.287721 2.925751 7.123953

303.15 21.63405 0.07551 0.304288 0.560749 1.135297 1.733335 3.885254

9.32242

308.15 27.66992 0.105861 0.417058 0.760977 1.523148 2.?Q9582 5.109547 12.08716
313.15 35.09601 0.146748 0.565624 1.022193 2.023446 3.047867 6.657925 15.53495318.15

f

44.1639 0.201261 0.75946 1 359788 2.662987 3.985452 8.599 ;S2 19.80047

323.15 55.15765 0.273223 1.010041

1.79222 3.473542 5.166206 11.01574 25.03788

t

By varying the value of n, a linear relationship oflnWand (21n(P/P))" with the best correlation
coefficient r was obtained. For the 5A molecular sieve and methanol. when /;=2.34, r=0.997. The DA Representation is shown bellow.

300

y =-0.0018x -9.2809

(rin(Ps/P)) A 2.34*E-5

Figure 2.2 The D-A Representation for 5A molecular sieve and methanol
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From the D-A Representation, it v/as found that and JF«f=9.3817x10"" m/(kg adsorbent) and
£>=0.0018172*10\ Therefore
[5+2032.11l6(~1nW-92Z09)}aiA](-V7)+A

In? =
or

(2.40a)

1/2.3+1

(2.40b)

In? = [5+2032.1116(-lav-2.5748)"-H(-l'T)+^
where x=pW and p= Af-so= 817.378 kg/m3(Eq. 2.5).

The P-T-x (pressure, temperature, and concentration) relationship is shown in the In?

IT

chart as Figure 2.3.
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Figure 2.3 The P-T-x relationship chart for 5A MS and Methanol

From the In?

I'T diagram, it can be seen that in the temperature range the flat-plate solar

adsorption refrigeration system working (eg, 20-110°C), the concentration change is not large. For
example, taking the evaporator temperature 7V=-5°C, the condenser temperature 7>35°C, the
morning temperature (the temperature of the collector in the beginning of the heating) r,=20°C, and
the peak temperature 7r=110°C, the maximum concentration is about 0.065, the minimum
concentration is about 0.041, and the change of the concentration is only about 0.024. That means
that 5A molecular sieve and methanol is not a good working pair for solar refrigeration. The
activated carbon may be a better adsorbent for our purpose.

2.3.4 Experiment Data Process: Activated Carbon 207E4 — Methanol

Bc-d on the results of the adsorptive tests of Hu and Excell (1993), charcoaf 207E4 pellet was
chosen as the adsorbent for th* next test. The test data are listed in table 2.
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Table 2 iP-T-x Dataof activated carbon 207E4 — Methanol Adsorption
W(l/kg) 0.035786 0.071688 0.11757 0.137061 0.206101 0.275371 0.335187

T(K)

Ps (kPa)

288.15

9.79046 9.531104 9.593498 9.629752 9.661348 9.706761 9.744977 9.764135

P (kPa)

293.15 12.87508 12.53975 12.62044 12.66732 12.70817 12.76688 12.81629 12.84105
298.15 16.76695 16.33749 16.44084 16.50088 16.55321

16.6284 16.69167 16.72338

303.15 21.63405 21.08894 21.22015 21.29636 21.36277 21.45821 21.5385 2 i.57875
308.15 27.66992 26.9839 27.14905 27.24498 27.32856 27.44866 27.5497 27.60034
313.15 35.09601 34.2396 34.44579 34.56556 34.6699 34.81983 34.94595 35.00916
318.15

44.1639 43.10295 43.35843 43.50681 43.63608 43.82181 43.97804 44.05634

323.15 55.b765 53.85285 54.1671 54.34959 54.50857 54.73698 54.9291 55.02538

Adjusting the value for n to maximise the linearity of the relationship of lnJf vs. [T\n(P/P)]".
Since /7=1.34, the correlation coefficient is 0.9967. The D-A Representation is shown in Fig. 2.4.

t
10
15
20
y = -0.1496x -7.915
R2 = 0.9935

(r!n(Ps/P))A1.34*E-3
Figure 2.4 The D-A Representation for Activated Carbon 207E and Methanol

From the D-A Representation, it is found that D=0.14962; 0"5 and Wo =0.365xl0' 4 m3/(kg
adsorbent). Therefore
lnP = [£+715.2952(-lntf'-7.915)1'134]

(-I'l^

(2.41a)

%l/T)+A

(2.41b)

or
In? = [#+715.2952(-lnx-1.209)1

l3

where p = /^. 5C) = 817.378 kg/m3(Eq. 2.5).

The lnP

7 T chart expression of the above relationship is shown in Fig. 2.5.
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Figure 2.5 The P-T-x relationship chart for Activated Carbon 207E and Methanol

From the laP

L'T diagram, it can be seen that in the temperature range the flat-plate solar

adsorption refrigeration systems, the concentration change is large. For example, taking the
evaporator temperature 7e=-5°C, the condenser temperature 7>=35OC, the morning temperature (the
temperature of the collector in the beginning of the heating) ri=20°C, and the peak temperature
7V=110°C. the maximum concentration is about 0.18, the minimum concentration is about 0.0636,
and the change of the concentration is about 0.1164! That means that activated carbon 207E and
methanol is an excellent working pair for solar refrigeration.
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The Experimental Study of the Adsorption Refrigeration
System Working at near Atmospheric Pressure

In the preceding chapter, the adsorbent/refrigeration pairs (Molecular Sieves/Methanol and Activated
Carbon/Methanol) were selected and the adsorption property was tested. In this chapter, the
refrigeration experiment is described. Firstly, no pressure-adjusting gas was used in the system. This
experiment determined the working pair which is suitable for the refrigeration cycle. Then, the
working pair is used in the refrigeration experiment with pressure-adjusting gas. The experimental
rig working around atmospheric pressure was thus developed from first principles and experimental
trials. The experimental results carried out in the experimental rig are presented in the following
chapters with the theoretical results.

3.1 REFRIGERATION OBSERVATION (WITHOUT PRESSURE-ADJUSTING GAS)

The theoretical judgment from the investigation of the P-T-x diagrams in the last chapter indicated
that 5 A MS and methanol is a poor working pair, while Activated carbon 207E4 and methanol is an
excellent working pair, for solar refrigeration. For refrigeration application, analysis from the P-T-x
diagram is insufficient, and refrigeration cycle experiments should be carried out. Firstly, no
pressure-adjusting gas was charged in the refrigeration system. If a working pair does not work in
the refrigeration cycle even without the pressure-adjusting gas, it must be eliminated. The
adsorbent/refrigerant pairs passing this test (i.e., without the pressure-adjusting gas) will be tested
further in the refrigeration system charged with pressure-adjusting gas in the next steps. In this
section, several MSs and methanol, and activated carbon and methanol are used in the refrigeration
experiment, respectively.

3.1.1 The Refrigeration Observation Rig

The sketch of the refrigeration rig at this stage is shown in Fig. 3.1. The main components
and equipment of the rig are as follows:
a.

Container A. This spherical container is used to contain the adsorbent and it acts as the
adsorption bed/generator. The temperature of the adsorbent is maintained by the Thermoiine
Thermal Convection Bath.
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To vacuum
pump
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manometer
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Fig. 3.1 The sketch of the refrigeration observation rig

b.

Column B. This cylindrical container acts as the evaporator/condenser. It is composed of an
inner tube and an outer tube. The refrigerant is in the inner tube which is calibrated in
millilitres. The refrigerant can be maintained at a constant temperature by circuiting the
constant temperature water through the "cham-al" between the two walls and through the
Thermoline Precision Refrigerated/Circulator.

c.

Thermoline Thermal Convection Bath (was not shown in Fig.3.1). This is used to control and
maintain the temperature of the adsorbent evenly by submerging the container A in the oil. The
bath can only be used for heating and the nominal temperature range is 0-100°C. The maximum
temperature of the bath is 115°C, which is about the same value as the flat-plate solar collector
can achieve. Oil ('Repco" Motor Oil SAE 20W-50). rather than water, is used for this
application as the oil allows the temperature to rise more than 100°C without vaporisation and
the good conductivity of oil makes the temperature distribute more evenly.

d.

Thermoline Precision Refrigerated/Circulator (was not shown in Fig.3.1). This equipment is
used to control the water at the desired temperatures and make the water circulate in the channel
of container B thus to control the temperature of the refrigerant (methanol) at the desired
temperatures.

The whole system was constructed from glass. There are two reasons for this. Firstly if the
methanol container is transparent, the process of the adsorption could be 'seen'. Secondly glass is
easier to process than metal and it is also easier to make the components/system airtight.

VI
3.1.2 Molecular sieve 5A — methanol

The refrigeration experiment showed that molecular sieve 5A could adsorb methanol readily.
However, it was found that there was hardly any condensation during the desorption process even
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though the desorption temperature is set at as high as 110°C (the temperature the normal flat-plate
solar collect can achieve). The reason may be that the bond between MS 5A and methanol is too
strong so that it is nearly impossible to desorb methanol from MS 5A in the normal temperature
range the flat-plate solar collect can achieve. So molecular sieve 5A was excluded.

3.1.3 Molecular sieve 13X — methanol

It has been reported that molecular sieve J3X and water can work well for air conditioning.
The pore diameter of MS 13X is 1 nm, far larger than that of MS 5A (0.5 nm). Therefore, it
should be easier to drive out the adsorbate from MS 13X than from MS 5A. MS 13X and
methanol was also tried. Unfortunately, it was also found that there was hardly any
condensation during the desorption process even though the desorption temperature is set
at as high as 110°C too. So molecular sieve 13X was excluded.

3.1.4 Activated Carbon 207E4 —Methanol

The next candidate of the adsorption/refrigeration pair is activated carbon/methanol. Based
on the reasons mentioned by Hu (1992), activated carbon 207E4 pellet is chosen as the
adsorbent in our next refrigeration observation. The system using activated carbon and methanol
works satisfactorily in the test rig (Fig. 3.1).

From the above work, it can be seen that even though an adsorbent can adsorb an adsorbate.
there is no guarantee that the pair is suitable for solar refrigeration purposes. In order to save the
trouble to measure the P-T-x relationship for a pair which may turn out to be unsuitable, the
refrigeration observation experiment with no pressure-adjusting gas may be conducted first. If it
works, then the P-T-x relationship of this pair will be tested, and the refrigeration effects with
pressure-adjusting gas will be tried. By this way, the unworkable pair can be eliminated readily, and
a suitable working pair can be selected. That is why we did not test molecular sieves 13X /methanol
adsorption characteristics in the previous chapter.

In view of the investigation and observation results we have obtained, the following work would
focus on the study of activated carbon-methanol as the adsorbent-refrigerant pair.
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3.2 REFRIGERATION OBSERVATION (WITH PRESSURE-ADJUSTING GAS) — THE
DEVELOPMENT OF THE WORKABLE REFRIGERATION TEST RIG

3.2.1 The Observation in the Old Test Rig

hi the following experiment, activated carbon 207E4/methanol was selected to as the
adsorptioa'refrigerant working pair. Firstly, the refrigeration observation experiment with pressureadjusting gas was carried out in the same experiment rig as shown in Fig. 3.1. The first pressureadjusting gas charged in the system was Argon. It was found that, with Argon, the
desorption/condensing process worked, but the adsorption/evaporating process was too slow. Helium
was tried as the pressure-adjusting gas then with the wish that the lighter gas may occupy the upper
part of the rig and leave the space close to the adsorption bed for the refrigerant vapour, but there is
almost no difference in the adsorption/evaporating rates between Argon and Helium.

It was

suspected that the inert gas blocked the adsorption of methanol vapour. This means that the
experiment rig shown in Fig. 3.1 is not suitable for the refrigeration experiment with the pressureadjusting gas; Therefore, the refrigeration experiment rig was modified several times and a new
experiment rig is developed as described below.

3.2.2 The New Experiment Rig

Photograph 3.1 shows the workable vision of the refrigeration rig which is also schematically shown
in Fig. 3.1.

Compared with Fig. 3.1, some modifications have been made. The modifications and the new
instrument and components in the rig are
a)

A stainless steel cylindrical column A takes the place of the spherical glass container A in the
previous rig. The cylindrical shape is the common shape of a solar collector. To heat the
adsorption bed/regenerator (column A) evenly, a heating mat is wrapped around it. Stainless
steel, rather than glass, is used as the material of the shell to ensure that there u; no danger of
breaking. The stream (gas and/or vapour) enters from the bottom and leaves it from the top.
This direction of flow is in accordance with the direction of the natural convection. A set of
thermocouples is inserted into the pockets (was not shown in the figure) to measure the
temperature distribution of the bed in different depths.
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Photograph 3.1 The refrigeration experimental rig

Pressure gauge

To
vacuum pump

Inert gas

Column A
with
heating control

Column B

Hood
Fan

Cooling water

Figure 3.2 The schematic of the refrigeration experimental rig

b)

The addition of a pipe connecting column A and column B at the bottoms of each component to
provide/complete the path for the gases circulating within the system To reduce the adsorption
mass transfer resistance further, a small circulation fan is installed in the connection tube, and
a round hood with an elliptical shaped opening is put in the evaporator (column B).

c)

The Heating Mat and the Monitor. The heating mat is monitored and controlled by ti.e
EUROTHERM Model 94. This set is used to heat and maintain the temperature of the
adsorption bed. It is only used for heating.
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d)

The Circulating Fan. The fan is used to make the gas and vapour circulate. The fan used here is
MULTICOMP, 40mm. 12V and is supplied by Farnell Electronic Components Pty Ltd.

J.&

e)

The Pressure Gauge. The pressure of the system is measured by an Active Strain Gauge, ASG2000-NW16, D357-28-000, and is displayed by an Active Digital Display, ADD D395-56-000.
The ASG and the ADD are connected by the adaptor cable D400-03-060.

f)

Thermoline Precision Refrigerated/Circulator. The same as used in Fig 3.1.

Except the adsorption bed/regenerator (column A), the components and connecting tubes in the
experiment rig were constructed in glass based on the same reasons as in section 3.1.

Before the test rig was assembled, all the fittings were cleaned very carefully several times with
absolute ethanol (C2H5OH) to get rid of any dirt and grease. After drying, different
greases/compounds were used in different connections to seal them. These greases/compounds are
f

'Apiezon L', 'Apiezon Q', and Dow Coming High Vacuum Grease. The 'Apiezon L' was thinly
coated on the coupling surfaces of the fittings working in the low temperature districts. The 'Apiezon
Q* was covered on the external surfaces of the fittings if necessary. Dow Corning High Vacuum
Grease was thinly coated on the coupling surfaces of the fittings working in the high temperature
areas. Though Dow Coming High Vacuum Grease can provide a steady seal and work better at high
temperatures, it is harder to clean off when the glass is recycled. Therefore, it is only used for the
fittings where it is necessary.

Before the experiment was conducted, the assembled system was examined several times to
ensure airtightness. Each time, the system was vacuumed then closed and left for one week to see the
pressure change of the system. After the leaking fittings were detected and the leaking problem was

I'M

solved by proper cleaning and careful reassembling the fittings, the experiment was started.

3.3 THE EXPERIMENT PROCEDURES

3.3.1 The Refrigeration Observation Experiment Procedures and Results

Each time after the experiment rig being modified, the observation experiment is conducted. The
purpose of this observation is to see whether the modified refrigeration rig works with an inert gas in
the system. The procedures of this experiment in the new experiment rig are
a)

Regenerate the adsorbent. Put the adsorbent in a furnace and heat it. Since the maximum
temperature the furnace in our laboratory is 250°C, the regeneration lasted 2-3 days. As soon as
the adsorbent was taken out from the furnace, isolate the regenerated adsorbent from air. Weigh
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the regenerated adsorbent with scale then and charge them into the container A. The charged
adsorption bed was then heated to about 115°C; meanwhile, it was vacuumed to regenerate the
adsorbent furthermore.
b)

Turn off the valve to the vacuum pump for two days to see whether the loaded system is still in
a good vacuum condition. Owing to the reassembly of the loaded container, the airtightness of
the tested system might be affected, therefore, so it is necessary to check it again.

c)

If the system is not absolutely airtight, the most likely site for a leak is the container A's
connection. Detach the connection, clean both of the male and female connections, and resemble
the connection again. Then vacuum the system and repeat step b until the system is made
airtight again.

d)

After making the system airtight, isolate the adsorption bed by closing the valves and open the
valve to the methanol container and vacuum the container. This vacuuming process lasted about
3 minutes or until the methanol level dropped a litter (usually 2.5 mm, here it was about 5 ml).
The pressure of the system rises a bit due to the evaporation of methanol.

e)

Close the valve to the vacuum pump, and open the valve to the adsorption bed to charge the
system with methanol. The methano) was maintained above 0°C with hair drier to prevent the
container from breaking owing to the cooling and to shorten the time for the charging process.
The amount of methanol charged was calculated by means of the P-T-x relationship of the
activated carbon-methanol (Corresponding to the evaporator temperature of 2°C and the
morning temperature of 20°C. The amount of methanol charged for that condition is sufficient
for the evaporator temperature equal to, and less than, 2°C, and the morning temperature equal
to, and greater than. 20°C). After charging the system with the required amount of methanol,
close the valve to isolate the methanol container from the system.

f)

Close the valves to isolate the adsorption bed and other related components and let the
adsorption bed cooled down to the ambient temperature. Then open the valve to the gas tank
and to the vacuum pump. Vacuum the hose and the tube between the gas tank and the system
for 30 minutes and then close the valve to the vacuum pump. Charge Helium to the system to
about one atmospheric pressure.

g)

Heat the bed to start the desorption/condensing process. The temperature of the bed (column A)
was set at 100°C with the heating mat to simulate the solar collector at its peak temperature.
The column B acted as condenser now (in the refrigeration process late, it would act as
evaporator). The condenser temperature was set at 35°C (for typical ambient temperature) by
circulating the cooling water cooled and circulated

by the Thermoline Precision

Refrigerated/Circulator around Column B. The fan was also turned on to help the condensation.
This process was conducted until the level of the methanol condensed could not increase anv
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more (about three hours from our previous experiment). Then turn off valves to isolate the bed
and let the bed cool down to the ambient temperature.
h)

Drain the water from the channel in container B (condenser/evaporator).

i)

Open valves to the bed and turn on the fan to start the adsorption/refrigeration process.

j)

Change the flow rate of the fan by adjusting the power input (the valves were fully open) and
repeat the steps g to i. 71 x flow rates of the fan corresponding to the different power inputs
were measured in advance.

k)

Compare the observation results to find a favourable flow rate.

1)

Using Helium as the pressure-adjusting gas, in one set of the experiment, the system's pressure
was between 1.013—1.29 bar in the whole cycle. la this case, the superficial velocity of the bed
was 0.3 m/s, and ice and frost (cooling effect) could be observed at the surface of the column B
(near the bottom, Photograph 3.2).

•

1

The ice and frost
formed here

Mi

i / .

1

Photograph 3.2 The ice and frost formed at the surface of the column B

The experiment shown that adsorption refrigeration system using activated carbon-methanol as
the working pair, and inert gas, the pressure-balancing agent does work. The introduction of the inert
gas, no doubt, increases the mass transfer resistance for methanol diffusion. The investigation of the
mass transfer mechanism in this case is the task of Chapter 6.
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3.3.2 The Refrigeration Experiment Procedures (for Readings' Taking)

After the observation experiment, the refrigeration experiment was conducted using the following
procedures.
a) Let all the refrigerant in the evaporator in the observation experiment to be evaporated and
adsorbed by the bed.
b) Heat the bed with the heating mat at the heat flux about 821 W/m2 (the typical solar irradiance).
c) When the temperature of the centre] line of the bed reaches the desorption threshold temperature
(which was calculated by the method in chapter 2), turn on the fan to help the condensation of
the refrigerant (the superficial velocity of the bed was 0.3 m/s). Heat the bed (column A) to the
temperature of 75, 85, 95, and 105°C, in the different experiments, respectively, to simulate
different peak temperatures in the flat-plate solar collector. Actually, this peak temperature
range was founded to be favourable for the coefficient of performance of the system from
theoretical analysis (chapter 5). The column B acted as condenser now. The condenser
temperature was set at 30, 35, and 40°C, respectively (some typical values), by circulating the
cooling water cooled and circulated by the Thermoline Precision Refrigerated/Circulator around
Column B. This process was continued until the bed released the theoretical amount of the
refrigerant (measured by the graduation on the condenser, column B).

P
Iff

d) Turn off valves to isolate the bed and let the bed being cooled down to the ambient temperature.

£•'•5

e) Open valves to the bed and turn on the fan to start the adsorption/refrigeration process.
f) Maintain the evaporator temperature by adjusting the temperature and the flow rate of the
cooling water cooled and circulated by the Thermoline Precision Refrigerated/Circulator. Since
the Thermoline Precision Refrigerated/Circulator was supposed to cool and circulate water, the
evaporator temperature was maintained at 2°C here. (With antifreeze solutions, the evaporator
temperature could be maintained below 0°C.)
Take the readings at certain time intervals in the heating processes. In the adsorption process,
since the adsorption rate changes with time, to get a good record of the adsorption rate, the times
corresponding to the methanol level interval, rather than the methanol levels, are recorded. The
results are described in following chapters with the theoretical data.
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Heat Transfer Analysis on the Collector/Desorption Bed
in the Heating Processes

This chapter describes the heat transfer analysis on the collector/bed in the heating processes. The
purpose of this analysis is to investigate the temperature distribution with position and time in the
collector tube in the heating and the heating/desorption processes to provide information for other
analyses (eg. performance analysis and mass transfer analysis). The physical and mathematical
models are proposed and the effective (apparent) parameters for the desorption bed are determined.
Then, the numerical solution is obtained, and it is compared with the experimental data. By this way,
7»

a semi-empirical equation is obtained. Part of the work of this chapter has already been published
(Publication 14).

"1

4.1 PHYSICAL AND MATHEMATICAL MODELS

Physical Model

Historically, there are two kinds of models in analysing the heat and mass transfer in
carbon/methanol bed:
(1). Uniform temperature model.

The bed porous mass diffusion controlled the kinetics of the

sorption (Ruthven and Lee, 1981). It was assumed that both the thermal conductivity of the
individual adsorbent particle and the effective thermal conductivity of the particle bed were
A.

5

large enough to maintain a uniform temperature throughout the entire adsorbent sample. This
assumption is valid when the adsorption bed is very contact and the adsorbent is in thin slabs;
(2). Uniform pressure model.

Iv!

The bed heat conduction controls the kinetics of the sorption

(Guileminot and Meunier, 1987). It was assumed that (a) pressure was uniform in the reactor,
which is valid when thick beds of high porosity are used, and (b) the heterogeneous medium was
regarded as an equivalent continuous medium. In this model, all mass transfer resistances were
neglected. Based on the uniform pressure model, Passos (1989) developed a similar model by
introducing a linear driving force equation to account for the resistance to mass transfer.

Both of the above-mentioned models have some applications but neither of them is very suitable
to our case. Another model is needed.

ffl
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The collector is composed with a set of parallel tubes charged with the cylindrical adsorbent (AC)
pellets. The mixture of the adsorbate (methanol) vapour and the inert gas is forced through the bed
by a fan to enhance the heat and mass transfer. Neglecting the side-effect of the collector casing,
even* tube is in identical condition. Thus, only one needs be analysed.

In the collector tubes, there are three heat transfer mechanisms: (a) conduction by the solid and
the gases; (b) convection of the gases: and (c) the heat pipe effect associated with the mass transfer.

The so-called heat pipe effect is that during the heating desorption process a portion of the
desorbed adsorbate (methanol) vapour, which is originally adsorbed in the adsorbent in the liquid
form, migrates form the outer hotter zones (or layers) of the bed and re-adsorbed by the inner colder
adsorbent zones (or layers).

The following assumptions were made.
(1). There is no temperature gradient along the axis of the tube, since the sun shine falling on the
tube is the same along the axis.
(2). The adsorbent/adsorbate are in local thennodNnamic equilibrium.
L . "

it

(3). The specific heat of the adsorbed species is the same as the bulk liquid adsorbate.
(4). There is no circumferential temperature gradient, since the heat conductivity of the metal pipe is
much higher than that of the adsorbent bed.

1

Mathematical Model

•1

The general three-dimensional heat-conduction equation in cylindrical coordinates is derived by
Holman (1997) and Croft and Liliey (1977). It is
— =a(—- +
+ —;
r + ——) + —
di
Sr
r dr r d<f>~ dz' pc

(4.1)

where T is the temperature, t is the time, p is the density of the material, kg/m3. c is the specific heat
of material, J/icg°C, the quantity a = h'pc is called the thermal diffiisivity of the material, nr/s, while
k is the thermal conductivity of the material, Ov is the rate at which energy is generated per unit
volume of the material, W/m3, and r, ^and z are radial, circumferential and axial coordinates.

In heat transfer books, r is commonly used to represent time. In order to make the symbol consistent in
this thesis /, rather than r, is used to represent time here.

in
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For the adsorption bed, k is the composite thermal conductivity and pc is also a composite
quantity. They are discussed below.

4.2 SOME COMPOSITE QUANTITIES OF THE COLLECTOR/DESORPTION BED

4.2.1 The Volumetric Heat Capacity pc.

Since tlie quantity of pc of gases is much lower than that of the adsorbent solid and the liquid
adsorbed, it can be neglected. Therefore

+ xmadcJ)-/V

pc = mc/V*
= (1 -

(4.2a)

£)pp{Cad+XCf)

where pb is bed density, the density based on the whole volume including the bed porosity (interpellet
void), pp is the particle density, and s is the adsorption bed porosity (interpellet void fraction). For
activated carbon, pp = 0.6-1.0 g/cm3 ((0.6-1.0)xl03kg/m3), and e =0.35-0.6. pp is usually supplied
by the manufacturer. If there is no data for s, it can be determined by other quantities which are easy
to measure. For example, for the activated carbon we used, with the known mass and volume, taking
pp = 0.78 g/cm3, it was founded s= 0.42.

Taking pp = 0.78xl03kg/m3, and 5=0.42, cad =1000 J/kg/°C, and c, =81.17 J/mol/K =2536.56
J/kg/K (Cheng and Kung, 1994), we have
pc = 452.4+1147.54x

kJ/mVC)

(4.2b)

4.2.2 The Effective Thermal Conductivity of Packed Bed with Still Fluid, kbefi

The effective thermal conductivity of packed bed can be expressed as

2kg
8

ln(kpjkg
P»

g

(4.3)

P>

(Mohamad et al, 1994, Rohsenow, 1998) where ks is the thermal conductivity of the gas teeming in
the interpellet voidage and kpe is the effective (apparent) thermal conductivity for the porous particle.

The effective (apparent) particle conductivity kpe. Tlie effective particle conductivity of the
adsorption particle which consists of tlie solid material with the conductivity' ks and the fluids teemed
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in the intraparticle voidage with the effective (apparent) conductivity kp, according to Eucken
(Jakob, 1958; Kaviany, 1995), can be expressed as

7;

i_,—.

"'

>

(4.4)

where sp is the pellet porosity, and sp - 0.5-0.6 for activated carbon.

If the fluid in the pore is still, its effective (apparent) conductivity kfa can be evaluated from
consideration of the conductivity of the liquid adsorbed and the vapour teemed in the rest of the pore
and the proper approximation of the shape of the pore. However, the fluid may migrate when it is
heated, which increases the heat transfer rate significantly. As an approximation, the conductivity of
the liquid can be taken as the effective conductivity.

Taking kfa =kfi Aletluvw, = 0.203 W/m/K (Cheng and Kung, 1994), ks =1.6 W/m/K (Incropear and
DeWitt, 1996), and sp = 0.55, kpe = 0.716 W/m/K from Eq. (4.5).

The thermal conductivity of the gas teemed in the interpellet voidage ks

In heating process 1-2, there is no methanol desorbed so the gas teemed in the interpellet voidage
is only the pressure adjusting gas. According to the data given by Incropear and DeWitt (1996), the
conductivity and viscosity' of Helium, in the temperature range of the solar adsorption refrigeration
system, is
W/m/°C

and //He = (67+0.447>10-7

Ns/m

(4.5)

For example, if we take the temperature range Ti -T? as 293.15-337 K (Chapter 2), the average
thermal conductivity ks,,.2= kHe = 0.1573 W/m/°C.

After the temperature reaches the desorption threshold temperature, methanol is desorbed. The
heat conductivity of the gas mixture can be approximated by
(4.6)
in which
1 +MJL
v

(4.7)

"j

where .v,, //,, and M, are the mole fraction, the viscosity, and the mole weight of the /th species (Bird,
et al, 1960). The mole fraction of the /th species can be determined as follows.
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In this process, the partial pressure of the methanol vapour is the saturation pressure
corresponding to the condenser temperature. If the condenser temperature is 35 °C, Pji/ef/l,35c=0.2767
bar (Eq (2.4)). The partial pressure of Helium is determined as follows.

In the process of charging methanol, the evaporating temperature was maintained above 0°C
(chapter 3). Taking it as 2°C, the partial pressure of methanol is the saturated pressure at this
temperature (0.0457 bar). In the process of charging Helium, if the environment temperature is 20
°C and the total pressure of the system is one atmosphere, ie, 1.01325 bar, the partial pressure of
helium is 0.96755 bar. At the condenser temperature of 35°C in the condensing process, the partial
pressure of helium is Pnejsc = PHCZOC X (308.15) / (293.15) = 1.017056 bar. The total pressure in the
condensing process is 1.29376 bar.

Therefore, the mole fraction of the two species Xsutk^ /W/P=0.214, and xHe - 0.786.

For methanol, kgMetk=0.0157 W/m/°C (Cheng and Kung, 1994). For helium, in the temperature
range 337-383.15 K (Chapter 2) the average thermal conductivity kHe= 0.173 W/m/°C from Eq.
(4.5). So for the gas mixture ks = kmix = 0.0886 W/m/°C from Eq. (4.6).

Therefore, according to Eq. (4.3), the effective thermal conductivity of the place in the packed
bed before and after the desorption threshold temperature is kbeM.2~ 0.38 W/m/°C (in process 1-2)
and kbc,0,2.3 « 0.28 W/m/°C (in process 2-3), respectively.

i

T
Alternatively, kbeiOf ks can be correlated by plotting it against kj ks for various void fractions by
Schumann and Voss (McAdams, 1954) where ks is the thermal conductivity of tlie solid particle. The
results from the two approaches are coincident.

4.2.3 The Effective Thermal Conductivity of Packed Bed with Fluid Flow, /rbc,u

When a fluid flows at steady rate through the voids in the column, the equation for the effective
(apparent) bed conductivity of the adsorption bed, which consists of the adsorbent porous pellet
having the apparent conductivity kpe and interpellet voidage teemed with gases of conductivity ks,
was given by Felix and Neill (McAdams, 1954). In SI system, it can be expressed as
y.

0.3048

N

oi;

3.65 + 0 . 0 1 0 6 - ^ ev

(4.8)
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for cylindrical packing flowed heated and cooled air upward through voids, where Dt is the inside
diameter of tube, Dp is the diameter of particle, u/xs the superficial velocity' based on the total cross
section without particles respectively, v is the kinematic viscosity of fluid, and s is the adsorption
bed porosity'.

The kinematic viscosity of fluid

After the temperature along the centre line of the bed reaches the desorption threshold temperature,
there is methanol desorbed. The kinematic viscosity of the mixture is Vm;x =//mix /pmvs. where //mi* and
pmiK are the viscosity' and the density of the mixture, respectively.

The viscosity of the gas mixture can be approximately by (Bird, et al, 1960)
(4.9)

The viscosity // of methanol vapour at 25°C is 96.1xlO"7 Ns/m2 (Cheng and Kung, 1994), and the
average value of// of Helium in the temperature range 337-383.15 K (chapter 2) can be taken as
//2-3,He=225.433xl0"7Ns/nr (Eq. 4.5). So the viscosity of the mixture//mix=156.739xl0'7Ns/m2.

The density of the mixture which can be expressed as p=pae +Aie and /?, = P-J(R\T). Taking the
values for PUe and PHe, we have Aie.35c = 0.2767xl0 5 / (8134/32) / (308.15) = 0.3456 kg/m3, and
pHe.35c =1.01706xl0 5 / (8134/4) / (308.15) =0.1588 kg/m3. In the heating bed, taking the average
temperature as the reference temperature, we have A=A,35cx308.15/r2.3. If the average temperature
is taken as 360.08 K, p^k = 0.29577 kg/m3, and p^ = 0.1359 kg/m3, and p = 0.43165 kg/m3.
Therefore, the kinematic viscosity of the mixture v2.3 =vm;x =jumK/pmis =363.105xl0'7 nr/s.
Taking D, = 48.5*10"3 m, Dp = 4*10'3 m, e = 0.42, kpe = 0.716 W/m/K, ks,.3 = 0.0886 W/m/K,
v,.3 = 363.105*10"7 nr/s into Eq. (4.8), we have k^-is

4.3 SOLUTION APPROACHES

=3.21 W/m/K for «, =0.3 m/s.

FINITE-DIFFERENCE FORMULATIONS FOR

CYLINDRICAL REGION

Analytic Approach Vs. Numerical Approach

There are two approaches in solving the heat-conduction equations. One is analytic and the other one
is numerical (Gebhart, 1993). The analytic technique (Carslaw and Jaeger, 1959) is based on
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generating solutions in mathematical form. The relevant differential equations, subject to idealised
boundary and initial conditions, often results in a definite solution; However, an important limitation
of the analytical technique is that solutions commonly result only for very simple or idealised
geometric regions and initial and boundarv' conditions. On the other hand, numerical methods provide
a very suitable and convenient alternative. In this thesis, numerical methods are adopted.

The Finite-Difference Representation Vs. the Finite-Element Representation

There are two commonly-used numerical methods for heat transfer analysis: one is the finitedifference representation, the other is the finite-element representation. The finite-difference method
(Croft and Lilley, 1977) converts the partial differential equations, the PDE, and the bounding
conditions, BC, into the finite-difference equations solved at individual grid points. The finiteelement method also represents the region of calculation by finite subdivisions. However, there is
much flexibility in the choice of the grid in finite-element analysis. Therefore, irregular regions and
complicated boundary conditions may be analysed almost as simply as very regular ones. The finite
element itself comprises a group of closed associated nodal points, and interrelates all of the
constituent nodal points. In our case, the geometry is simple enough to use the finite-difference
representation.

Finite-Difference Formulations for Cylindrical Region

For an internal node at constant and uniform conductivity premise, the finite-difference equation in
implicit form at time level p corresponding to Eq. (4.1) is

(4.10)

1

-si

Figure 4.1 The representation of two-dimensional temperature fields in cylindrical region.
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At node 0 (the centre line of the cylindrical bed).

0

Figure 4.2 The representation of two-dimensional temperature fields in cylindrical region

and the finite-difference equation is
-1

0.0.it

,

^J

Tp+]
O.O.A-

—Tp
J

0.0

The surface (the boundary) and the region immediatel)- inside it of the cylindrical geometry are
shown in Fig. (4.3)
A\

f.

Figure 4.3 Numerical formulation at curved bounding surfaces of a cylindrical region

There are five conductive paths affecting the surface region of TSiStS. They are from 7^.;^,^, 7^./^,
Ts.s+i,s, Tw.h

and Ts,StS+1. In addition, surface flux Qa{sss)

included, as O^^RAfiAz

and convection loading at the surface are

and h(Te-Ts,s,s)RA0Az. The distributed source flux Qv,(s,s,s)

a r i s e s in t h e

volume element RA<pAzAr/2. The backward-difference energy balance for the surface point (s,s,s) is
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kRA(j)Azi•

2Az
pcRA(f>AzAr

4.4 HEAT TRANSFER ANALYSIS ON THE COLLECTOR/DESORPTION BED IN
HEATING AND HEATING/DESORPTION PROCESSES

As mentioned above, the heating process can be divided into two steps. In tlie first step (from state 1
to 2), there is no adsorbate desorbed theoretically, so the heat effect is zero and the density of the
pellet is approximateK' constant. In the second step (from state 2 to 3), tlie adsorbate is desorbed, so
the heat effect, the changes of tlie density and the apparent tliermal conductivity of the pellet, and the
effect of convention must be taken into account.

4.4.1 The Governing Equations and Conditions

From state 1 to 2, the heat conduction equation can be simplified as
,d2T
dr~

dT

\cT,
r

ad,
r a-

dT^
cr

(4.13)

The initial condition is
(4.14)

and the boundary condition is
(4.15a)
dr
dT.

(4.15b)

where mcs, cCi,? and Tcs is the mass, the specific heat and the temperature of the collector/generator.

From state 2 to 3, the heat conduction equation is

ct

dr1

(4.16)
r dr

pc

r dr

and the boundary conditions are in the same form as in step 1.

dr

pc
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The so-called heat sink

*
(4.17)
= - (1 - e)ppnRDx0 (A - In Pe):T[(A - In Pc )T - B}"'' exp{-D[(A - In Pe )T - B)"}—

It is difficult to get the anahtic solutions for all of these equations.

4.4.2 The Numerical Solutions

Usingfinite-differencemethods, we can get the numerical solutions for the energy equations for the
two heating steps. There are two finite-difference schemes: the explicit scheme and the implicit
scheme. Although the former offers computational convenience, it suffers from limitations on the
selection of the increment of time and results in a very large numbers of time intervals. To reduce the
amount of computation time, the fatter is employed in the analysis carried out here.

To simplify the expressions of the finite-difference equations, introducing the finite-difference
form of the Fourier number which is defined as
Fo = aAt /(Ar):

(4.18)

In step 1, thefinite-differenceequations in implicit form are
4Fo)T0p+] - 4FoT^

(4.19)

= To"

j^FoTtf
2FoTf\x + (1 + 2Fo)TspA = Tf

= T>

(4.20)

(4.21)
pcAr

where
m (r
c'g 'c/g

m

TP*]
'c'g

_TP
J
c/

_

1

c / g

=

J

(4.22)

where A is the area of the contact, A-2nRb], and Rc is the contact thermal resistance per area. So Eq.
(4.21) can be expressed as
2Fo + 2Fo

From Eq (4.22), we also have

Ar_

(4.23)
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cc/ Rc

clgCclg-"e

c>s

clgCclgRe

Eqs. (4.19), (4.20). (4.23), and (4.24) can be used to solve temperature distribution in this
heating step.

Wlien the temperature of a place in the bed reaches the desorption threshold temperature, step 2
starts at this place. Since there is refrigerant desorbed, the properties at the point will change with
the time, and when the fan runs, a further change of the properties at the point will take place.
Tlierefore. the changing properties should be used in the evaluation for this step. To simplify the
calculation, the thermal conductivity k in the following finite-difference equations and Fourier
number Fo is taken as two constant values according to the temperature of the centre line of the
heating bed (one is for the points where the temperature is equal to or greater than, but the
temperature of the centre line is less than, the desorption threshold temperature, and the other is after
the temperature of the centre line reaching the desorption threshold temperature). The finitedifference equations in this step are

4Fo)Tfl -

(4.25)

p l
P
—— \FoTx>
~
1 =T +

2/J

IFo

'

k

(4.26)

Ar

and
+

AAtRc

AAt
m
^gcclgRc

where

Ql ^-^-o)ppnRDx0{A-\nPc)%p{{A'\nPc)ri''

-B]"
= 0,1,

%

exp{-D[(A~lnPc)T/ -B]"}^

,^-1,^(4.29)

TP

~

At

To save the energy used in the heating process 1-2 so as to improve the Coefficient of the
Performance (COP) of the system, the fan is switched on only when the temperature of the centre
line of the bed reaches the desorption threshold temperature T2. T2 can be determined theoretically
(chapter 2).

For example, in our case the adsorption bed, /=0.53 m and /?6=2.425xl0': m. If Te= 2°C, Tc
=35°C, T, = 20°C, T3 =110°C, and the activated carbon/methanol we tested is used as the working
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pair, the values for the numerical analysis can be obtained. Substituting kbc.0.1-3 ~ 0.38 W/m/°C (fan
off in step 1-2). k'be.o.2-3 * 0.28 W/m/°C for the points, if there is any, where the temperature is equal
i-'

to or greater than, but the temperature of the centre line is less than, the desorption threshold
temperature, and kbetl =3.21 W/m/K (fan is on after the temperature of the centre line reaching the
desorption threshold temperature), /r=452+l 147.5x kJ/m3/°C, mcsCc.g = 0.95x460 = 437 J/K, e =
0.42, pp = 0.78xl03kg/m3,

Qa0 = 82L4,/ = 821x2tf4/> n=\34, D=14.962xlO-5, x0 =0.298 kg / (kg

adsorbent), Pc =iV«w/, 35c =0.2767 bar, and Re = 5x10°/ {kc.g+kbed) into the above equations and
solving them, the results are shown in Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.4 The temperature distribution of the heating processes in the bed (L=0.53 m and H*=0.3
m/s). r c s is the temperature of the collector/generator, Ts, r Rb 2, and To is the temperature of the
surface, the half radius, and the centre line of the bed, respectively.

From the figure, it can be seen that the temperature distribution in the bed is rather even, and no
matter how complicated and different in the two heating steps, the temperature of the bed is linearly
proportional to the time and the linear relationship is the same in the whole heating process (step 1
and step 2) with the constant heating flux on the collector. This relationship is useflil in determining
the heating time for the two heating steps.

4.5 THE THEORETICAL SOLUTIONS CONPARED TO THE EXPERIMENTAL DATA
To justify the theoretical results, it is necessary to compare them with the corresponding tested data.
The theoretical and the tested temperatures with space and time in the heating processes are shown in
Fig. 4.5.
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It can be seen from Fig. 4.5 that the temperature distribution in the bed is really even, and the
temperature of the bed is indeed linearK' proportional to the time and the linearly relationship is the
same in the whole heating process (step 1 and step 2) with the constant heating flu>: on the collector.
However, the temperature of the bed is a little lower than that anticipated theoretically. The reason is
that it was assumed the bed is well insulated (adiabatic) so there is no heat exchange between the
bed/heating mat and the environment in the theoretical analysis, while actually there is heat lost from
the bed/heating mat to the environment. Since the heat loss from the bed/heating mat may differ from
one case to another, the no-heat-loss model is used preferably.
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Figure 4.5 The experimental temperature distribution of the heating processes in the bed (1=0.53 m
and 2^=0.3 m/s). Tc,s is the temperature of the collector/generator, T^n, and To is the temperature of
the middle radius, and the centre line of the bed, respectively.

Further investigation shows that the intercept should be the value of the initial temperature which
is taken as 293.15K in the theoretical analysis and test. So the temperature (K) - time (minute)
relationship in the bed in our case can be expressed as

initial

(4.30)
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The First Law Analysis on the Solar Adsorption
Refrigeration Cycle

In this chapter, the first law analysis (energy analysis) of the solar adsorption refrigeration cycle is
described. The first law of thermodynamics is briefly reviewed and extended to the situation with
heat generation/depletion in the system. Based on the first law, the detailed energy analysis on the
heating and refrigeration processes is carried out. The Coefficient of Performance (COP) of the cycle
is derived in equation and is also plotted onfigures.Part of the work of this chapter has already been
published (Publication 16).

5.1 CONSERVATION OF ENERGY PRINCIPLES

Energy Balance without Heat Generation/Depletion in the System

The conservation of energy for a closed system which is stationary in differential form is (Wark and
Richards 1999; or Moran and Shapiro, 1995)
(5.1)

where 0 and £F represent heat and work interactions, respectively, and Uis the internal energy of the
substance. The heat transfer into the system is taken to be positive and the work done on the system
is considered as positive which is the convention recommended by the international Union of Pure
and Applied Chemistry (Smith et al, 1996). The symbol Sis employed to indicate that the term refers
to an incremental amount of a quantity which is not a property, while d denotes the incremental
change of a property.

For a control volume which remains fixed in space, the energy balance in the differential form is
(Wark, 1995)
SO + SW = I{h+V2/2+gz)edme - Hh+V3/2+gz)idmi + dUCy

where the subscripts / and e represent inlet and exit states.

(5.2)
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Energy Balance with Heat Generation/Depletion in the System

For a control volume with heat generation or depletion, the energy balance in the differential form
should be
60 + 5W = %h+V2/2+gz)edme -

dnii + 60' + dUCv

(5.3)

where 0' is the heat depleted (positive) or heat generated (negative).

Internal Energy and Enthalpy

For ideal gases
dU =mdu =mcvdT

dh =cp dT

and

(5.4)

For incompressible materials (liquid and solid)

cv = cp=c,

dU~m du =mc dT',

and

dh=cdT+vdp

(5.5)

5.2 ENERGY ANALYSIS ON PROCESSES AND THE CYCLE

5.2.1 Heating Process 1—2

In the heating process 1—2, the temperature of the adsorbent/adsorbate (eg. activated
carbon/methanol) is increased from T\ to 72; However, there is no adsorbate (methanol) desorbed
from the adsorbent (activated carbon) theoretically so the concentration in this process is constant at
Xmax- To minimise the energy used, the fan is not switched on so the pressure-adjusting gas is not
circulated.

In this case, the collector and the collected space can be taken as a closed system. Since there is
no work done, from the first law (Eq. 5.1), we have

6O=dU

(5.6a)

or
(5.6b)

That is to say that the heat used in this process <2;-> is the increase of the internal energy of the
system. The increase of the internal energy of the system is the sum of the increases of the internal
energy of the solar collector/generator and the adsorbent (a), the refrigerant (b), and the pressure
adjusting gas (c) (denoted with the subscript c/g, ad, r, and pr, respectively). Since there is no phase
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changes in the substances being heated, the change of the internal energy is the sensible hcst heating
the solar collector/generator tubes, the adsorbent, the refrigerant, and the pressure adjusting gas.

a. The internal energy changes (the sensible heat) of the solar collector/generator tubes and the
adsorbent
dA_2

= (mclgcclg + madcad)dT

(5.7a)

and

.2 =£(m clg c clg

clg

+ madcad)(T2 -Tt)

(5.7b)

where m and c represents mass and specific heat, respectively, and cc,g and cad can be taken constant
in the temperature range.

The mass and the specific heat of the collector depend on the amount and the material used. In
our case, md^ 0.95 kg and cc/s=460 kJ/kg K.

The mass of the adsorbent (activated carbon pellets) in the collector pipe with radius Rb
=2.425x 10-2 m, and length Lb=0.53 m in our case is 0.325151 kg. Alternatively,
»W= PPV=(1 - E)ppVb =n{l - s)PpRb2Lb

(5.8.)

where sis the fixed bed porosity and *=0.35-0.6 for activated carbon pellet bed, pp is the density of
the pellet and pp » 0.6-1.0 g/cm3 for activated carbon pellet.

Takmg ^0.42, ^ O J S x l O " 3 kg/m3, ^=2.425x10^ m, and Lb=0.53 m, we also have
wl7l/=0.325151 kg.

b. The internal energy change (the sensible heat) of the refrigerant
(5.9a)

and
r)

= m,f cvrdT

(5.9b)

where the subscript /• represents refrigerant.
V*

77M?

mass of the refrigerant is given by
(5.10)

*here xmax is the maximum concentration of the refrigerant in the adsorbent.
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The concentration of the refrigerant adsorbed

Substituting Eq. (2.11) into Eq. (2.9b), we have
x = xoexp{-D[(A-lnP)

T-B]"}

(5.11)

where A and B can be determined by Eq. (3.15a) and Eq. (2.13a), respectively.

Hence, the maximum concentration xmax can be determined by
xmax = xoexp{-D[<A(Ti>hP.) T,-B{Tif\"

(5-12)

The specific heat of the refrigerant

Strictly speaking, the refrigerant in tlie adsorbent pores is in both liquid and vapour states.
However, it is mainly liquid. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that the refrigerant adsorbed is in
liquid, and there is little difference between the constant-volume specific heat cv,r and tlie constantpressure specific heat cp,r, ie,
c

=r

=rf

(5 13)

Since the refrigerant is in saturated liquid state here, the subscript r is dropped out and tlie
subscript/is used to represent the saturated liquid refrigerant.

Specific heat is usually given by an empirical equation; one of the simplest expressions of
practical value is (Smith, 1996)
(5.14a)
where c

is molar heat capacity at constant pressure.

The mass heat capacity at constant pressure can be expressed as
(5.14b)

cp=>

Tlie mean specific heat for heat calculation, c,_,, is defined as

'"-

(T. - T,)Jr.

(5.15)
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c,_, is usually simply expressed as c when it is not necessary to specify the temperature range. So
the mean mass heat capacity at constant pressure c is calculated as

\2cndT

fUa'

T

T2-Tx

=a',

(5.16a)

B'X

More often. cx_2 and T2 - T\ appear in the form of c,_, (T2 - T\), and

?)+*•(*?-tf)

(5.16b)

For methanol, the liquid heat capacity is (Daubert and Danner, 1984)
cf =107.6 - 0 .

JlmolIK

175.6 K<T< 400 K,

error < 1%

(5.17a)

Alternatively, the heat capacity of methanol in kJ/kg/K is
cf= 3.3625- 0.01189375T + 0.000030593T2

kJIkglK

(5.17b)

So for methanol the mean specific heat is
cftl_2 =3.3625-0.005946875(7; + T2) + 0.0000101977(7]2 +7jr2 +T22)

(5.18a)

and
j -7/,)-0.005946875(r22 -7/,2) + 0.0000101977(723 -T?)

(5.18b)

Hence the change of the internal energy of the refrigerant (methanol)
(5.9c)

where xmax and Cj-A_2 can be determined by Eqs. (5.12) and (5.18a), respectively.

c. The internal energy change (the sensible heat) of the pressure-adjusting gas

The pressure-adjusting gas is heated in a constant-volume process, so
dUpr = mpr cViPr dT

(5.19a)

and
j . 2 = fi2 mpr cVtpr dT = mpr cv,pr (T2 - T,)

(5.19b)
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where cViPr is the constant-volume specific heat of the pressure-adjusting gas. Since an inert gas is
used as the pressure-adjusting gas, and the inert gas is in the perfect gas (ideal gas with constant
specific heats, Kotas, 1995) state in the pressure and the temperature ranges of the refrigeration
system, the specific heat is constant.

For Helium.
cp_pr - 5.193 kJ/(kgK) (ASHRAE, 1997),
and

R = 2.077 (van Wylen: 1993),
(5.20)

c^ = Cp.fr - R = 3.116 kJ/(kgK)

The moss of the pressure-adjusting gas is

<A-Pe)V,

—

(5.21a)

where Vpr is the volume occupied by the pressure-adjusting gas, Ppr is the partial pressure of the
adjusting gas, P\ is the pressure of the system at temperature T\, Pe is the evaporator pressure which
can be taken as the partial pressure of the refrigerant vapour at T\, P2 is the pressure of the system at
temperature 7;. and Pc is the condenser pressure which can be taken as the partial pressure of the
refrigerant vapour at 7V

Since the pressure-adjusting gas is not ad -K/5d by the adsorbent, the volume occupied by the
pressure-adjusting gas is the difference between the volume of the fixed bed Vb (=nRbLb) and the
volume occupied by the adsorbent particles Vp, ie,
V = Vu - V = FVK
' pr

' b

' v

(5 Yl\

C'o

\~>.£*£.j

Since the amount of the gas charged could be adjusted readily before the heating process starts,
state 1 is chosen for the calculation. So
(5.21b)

(The calculation shows that compared with other terms, the internal energy change (the sensible
heat) of the pressure-adjusting gas can be neglected.)

Therefore, the total heat used in this process,
QCMA-2 =

+madcad

QCM.I-I,
fx.2

+mprcvpr)(T2

-

where T2, xmax, cf ,_ 2 , mpr are determined by Eq. (2.37), (5.12), (5.18a), (5.21). respectively.

(5.23)
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5.2.2 Heating Process 2—3 (Desorption Period)

When the temperature of the adsorbent/refrigerant reaches T2 the desorption starts. In the process
2—3 the temperature of the adsorbent/refrigerant continually increases to the maximum temperature
r? (corresponding to the minimum concentration *„„„). During this temperature-rising process, the
refrigerant is driven off continuously but the partial pressure of the refrigerant vapour in the system
remains constant at the condenser pressure Pc. To improve the condensation heat transfer, the fan
has to be turned on. Thus, the mixture of the desorbed refrigerant vapour and the inert gas is forced
through the bed. Taking the collector/generator as the control volume (CV), the energy balance in the
differential form is
SO = Ihedme

- Zhidmt + SO'+ dUcl

(5.24)

It can be seen that the energy balance for this process comprises the following components: (a)
the change of the energy of the streams exiting and entering the CV; (b) the heat depleted; and (c) the
increment of the energy of the CV. The last term consists of the increases of the internal energy of
the collector/generator, the adsorbent, and the refrigerant adsorbed in the adsorbent from T? to T3,
(denoted with the subscript c/g, ad, and r respectively).

a. The change of the energy of the streams exiting and entering the CV

In this process, the stream exiting the CV is the mixture of the refrigerant vapour desorbed and the
pressure-adjusting gas (denoted with the subscript pr). Supposing the refrigerant vapour is
condensed completely in the condenser, the stream entering the CV then is the pressure-adjusting gas
only. Hence
(5.25)

Zhedme - Zhidnii = hr,edmr.e + (hpr.edmpre - hpr,,dmpiU)

ie, the change of the energy of ths stream is the sum of the change of the enthalpy of the pressureadjusting gas (the item in the parentheses) and the enthalpy leaving the CV with the refrigerant.

The change of the enthalpy of the pressure-adjusting gas

Since there is no change of the mass of the pressure-adjusting gas from the inlet to the outlet of the
CV, dmpr,e = dmpr,i= dmpr. The change of the enthalpy of the adjusting gas is
A(dH)pr= hpKedmpne - hpr,idmpri = (hpne- hprj) dmpr

(5.26a)

or in the rate format
(5.26b)
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where m

is the mass rate of the gas passing though the CV

The mass rate can be determined by
(5.27)

where p is the density of the gas, Vpr is the volume flow rate, Rb is the radius of the bed, us is the
superficial velocity and is usually kept constant.

According to the data given by Incropera and DeWitt (1996), the thermophysical properties of
helium gas varies with temperature approximately linearly in the temperature range of the flat-plate
solar adsorption refrigeration system and p = 0.2843-0.0004067.

Assume a constant mass flow rate of the pressure-adjusting gas, the change of the enthalpy of
the adjusting gas is
(5.28a)
and
(5.28b)

where Tt and Tc are the temperatures of the stream flows in and out the CV, t is the time variable,
and cp,pr is the constant pressure specific heat. For helium treated as a perfect gas, cPipr^ 5.193
kJ/kgK.

Neglecting the energy loss to the environment, the heat transferred to the gas should be equal to
the energy absorbed by the gas, ie,

where h is the average heat transfer coefficient, Atot is the total heating area, Tp is the temperature of
the pellets and it ic .., r *:<) \ • >Q the same along the axis direction in the bed (chapter 4), and Tpr is
the temperature -vs'-ih?; pKssme-3:!;"stii

The heat th:mf::r' caei'ticwrit h

A large amount of experimental information in packed beds has been analysed to arrive at the
following empirical correlation (Yoshida et al. 1962; see also Bird et al. 1960)
jH =0.91 Re"0 5 >

(Re<50)

(5.30)
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Here
and

Re =

(5.31)

3
avy/

where hloc is the local heat transfer coefficient, a is the solid particle surface area per unit bed
volume, vis the viscosity, and yns the shape factor (y/=0.91 for cylindric particles).

The solid particle surface area per unit bed volume a is the sum of the surface area of all pellets
Ap, ie, a= nAp in which n is the number of the particles per bed volume and Ap is the surface area of
a pellet.

The number of the particles
(5.32)

So
(l-S)
p

*

Rn+Lt

(5.33)

p

For example, in the case of £=0.42, Rp=2x 10"Jm and Lp=6x 10',-3.m, a=773m" (Eq. 5.33).

Tlie viscosity v and Prandtl number Pr can also be expressed as according to the data given by
Incropera and DeWitt (1996), v= (-109+0.777)xl0"6 nr/s and Pr = 0.695-5xl0"57.

The average heat transfer coefficient. The heat transfer coefficient changes with the temperature
which changes along the bed. Tlie local heat transfer coefficient is rather difficult to evaluate since it
demands on the temperature distribution of the heated gas in the bed which is the quantity to be
calculated. So the determination of the local heat transfer coefficient needs many trials. Fortunately,
the change of the heat transfer coefficient with temperature is rather small, for example, according to
the related equations the ratio of the heat transfer coefficients corresponding to 110°C and 35°C is
about 0.95. So a local heat transfer coefficient can be used as the average heat transfer coefficient
for the whole bed length, ie, h*zhloc.

The total heating area A,o,

The total heating area A,o, should be the sum of the surface area of pellets ApJ and the area of the
collector exposed to the gas Ac,s, ie, At0, = ApA + Adg.

The surface area of pellets in the bed is the sum of the surface area of all /? pellets Af
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A j, =nAp=aVb=

mR;Lb = 2;zr(l - e)R;Lb - J —

(5.34)

R~L>
PLP

and the area of the collector exposed to the gas
(5.35)
Therefore

- + 2xRb Lb

AM=APil+Aelg*27r{l-e)RZLb-

(5.36)

L

PP

For example, in our case £=0.42, Rp = 2xlO"3 m, Lp = 6xlO"3 m, /? 6 =2.425xl0' 2 m, and Z,fc=0.53
m, then Atot =0.838 m2.

The temperature difference Tp-Tpr

Strictly speaking, the average temperature difference is some sort of mean temperature difference.
To ensure the temperature of the exiting stream is no greater than the temperature of the heating
bedf, take the average temperature difference as
(5.37)
So that
(5.38)

7L =•

i

If we take the average temperature difference as
T
1

P

X

P<- ~

7

P

+T
2

(a)

By substituting Eq (a) into Eq (6.29), we have

T

(b)

Substituting the values of the parameters in the above equation, it is found that TFno > Tp, an absurd
result. The reasons for this dilemma may be the improper model in the calculation of the heat transfer
coefficient and/or the use of contacting area (In the model, the whole surface area of the solid is used as the
contacting area between the gas and the solid. For the cylindrical pellet bed, the end-to-end contact between
the pellets reduces the area exposed to the gas and not all the exposed area acts as the heating area).
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(Substituting the values of the parameters into the above equation, it is found that Tpne
approaches Tp. This result is reasonable and understandable since the contacting area of the gas and
the heating particles in the bed is huge.)
Therefore
(5.28c)
mpr

pr

lot

and
m.

(5.28d)

For Z=0.53 m and us =0.3 m/s, from heat transfer analysis (chapter 4), Tp = 0.23/ + Tx, where /
is the heating time in this process, in minutes. If / is in seconds
(5.39a)

T = (0.23/60)/ + TX

There are two approaches to solve Eq. (5.28d). One is to substitute Eq. (5.39a) into Eq. (5.28d)
and integrate it from the time t3 to t3. The other is to substitute dt in Eq. (5.28d) with dTp and
integrate it from the temperature Tp,2 to Tp_$. Since calculations of the thermal energy used in
heating processes are usually based on temperature, it is preferable to use temperature as the
variable, so the latter approach is used here.

Differentiating this equation and rearrange it
(5.39b)

d/=(60/0.23)drp

Substituting Eq. (5.39b) into Eq. (5.28), we have

mprcppr+hAlot

(5.28e)

(Tp -Tpr,)dT
pr,

and
_ 60 mprc^prhAM
0.23 mprcppr+hAlol

T--TI

pri\h

L

Z

(5.28f)

The enthalpy leaving the CVwith the refrigerant Hr,e
= h,edmr

(5.40a)

The enthalpy of the unit vapour leaving the CV, hry. The refrigerant leaving the CV is the
vapour desorbed and it can be thought to be tlie saturated vapour corresponding to the liquid in tlie
adsorbent, ie,
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(5.41a)

The enthalpy of a saturated liquid at temperature T, hf{T), is
(5.42a)

dh = CydT + d(pv)

So

(5.42b)
=

where / ? / 0 5 cfJ

/7

-To) + Pv ~ /V'o

/,o

T,

p, and v are the enthalpy of the refrigerant at the reference state, the average

specific heat of the fluid from 7o to T, the saturation pressure of the fluid corresponding to T, and the
specific volume of the saturated liquid, respectively.

The reference state used for most of the refrigerants corresponds to the international convention
of 200 kT/kg for enthalpy for the saturated liquid at 0°C (ASHRAE Fundamentals, 1997), ie, To
=273.15 K, and V=200 kJ/kg.

Similar to Eq. (5.18a), the average specific heat of the fluid from 273.15 K to T for methanol
c/xn.u-T =3.3625 -0.005946875(r + 273.15) + 0.0000101977(7/: + 273.157 + 273.15")

The pressure and the specific volume of the saturated liquid can be determined by Eq. (2.4) and Eq.
(2.5) for methanol. So
^vy=[102xexp(12.6973-4024.37/r-87582.885/71?)]/(937.911-0.0582677'-0.001459r')kJ/kg
(5.43)
Hence, for methanol
h, (T) = 200 + c/tSmf_T (T - 273.15) + Pv - Pocvoc

kJIkg

(5.44)

Ths enthalpy change of the liquid-vapour transformation can be calculated by Eq. (2.19), and
the saturation pressure Ps of the refrigerant is given by (Eq. (2.11). So
(5.45a)
where R is the gas constant. In terms of methanol R =8314/32.042 = 259.5 J/(kgK).
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Substituting the value of R and the expression for B (Eq. 3.16 into Eq. 2.13a), the enthalpy of
evaporation
hfg = 259.5x (4024.37 + 2x87582.885/T)

J/(kg K)

(5.45b)

The mass of the refrigerant leaving the CV: It is also reasonable to assume that the refrigerant
adsorbed is in liquid and the refrigerant desorbed is in vapour. That is to say
and

= mr = madx

(5.46a)

%=

and
= maddx,

and

dmr,e -dmv = -milddx

(5.46b)

where subscripts L and V represent the adsorbed refrigerant liquid and the desorbed refrigerant
vapour.

Therefore
Hr,e - -

ji>e

(5.40b)

dx = -

where hf and h/s are expressed by Eq. (5.44) and (5.45b), respectively, and x is given by Eq. (2.9b).

To simplify the calculation, taking an average value for the enthalpy in Eq (5.40b), gives
.r..< dx = mad Ax Jig =madAx(

where Ax = xnliVrxmin,

h / and

Tif+

hJg)

(5.40c)

h/s are the average enthalpies of the liquid refrigerant and the

average enthalpy change of the liquid-vapour transformation of the refrigerant from T? to 7j. They
can be determined as following.

The minimum concentration: Similar to the derivation for the maximum concentration (Eq.
5.12), the minimum concentration can be determined by
*„„„ = xoexp{-D[(A-lnPc) T3-B]n

(5.47)

The average enthalpy of the liquid refrigerant hj:2.s can be taken as
(5.48)
For methanol
il? / i 2 7 l l 5 . l i (T2 - 273.15) + cf,nx^

where cf

273i5_Ti

(T3 - 273.15)]

and cf , 731W . are determined by Eq (5.18c).

(5.49)
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The average enthalpy change of the liquid-vapour transformation of the refrigerant from T? to
T$ can be taken as
hjgj.3 = 259.5x [4024.37 + 87582.885(//7\ + 7/Tj)]

J/(kg K)

(5.50)

Therefore, the enthalpy leaving the CV with the refrigerant vapour

b. The heat of depletion

The desorption of methanol from carbon is a heat absorption process. The heat absorbed is called
heat of desorption, and denoted by subscript de. In a desorption process, a portion of heat is used to
boil the liquid, and the rest of heat is consumed to release the vapour and so on. On the other hand,
to transit a pure substance from a saturated liquid state to the corresponding saturated vapour state
requires the latent heat of liquid-vapour transition. Therefore, the net heat consumed or depleted in a
desorption process should be the difference of the heat of desorption and the latent heat (the enthalpy
difference) of liquid-vapour transition, ie,

q*=hde-hfs

(5.51a)

or

Q' = J>

r

=»>adte(hde

-hM)

(5.52b)

The average enthalpy of the vapour h/s can be determined in the same form as Eq. (5.50). The
heat of desorption hde can be taken as the heat of adsorption h^ which can be calculated as follows.

Using Eq. (2.21) and Eq. (2.34), haj can be determined by

had = Rx{A(T)-\nP)T

(5.53)

The average heat of adsorption can be taken as
T3 )l2)-\nPMh

+ T3 ]/2+0.5(R(A(T2)-\nPc)T3 + R(A(TS )-lnPc) T3)

(5.54)

c. The increment of the internal energy of the CV

The change of the internal energy of the solar collector/generator tubes and the adsorbent
tM

= £ (meltcclg +madcad)dT = (mc/gcclg +madcad)(Ti -T2)

(5.55)
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The change of the internal energy of the refrigerant

Again, the change of the internal energy of the refrigerant adsorbed in adsorbent is taken as the
change of the internal energy of the refrigerant liquid. Therefore

According to the definition u = h~ pv and noticing that x? = xmax and xs = xnlilu the change of the
internal energy of the refrigerant is
c /t0 . 2 (r 2 -273.15)-P o c v o c ]
3

-T2)-/;/„,A.r[200+ c /i0 . 3 0r 3 -273.15)-/> 0c v 0C ]

(5.56b)
Tlierefore, the total heat supplied in this process is
«

mnv

'

«

rr

The total heat supplied in the total heating process is
Qh.l-3 =QcM.h2

+

Qcr,T
ad

+

5.2.3 Cooling Process 3—4

From state 3 to state 4. the collector is cooled to the temperature T4. In a theoretical cycle, the
collector and the evaporator which is now charged with the condensed niethanol are separated by the
valve in this process (see Fig. 1.1).

5.2.4 Refrigeration Period 4—1 (Adsorption/Refrigeration Process)

After the collector being cooled to the temperature Tj, open the valve and the adsorption/refrigeration
process happens.

Take the receiver and the evaporator as the control \olume for which 6W - 0. There is only one
outlet and the vapour exiting can be taken as the saturated vapour, and the kinetic and potential
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energy can be neglected (as they have been in virtually every analysis so far). With these
assumptions, the energy balance Eq. (5.16) reduces to
SO = dUcv + hex dm
(5.59a)

= d(mu)cr
where
It = U/+ X (llg - Uf)

and

m = nt/+ x (nig -

and x is the quality in the control volume.

The vapour exiting the evaporator can be regarded at tlie saturated state corresponding to the
evaporation pressure, so h^ = hs,e. The subscript e indicates that this quantity corresponds to tlie
evaporation temperature Te (supposing all evaporation is at constant temperature).

Substituting the mass balance dm^ = -dmCv into the above equation and dropping the subscript
CV results in
SO = d{mu)

-h&edm

(5.59b)

The net cooling produced during the process, Qnetc can be calculated by integrating tlie following
differential equation for the heat balance in the evaporator:
Qnetc = SO - (SOrec + SO „ + SQleak)

(5.60)

where Qrcc is the sensible heat cooling the receiver if applicable, Oev is the sensible heat cooling the
evaporator, Qieak is tlie heat leakage from the surroundings.

The refrigeration process can be thought to occur in two steps. Firstly, a portion of tlie liquid
refrigerant in the receiver/evaporator evaporates and cools the receiver, evaporator and the rest of the
liquid refrigerant to the designed evaporating temperature (from Tc to Te), and then tlie liquid
refrigerant evaporates at the evaporating pressure Pe (corresponding to tlie evaporating temperature
TQ) until it is all evaporated and absorbs heat from the objects to be cooled (Exell, 1983).

In the first step, the temperature of the refrigerant decreases from Tc to Te (Denoting the process
as rO—rl), the heat flow into tlie control volume is
=/SO =/(d(mu) - hs,edm) = (mriuri-mrcUro)- (Wri-Wro) hs,e

= {mr(rmri)(h8,e-uri) - nh-oiiirf- url)

(5.61)
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Since the first step happens very quickly, it is reasonable to assume that there is no heat exchange
between the system and its surroundings, ie, Qro-ri =0, so that

™r\ ~

(5.62)

J

Therefore, the net cooling is
QneU.rO-rl ~ QrO-rl ~ (Qrec.rO-rl

+

Qe\.rO-rl

+

Qlcak.rO-rl)

=

0

(5.63)

In the second step, T=Te = constant (Denoting the process as r\—rl),
Qri.r2 =/SQ =/{d(mu) - hg,edm) - (0 - mrlnri)- hs.e(0 - mri)
(5.64)

= mri(hg.t-uri)

and
Url) ~ (Qrec.ri-r2 + Qe\;rl-r2 + Qkak.rl-rt)

QneU.rl-r2 ~ ^rl(hg.e-

(5.65)

The net cooling of load in the whole process
Unet.c, rO-r2 ~ U

SineUc,rl-r2

(5.66a)

- (Qrec.rO-r2 + Qev,rO-r2 + Q

It does not matter whether it is in the first or the second step that the receiver and the evaporator
are cooled from Tc to Te, the heat Orec,ro-r2 + Qn.ro.r2 must equal the change in internal energy:
Qrec.rO.r2 + ^ev.rO-r' = {mrecCrec + m^.C^)

(Tc - Te)

(5.67)

The mass of the refrigerant at the beginning of the evaporation is
(5.68)

The quality in the control volume (evaporator) befoie the beginning of the step 1 is negligible, so

-e Pr0, Vfro and hj:r0 is the pressure, the specific volume, and the specific enthalpy of the saturated
liquid corresponds to the temperature Tc.

So (hse- ur0) may be expressed as
Kg ~ "rO = hjg.t - {hjyo - hf.e ) +

= hjg.e ~ (llf.rO " K/e ) + P* Vf.
f.e

(5.69)
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where c and e represents the quantity at condenser temperature and evaporator

temperature

respectively.

The latent heat of liquid-vapour transition at evaporator temperature can be determined by
hfs,e = 259.5x [4024.37 + 175165.77{1/Te) J/(kg K)

(5.70)

Therefore, the Net Cooling effect (the cooling available for use) is
hfSie - cf(Tc- Te) + Pevfe] - {mreccrec + m^.c^) (Tc - Te) - Ohak

(5.66b)

If the heat leakage and the sensible heat cooling the receiver and the evaporator are neglected, tlie
amount of the cooling calculated is called the Gross Cooling Production, i.e.,
Qsro.c

s,e

(5.71)

- cf(Tc- Te) + Pevfe]

5.2.5 COP of the Ideal Refrigeration Cycle

Tlie coefficient of performance (COP) for cooling is usually used as a criterion to evaluate the
performance of a refrigeration cycle. The COP of a cycle is defined as the ratio of the amount of the
energy (cooling) extracted from the cooled body to the energy transferred to tlie cycle to accomplish
this effect. In terms of our solar adsorption refrigeration system (see Fig. 1.1). the energy in is the
heat used in the two heating processes 1-2 and 2-3, and it is expressed by Eq (5.58). Corresponding
to the cooling effect considered, there are two kind of COP, the net COP and tlie gross COP. The
Net COP of the evele is
COPnel =

IT

(5.72)

,,* + mad cai + maJxmaxc/h3)(T3

-T,)-mad(A

^(T3

-T:) + mprcvpr(T2 -T,

A xh*

Since different refrigeration systems may have different heat capacities of receiver and evaporator
and different insulation, the Gross COP of the cycle may be a common index in comparison of
different refrigeration systems. The Gross COP of the cycle is
enp

—

Qgroc
(5.73)

madxmjfh3){T3

-T,)-mai

(A x/2)cf,.3(T3

- T , ) + mprc\pr(T:

-T,
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It can be seen that for any adsorption/refrigerant pair, the value of COP is the function of the
operating temperatures. For the activated carbon/methauol pair used in this research, the
relationships of the gross COP and the operating temperatures (the peak temperature of the
collector T^ak, the temperature of the collector in the morning 7"moming, the condenser temperature
Tc, and the evaporator temperature Te) typically in the raisge of the solar refrigeration application
are shown in Fig. 5.1 to 5.9, respectively (the solid mark and line). The COPs of the cycle without
pressure-adjusting gas are also shown in the corresponding figures (the hollow mark and dotted
line) for comparison.
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Figure 5.1 The relationship of the Coefficient of Performance (COP) and the peak temperature of
the collector (7>=2OC, TC=35°C)
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Figure 5.2 The relationship of the Coefficient of Performance (COP) and the peak temperature of
the collector (re=2°C, T^CTC)
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From the figures it can be seen that
•

At a certain evaporator temperature, condenser temperature, and morning temperature, the
COP of the system increases with the pec-.'-, temperature of the collector, reaches a maximum,
and then falls off. The lower the morning temperature, the lower the optimal peak temperature.
In the typical conditions studied here, the optimal peak temperature is in the range of 70-95°C
(Fig. 5.1, 5.2);

•

At a certain evaporator temperature and condenser temperature, the lower the morning
temperature, the higher the COP (Fig. 5.1, 5.3, 5.4, 5.5, 5.8). But the change of the COP also
depends on the peak temperature. The lower the peak temperatures (eg, 75°C), the higher the
COP in the low morning temperature range (eg, less than 25°C), but the COP drops sharper
with the morning temperature (Fig. 5.3);

•

At a certain evaporator temperature and the morning temperature, the condenser temperature
has only a little impact on COP. But the impact also depends on the peak temperature. The
lower the peak temperatures (eg, 75°C), the higher the COP in the low condenser temperature
range (eg, less than 38°C), but after some condenser temperature (eg, 38°C), the COP drops
sharper with the temperature (Fig. 5.6);

•

At a certain morning temperature and condenser temperature, the higher the evaporator
temperature, the higher the COP (Fig. 5.7, 5.8, 5.9). The condenser temperature has little
impact on the COP in some evaporator temperature ranges (eg, 0°C), but in the evaporator
temperature range less than some amount (eg, 0°C), the lower the condenser temperature, the
higher the COP (Fig. 5.7). The COP of the systems with higher peak temperature (eg, 85°C)
has higher value for low evaporator temperatures and then (eg, greater than -5 °C) the systems
with lower peak temperature has higher COP (Fig. 5.9);
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•

At a certain evaporator temperature, the peak temperature, and the morning temperature, the
COP of the system increases with the condenser temperature, reaches a maximum, and then
falls off, but the impact of the condenser temperature is rather small (Fig. 5.4, 5.5, 5.6);

•

At a certain evaporator temperature and morning temperature, the COP of the systems with
lower condenser temperatures have higher COPs for some peak temperatures (eg less than
85°C), and then the systems with higher condenser temperatures have higher COPs but the
difference is rather small (Fig. 5.2);

It can be deduced that for a certain climate (eg, a certain morning temperature and condenser
temperature) and a certain application (eg, a specific evaporator temperature), there is an optimal
peak temperature at which the COP of the system reaches a maximum. Therefore there is no need
to pursue a higher peak temperature than necessary.

It can also be seen that the solar refrigeration system is suitable for low morning temperatures,
and medium condenser temperatures.

The introduction of the pressure-adjusting gas into the system increases the heat consumed in
the heating process, which decreases the COP. Comparing the COPs of the system with and
without the pressure-adjusting gas (solid and dotted line, respectively). Some difference is very
obvious. For example, the peak temperature corresponding to the maximum COP of the system
with the pressure-adjusting gas is lower than that of the system without the gas. The optimal COP
of the new system is about half of that the conventional system (eg, 0.21/0.415) at the same
evaporator temperature (eg, 2°C), condenser temperature (eg, 30°C) and morning temperature (eg,
20°C). The difference of the COPs between the systems with and without the pressure-adjusting
gas also depends on the velocity of the stream. The most important task in this research is to
eliminate the leaking problem for the vacuum system; therefore, the difference of the COPs of the
systems with and without the pressure-adjusting gas is not the main concern here. The COP of the
system working around atmospheric pressure can be maximised by making it work under the
optimal operation conditions as explored here, and the COP can be flirther improved by reducing
the velocity of the stream, thus the difference of COPs between the systems with and without the
pressure-adjusting gas can be reduced.
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Adsorption Mass Transfer Analysis

From our observation, it is found that the introduction of the inert gas into the adsorption
refrigeration system increases the adsorption resistance for methanol. Therefore, mass transfer
analysis is the natural and necessary task of this chapter. A detailed analysis on the adsorption
mechanisms is described. Based on this analysis, the rate of adsorption is evaluated by transforming
and solving the macroscopic conservation equation in the adsorption bed. The experimental results
are also shown in the figures for comparison. The relationship of the rate of refrigeration and the
velocity is also investigated. Part of the work here has also been published (Publication 15).

6.1. ADSORPTION MASS TRANSFER ANALYSIS

Although there are huge amount of literature and a few well-established books (Ruthven, 1984,
Yang, 1987, Suzuki, 1990, and Tien, 1994) on adsorption calculations, there is no model ready to be
used for our application. Thus, while these well-established theories are used where it is suitable,
some formulae are also derived for our application.

In a transport of adsorbate from the bulk of the fluid phase to the interior of a pellet, three mass
transfer processes may be present: interpellet mass transfer, interphase mass transfer, and intrapellet
mass transfer. Interpellet mass transfer refers to the diffusion and mixing of adsorbates in fluid
occupying the space between the pellets. Interphase mass transfer is the transfer of adsorbate across
the fluid-pellet interface. Intrapellet mass transfer refers to the diffusion of adsorbates within the
pellet. Intrapellet mass transfer often takes place simultaneously with adsorption.

Adsorption of adsorbate from the solution phase onto the adsorption site, in most cases, occurs
much faster than the various transport steps and can therefore be ignored when formulating the
overall rate expression.

6.1.1 The Macroscopic Conservation Equations in the Adsorption Bed

Adsorption in our case is one-dimensional mode with fluid stream flowing along the direction of the
bed's axis. A small element of the bed, as sketched in Fig. 6.1, is taken as the control volume to be
analvsed.
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Figure 6.1 Control volume (element) of the bed

The rate of accumulation in the fluid and in the solid is the difference between input and output
flows. Sipre the flow is a plug flow, the radial dispersion is ignorable. The mass balance is

d[usc)

a

(6.1a)

or

d~c

S[usc)
cz

dt

(6.1b)

where c is the solution concentration for liquid adsorption and partial pressure for gas adsorption, t
and z is the independent variables for time, and axial distance, respectively, us is the superficial
velocity, s is the fixed bed porosity (interpellet void fraction), and £=0.35-0.6 for activated carbon
pellet bed, D: is the axial dispersion coefficient, and is based on the void cross section, q is the
average adsorbed-phase concentration (on a mass basis), pp is the density of the pellet and for
activated carbon pellet, pp « 0.6-1.0 g/cm3.

The superficial velocity us is not strictly constant because of adsorption. However, for systems
with adsorbate in trace amount such as in our case the removal of adsorbate from the fluid stream by
adsorption has a very small effect on us, so us may be regarded as constant. For a plug flow in our
case, it is also reasonable to assume that there is no dispersion*. So the mass balance equation can be
simplified as

In certain fixed-bed adsorption cases, axial dispersion needs to be considered. It is generally recognised
that axial dispersion is caused by both molecular diffusion and turbulent mixing. As an approximation., it
may be expressed as

(a)
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dc

cb

1- e

cq
pn—=0

—+
+ uu— +

• P

(6.2)

*^

Neglecting the accumulation term for the fluid, Eq. (6.5) can be further simplified as
dc

\- e
p

+
+

dq
dt

(6.3)

=0

The transport of the adsorbate speciti from the bulk of the fluid phase to the external surface of
adsorbent pellets constitutes an important step in the overall uptake process. For single-species
adsorption, the interphase mass transfer rate may be expressed as
(6.4)

where cb and cs is the adsorbate concentration in the bulk of fluid and that at the fluid-pellet interface
(the pellet surface), Ap is the surface area of a pellet, Vp is the volume of a pellet, a is the specific

where yt and y: are two constants. DM and dp are molecular diffusivitv in the bulk phase and the pellet
diameter, respectively.

After substituting appropriate correlations for yt and /;, the above equation becomes
1
Pe

ReSc

1
(/>«?_) 1 + 4,/(Re5c)

(b)

where At and A2 are constants, (Pe.Jx is the limiting value of Pe: at large value of Re, and Pe:, Re, and Sc
are Peclet number for axial dispersion. Reynolds number, and Schmidt number, respectively, and they are
defined as

Pez =

dlu,le)

u.d
* p
Re = -

,

and

Sc = •
DM

and where v is the kinematic viscosity

Se\-eral investigators use Eq. (b) to correlate axial dispersion results. The correlation proposed by Wen
and Fan (1975) gives A^O.3, A:=3.$ and (Pe:)x=2.0 for pellet diameter great than and equal to 0.3 cm.
That is
1
Pe2

for 0.008 <Re< 400

and

0.3
ReSc

0.28 <Sc< 2.2.

0.5
1 + 3.8 /(Re 5c)

(c)
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surface area (area per unit mass of adsorbent), F/fPpVp), and kf is the interphase (or external) mass
transfer coefficient.

To simplify the solvation for the adsorbate uptake rate, the so-called lumped parameter model has
been developed. It is postulated that the uptake rate of adsorbate by a pellet is linearly proportional
to a driving force, defined as the difference between the surface and the average adsorbed phase
concentrations. Mathematically
dq_

(6.5)

dt

where kp is the so-called particle-phase transfer coefficient, and qs is the adsorbed-phase
concentration at the exterior surface of the pellet.

The mechanism of transfer of adsorbate to the solid includes diffusion through the fluid film
around the particle and diffusion through the pores to internal adsorption sites. So the adsorbate
uptake rate per pellet is given as
(6.6)

where c* is the value in equilibrium with q and q* is with cb, kof and kop is the overall transfer
coefficient with Cb-c* and q*- q as the respective overall driving forces.

For the linear isotherm case, kOJand kop are defined as (Tien, 1994)
(6.7)
V
V

PPP p9ref
p9

and

1

P/PUpHrtf
_ Hp'

op

1

(6.8)

Apcin

where c,,, is the concentration in the feed to adsorber, and qref=f(cin).

The next step is the determination of the quantities related with £o/and kop
t
6.1.2 The Isotherm Expression q =f(c)

Replacing w by q in Eq. (2.9a) and also expressing the isothermal expression in Henry's equation
form, we have
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qrvf=goexp{-D[nn(P/Pe)]n}

= K(PMethctJPtoi) =

(6.9)

whereKis Henrv's constant.
For the activated carbon and methanol pair used here, qo= 0.298343,/? = 1.34, D = 14.962xlO"5.
Taking T = 303.15 K, Ps = Ps(SOc) = 2.16xlO4 Pa, PilethaM, = Pe = / V > = 4.57xlO3 Pa, and Ptot
=1.01325xl05Pa, we get qn/=0. 16842, c/B =0.45103 and K =3.73413.

6.1.3 The Interphase (or External) Mass Transfer Coefficient kf

The equation for the interphase (or external) mass transfer coefficient kf
The magnitude of kf depends on the flow conditions around the pellet. Numerous investigators have
measured the mass transfer in fixed beds and have established correlations for their results. The
mass transfer results are usually correlated in terms of the Shenvood number Sh or the/ factor j \ / .
The j\i is defined as (Tien, 1994)
(6.10)

, A Aw
where v is the kinematic viscosity and DM is the adsorbate bulk-phase diffusivity (molecular
diffusivity).

Neglecting the dispersion effect, they factor ju can also be obtained from the following equation
(6.11)

where Re is the Reynolds number, and dp is particle diameter.

Equating eqs. (6.10) and (6.11), we have

k. = 0.45&TV,- 0 407

v'°26DAt0667u;™

(6.12)

The kinematic viscosity of the mixture

Using the same approach as in chapter 4, it is determined that the kinematic viscosity of the mixture
at the bed temperature 30°C v=856.0787x 10-7 nr/s.

The molecular diffusivity Di{
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The molecular diffusivity for a binary gas mixture can be estimated by the familiar ChapmanEnskog equation (Satterfield and Sherwood, 1963)
DK! =0.0018583-

where T is the temperature, K. MA and MB is the molecular weights of the two species, P is the total
pressure, atm, oAB

=

(<?A

+

<^B)/2, the

collusion diameter from the Lennard-Jones potential, in

Angstroms, QAB is the collusion integral, a function of kBT/eAB where kB is Boltzmann's constant and
SAB

= (SA£B)1/2, the Lennard-Jones force constant.

For methanol (species A) and Helium (species B) system, MA=22.042 and A/5=4.0026. According
to Satterfield and Sherwood (1963), sAlkB = 507, eB/kB = 10.22, <jA = 3.585, and aB = 2.576.

Taking T = 303.15K, we have kBTleAB = kBTI^£AeB

= 4.211, QiB = 0.8689, and crAB

Y2 = 3.081. Assuming />=latm, therefore
Du = 0

= 0.63043 (cmVs)

3.081=0.8689

Taking s = 0.42, dp = 4x 10"3 m, v= 856.0787x 10'7 mVs, and DM = 0.63043x 10"5 m7s, we have
kf =0.18599//

0.593

(6.14)

6.1.4 The Particle-phase Transfer Coefficient kp

The equation for the particle-phase transfer coefficient kp

It was postulated that the uptake rate of adsorbate by a pellet is described by Eq. (6.5), so the
average adsorbed-phase concentration of the pellet
1

f

9=—!

qdV

(6.15)

For a cylindrical pellet

= — r l qrdr
K

p

where Rp is the radius of the pellet, and r is the radial distance from the centre of the pellet.

(6.16a)
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Several earlier investigators have independently employed expression similar to Eq. (6.5), but
Glueckauf (1955) is commonly credited with providing a tlieoretical basis for this rate expression.
Glueckauf also obtained a relationship between kp and De. However, Glueckauf s derivation is
cumbersome. Rice(1982) assumed that the adsorbed phase concentration profile is parabolic. For a
pellet

V.

dt"

(6.17)

'

where De is the effective intrapellet diffusivity.

If the adsorbed phase concentration profile is assumed parabolic
(6.18)

= ao+a2r'

where o0 and a2 are functions of time. The surface concentration and the surface-concentration
gradient are
(6.19a)
and
(6.19b)

The average concentration q can be found by substituting Eq. (6.18) into Eq. (6.16a)
ffi,

2

1

^ ^ T J o qrdr =

ao+-a2Rp

;

(6.16b)

p

Therefore
1

(6.20)

2 "

Comparing Eq. (6.19) with (6.20), we have
(6.21)

\
r-Rp

Substituting Eq. (6.21) into Eq. (6.16)
A A

(6.22)

Comparing Eq. (6.5) with Eq. (6.22), it can be seen that
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*,v,

(6.23)

~-

(for

aP.

a

cylindrical pellet)

where a is the the ratio of live length of the pellet to the radius of it, a = l/Rp. In ou

;••••'

r

= 6 mm

and Rp= 2 mm, so a =3.

The effective inirapellet diffusivity De

The effective intrapellet diffusivity De is defined as
(6.24)

'

f\c)p,

where Dp is the pore diffusivity, and Ds is the surface difrusivity.

The pore diffusion Dp

The pc/e diffusion in the fluid phase results from collisions among molecules (molecular
diffusion) and with pore surfaces (Knudsen. diffusion). In some cases, both diffusions may occur
simultaneously. The pore diffusivity Dp in Eq. (10) should be determined as
1
1
1
—=
+—

(6.25)

where Dps-t and DK is the molecular diffusivity and Knudsen diffusivity.

The molecular diffusion Dp\i. For the collisions among molecules, the diffusion occurs in the
zigzag and randomly arranged paths, and the conunonly accepted expression for D^u is
DKt=eDM/T

(6.26)

where sp is the pellet porosity which denotes that diffusion occurs only in the pore space, ep « 0.5-0.6
for activated carbon, r is known as the tortuosity factor to account for the fact that diffusion taxes
place zigzag-wise rather than along the radial direction. For activated carbon the value of r is quoted
to vary from 5-65 (Yang 1987). Since the precise value of ris unknown. Eq. (6.12) can only be used
to provide a crude estimate of Dpu. Taking ep = 0.55, r = 35, and Au = 0.63043 into Eq. (6.27) we
get DpSI = 0.0099 cnr/s.
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Knudsen diffusion DK'. When the pore diameter becomes small, collision between the fluid
molecules and the pore wall become increasingly important. In a very small pore, collisions with the
pore surface dominate, resulting in a different type of diffusion mechanism, known as Knudsen
diffusion. The relative importance of molecular diffusion and Knudsen diffusion is determined by the
ratio of the pore diameter and the mean free path of the fluid molecules. The mean free path is
evaluated by following expression

Mean

free

1

path =

nna
where n is the gas number density in molecules/volume, cr is the collision diameter which can be
calculated from transport properties or the second virial coefficient.

Generally speaking, when the pore diameter is greater than ten times the mean free path,
molecular diffusion prevails; Knudsen diffusion may be assumed when the mean free path is less
than ten times the pore diameter.

The Knudsen diffusivity DJC is given by

DK =9700/-ATlMf2

(6.27)

where rp is the mean pore radius, cm, /y=20xl0"8—50x10'8 cm for activated carbon, M is the
molecular weight of diffusion species, T is the temperature, K, DK is in enr/s. Taking /y=35xl0"8
cm, T=303.15 K, andA/=32.042 into Eq. (5.11), we have £A-=0.01044 cmVs.

When the mean free path is not known, Knudsen diffusion should be taken into account.

It can be seen that in our case, molecular diffusion and Knudsen diffusion have almost the same
value, so both of them should be considered. Therefore
• + •

Dp

0.0099

0.01044

=196.7717

or

Dp =0.0051 enr/s.

The surface diffiisivity Ds

The surface diffusivity characterises surface diffusion which is known to vary with both
temperature and the extent of surface coverage (or q). A general correlation of A for gas adsorption
was developed by Sladek et al. (1974). This correlation relates Ds with the parameter haii'niRT where
Ihd is the heat of adsorption and m is an integer with a value of 1,2,3, depending on the nature of the
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bond between the adsorbate molecules and the adsorption site as well as the substrate material. For a
polar adsorbate and a solid conductor, w=2.

In our case, hac/mRT=b/2T=(A-\nPe)/2. Taking A= 13.65 (30°C , chapter 3) and Pe = 0.0457 bar
(2°C, chapter 3) into the above equation, we have ha/mRT-7.368.

From the figure given by

Gilliland et al (Tien, 1994), we can find that
LogA = -3.388,

so

Ds = 0.000409 cnr/s

The derivative of the isotherm expression/'(c)
From Eq. (6.9), we obtain

f(p) =q'ip)= qonDPs r"[ln

"•; exp{-D[T\n(P/P)]n}/P

(6.28)

For the activated carbon and methanol pair used here, qo = 0.298343,n =1.34, D = 14.962xlO'5.
Taking r=303.15K,P5=P^OC;=2.16xl04Pa, and/ > =P c = P^ C ) =4.57xlO3Pa, \veget/'(c) =0.393.
Substituting Dp = 0.0051, Ds = 0.000409,/(c) -0.393, and pp = 0.78xl03 kg/m3into Eq. (6.24),
we have De = 0.000426 cmVs.

6.1.5 The Equations of the Overall Transfer Coefficient Ao/and kop for the Cylindrical Pellet

Substituting Eq. (6.23) into (6.8), for a cylindrical pellet, we have
(6.29a)
and
=

k

ppqref
2(1 + a) cin
K

kf

R
AD.}

(6.30a)

)'u£ our case, taking Rp = 2xlO'3 m, a = 2,pp = O.78xlO3 kg/m3, c,n- 0.45103, qref= 0.16842, De
= 0.000426 cnr/s, and kf = 0.18599i/i0593 into Eq. (6.29a) and (6.30a), we obtain
0.185991/ 0.593
V

"~

(6.29b)

0.74965K
5K?593

and
0.09578K
' O/> ~

0.593

0.74965H° 5 9 3

(6.30b)
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6.2 APPLICATION
6.2.1 The Maximum Velocity of the Stream
Substituting eq. (6.6) into eq. (6.3), we have

0-*H

(6.31)

Assuming c* =j3cb (where fi is a constant), we get
(6.32)

So at the end of the bed where z-L, the concentration
c
In — = -

kof{\-p)L
"k
a

(6.33)

The value of /? is related with kof. Wlien kof approaches 0, /? approaches 0; and when kof
approaches infinite, /? approaches unity. If/?is taken as
/? = l - e x p ( - A V )

(6.34)

and to make the exit c no more than 0.05c,,,, ie. lnfc/c,,^<-3, the length of the bed L must be
(6.35)

or, the velocity of the stream for a fixed bed length
(6.36)

«,*

Eq. (6.35) is preferable here since it is in the explicit form. Therefore, the relationship of iis,mox
and L can be easily obtained by diverting the relationship of Lmn and us obtained from Eq. (6.35) and
it is shown in Fig. 6.2 for the case of s = 0.42 and VIA-

0.75 x 10"3 (RP=2x 10"3 m and a=3).

From Fig. 6.2, it can be seen that the maximum allowable velocity corresponding to the length of
the adsorption bed is rather high. In our application the velocity does not need to be that high (see
also the following analysis), so there is no worry about the upper velocity limit.
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Figure 6.2 The relationship of tis and L

6.2.2 The Rate of the Adsorption
Here we are also interested in the rate of the amount of the adsorbate adsorbed in a certain amount
adsorbent. Assume the equilibrium isotherm is described by Henry's law, i.e.
(6.37)

q = Kcb

where K is the Henrv's law constant.

Rewrite Henry's equation as
1

.
g

(6.38)

Thus, we have

& K a

(6.39)

From Eq. (6.6), we have

i eq _

.
q =

(6.40)

- + <;
k

o,,

«

Substituting Eq. (6.39) into Eq. (6.40), we get
2—

dcb _
1 <?*<!
dz
Kkop dzdt T K dz

(6.41)

Substituting Eq. (6.41) into Eq. (6.3). after rearrangmem, we have

p

Tlie initial and boundary conditions are

(6.42)
dz
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q = 0, atz>O(O<z<Z), r<
(6.43)

cb= cin so q' = qre/ = Kcin, at z = 0, t > 0

From Eq.6.6, we have
(6.44)
dt

The solution cf Eq. C.44 (at z = 0) is

(6.45)

So the initial and boundary conditions in Eq. (6.43) are
q = 0, a t z > 0 , t<0
q=qre/{l-cxp{-kopt))

(6.46)

atz = 0 , t > 0

Supposing q(z, t) - q(z)q(/) and substituting it and q{t) = qref (l - exp(-/: 0 ,/)) into Eq. (6.42),
the solution is
Z

>0 = qref [l - exp(-A-0/)]exp - —-p p Kk o p zexp(-A: o

mol/kg adsorbent

(6.47.)

For the small element shown in Fig. 6.1, the amount of adsorption is

SO{z,t) = q(z,t)dmp =q{z,t)npVp

=q(zj)(l-e)xRb2ppdz

(6.48)

where SO(z, t) is the ainount of adsorption in the small element dz, dmp is the mass of adsorbent in
the small element dz. n is the number of the pellet, Vp is the volume of a pellet, Rb is the radius of the
adsorption bed and Rb =2.425xlO' 2 m.

Therefore, for the whole bed,

= {oL <5Q(2,t)
(6.49a)
op

at.

Substituting values into the above equation, for our case
Q(t) = 3.5 x 10-5 j±- [l - exp(- kopt)]{l - exp[- 4.0222x 103L(kop Iu,)exp(-

A' 0 /)J/exp(- kopt)
(6.49b)
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The rate of adsorption

»•
K

(6.50a)

1-g

1-exp

eu. '

For our case
Q(t) = 3.5x10° K,exp(A- /)

fl-exp[-4.0222xl03(^/»Ji:exp(-A'o;)o]

(6.50b)

3

I [l + 4.0222 x 10 ( ^ / H, )I exp(-V)(l" «p(-V>)]

Tlie amount of adsorption and the rate of the adsorption are shown in Fig. 6.3 and 6.4,
respectively.
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Figure 6.3 The relationship of the amount of adsorption and velocity and time
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Figure 6.4 The relationship of the rate of adsorption and velocity and time

It can be seen that the higher the velocity, the quicker the adsorption takes place. For a certain
velocity, the rate of adsorption increases first and then decreases. The higher the velocity, the higher
the peak value of the rate of adsorption and the earlier the peak occurs.

6.3 THE THEORETICAL RESULTS COMPARED TO THE EXPERIMENTAL DATA
To justify- the theory developed here, it is necessary to compare the theoretical results with the test
data. Of primary interest is the adsorption rate in the adsorption/refrigeration process. This process
starts from the amount adsorbed wad*min and stops at /wad*max- Fig- 6.5 shows such an adsorption
range. The theoretical and experimental relationship of adsorption amount and the time, and rate of
adsorption and the time in the adsorption range is shown in fig. 6.6 and 6.7, respectively.
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It can be seen from Fig. 6.6 and 6.7, the theoretical results agree with the experimental data
although there is a little derivation. This derivation can be explained as follows. The theoretical
calculation is based on the isothermal adsorption model and the temperature of the bed is assumed as
30°C. In the experiment, the bed is left to cool to a temperature just above ambient before the
adsorption process starts. Therefore, at the beginnings of the adsorption, the real adsorption rates are
a little higher than the theoretical values. With the adsorption proceeding, the temperature of the bed
rises, and will be over 30°C, so the real adsorption rates are a little less than the theoretical values in
this phase.

6.4 THE SUPERFICIAL VELOCITY AND THE RATE OF COOLING

With the rate of adsorption, the rate of cooling can be decided as
(6.51)
which is shown in Fig. 6.5.

hi practical cases, the heat leak is inevitable. Obviously only when Qc > Qhak will there be net
cooling effect.
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Figure. 6.8 The relationship of the rate of adsorption and velocity and time

For different evaporators, the rates of heat leakage may be different. In the condition that there is
at least some cooling effect available in the next morning, ie, the heat lost due to the heat leakage in
the refrigerating and storing period (which is assumed from 22:00 to 6:00, ie, 8 hours) is less than
the cooling generated in the refrigeration period, the maximum allowable heat leakage rate is
kJ /min
In a typical condition (ri=20°C, re=2°C, 7>35°C, and 7V=85°C), tlw gross cooling effect is
41.1337 kJ (chapter 5), so the rate of heat leakage is 0.086 kJ/min. From Fig. 6.8, it can be seen that
in the range of the amount of adsorption (0 to wad(.rmax- -vmin)), the adsorption rate is greater than that
required when the velocity equal to, and greater than, 0.001 m/s. Since the higher the velocity, the
more heat is needed in the heating/desorption process (assuming that the fan runs at the same
velocity in evaporating/cooling and heating/desorption processes); On the other hand, the lower the
velocity used, the heavier the thermal insulation of the evaporator required. Since the insulation layer
can not be too thick, the value of the lowest allowable velocity is limited. In our experimental rig, the
evaporator could not be insulated, so the heat leakage rate is high and a high velocity is needed to
produce net cooling effect. At the velocity of 0.3 m/s, frostwork at the sunkce of the evaporator
could be observed. That is why the velocity of 0.3 m/s was taken in the ressaidi Therefore, the
lowest velocity which is determined by the condition of the thermal insulation of tho evaporator can
be adopted in the design for the prototype for such applications.
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Exergy (Availability) Analysis of the Adsorption Refrigeration
System

The first law analysis of thermodynamics studied in chapter 5 deals with the quantity of energy.
Energy has also quality. In a complete and advanced analysis en an energy system, the quality of
energy should also be analysed. Exergy analysis is a powerful tool for the efficient use of energy
resources and the optimisation of energy systems. In this chapter, exergy analysis of the solar
adsorption refrigeration system is described. Firstly, the exergy associated with different energy
forms is comprehensively reviewed and the exergy for mixtures and the hreversibility (exergy
destruction) are developed. Then the detailed exergy analysis of the processes of the cycle and the
whole cycle are carried out, and yields the numerical results. Since a detailed exergy analysis for
adsorption refrigeration system has not been reported, the methodology of the analysis presented here
is new. Part of the work in this chapter has already been published (Publication 17).

7.1 EXERGY

Thermodynamic availability or exergy' is the maximum work that can be obtained from a given
form of energy using the environmental parameters as the reference state. If a system reaches the
final state which is in mechanical and thermal equilibrium with the environment (P=Po. T=T<j), the
final state is called the restricted dead state of the system or the environment state (it is restricted in
the sense that the chemical equilibrium with the environment is not considered), and the maximum
work extractable from the system and the environment is called the thermomechanical (physical)
availability or thermomechanical (physical) exergy to reinforce the observation that the exergy is
released as the system and the environment reach thermal and mechanical equilibrium only. If a
system comes also to chemical equilibrium with the environment but does not react chemically with
the environment (P=Po. T=T0, //;• =//*), the equilibrium is called the unrestricted equilibrium. The
state at this equilibrium (with the environment) is called the dead state, and the maximum work
obtainable in such process is called the total exergy (availability) (Bejan,1997, Kotas. 1995, Moran,
1989, Wark? 1995).
(
7.1.1 Exergy of a Closed System — Restricted Dead State

For a control mass, the exergy is defined as (Bejan,1997, Moran, 1989, Wark, 1995)
T

Occasionally, thermodynamic availability and exergy are defined differently (Winterbone. 1997).
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(7.1a)
where Ex is used identically to denote exergy for all situations. The superscript tm represents the
exergy is the thcrmomechanical exergy, and the subscript nf represents the exergy is for the nonflow
processes. Symbols E {=U+KE+PE), V, and S denote the energy, volume, and entropy of the control
mass at the given state respectively and Uo. F& and So are the same properties when the control mass
is at rest at the dead state.

The specific availability on a mass basis is
(7.1b)
where V is the velocity.

The change in the availability between two states of a closed system is
(7.2)

7.1.2 Flow Exergy — Restricted Dead State

The availability for a stream or flow on a unit basis the flow exergy is defined as (Bejan, 1997,
Moran, 1989, Wark, 1995)

+ V2/2 + gz

e'"f = {h-h0)-T0(s-s0)

(7.3a)

where the subscript/represents the exergy is for the flow processes, h and s represent the specific
enthalpy and entropy, respectively.

Eq. (7.3a) can also be rewritten as
(7.3b)

where b is called the stream availability (exergy) parameter (Wark, 1995) and is defined as
(7.4)

The change in the availability between two states of an open system is
V
r

(7.5)

Sometimes, the kinetic and potential-energy terms are excluded from the definition of availability (Howell

andBuckius, 1992,Kotas, 1995)
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7.1.3 Exergy of a Closed System — Unrestricted Dead State (the Total Exergy)

For a control mass, the Total Exergy is defined as (Bejan, 1997, Moran, 1989, Wark, 1995)
(7.6a)

or
(7.6b)
where the superscript tot represents the exergy is the total exergy, Nt (/ =7

n) and x, is the number

of moles of substance / in the mixture and the mole fraction of the substance respectively, and / / , is
the chemical potential of substance / in the unrestricted or environment dead state.

The change in the availability between two states of a closed system is
(7.7)

The chemical potential of substance / in the mixture is defined as (Bejan, 1997; Kotas, 1995;
Moran, 1989; Smith, et al. 1996; Wark, 1995)
(7.8)
where G is the Gibbs function.

Euler's equation in thermodynamics (Hsieh, 1975; Smith et al 1996) is
U = TS - PV

(7.9)

Using Euler's equation at the restricted dead state, we have
(7.10)

where //# is the chemical potential of substance / witliin the mixture at restricted dead state.

Therefore, the thermomechanical exergy
(7.11)
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By comparing Eq. (7.6) with the exergy as the control mass passes from a given state to the
restricted dead state, ie, the thermomechanical exergy (Eq. (7.11)), Eq (7.6) can be written as
(7.12a)

or
(7.12b)
where I Ni(fii0 -pi°i) is defined as the nonflow chemical exergy, Exn/h (Bejan,1997, Kotas, 1995,
Moran, 1989, Wark, 1995), i.e.,
',Uo-//,°)

(7-13)

From Eq (7.12) it can be seen that that the total exergy of a control mass can be written as the
sum of two contributions - the thermomechanical exergy and the chemical exergy. The first is the
maximum work the control mass does as it is brought by means of ideal processes from its initial
state to a condition of thermal and mechanical equilibrium with the environment, eg, to the restricted
dead state. For clarity, the thermomechanical exergy is denoted by the superscript tm throughout this
thesis. The second is the maximum work released as the control mass be brought into chemical
equilibrium with the environment while the temperature and pressure before and alter this process
are fixed at To and To respectively.

7.1.4 Flow Exergy — Unrestricted Dead State (the Total Exergy)

The Total Exergy for a stream or flow on a unit basis is defined as (Bejan, 1997, Moran, 1989,
Wark, 1995)

,rf

(7-14)

where .v, is the mole fraction of substance / in the mixture, h and s is the molal enthalpy and entropy,
respectively, of the mixture. The kinetic and potential energy terms are not shown.

The change in the availability between two states of a control volume is
(7.15)

The molal enthalpy and entropy of the mixture are defined as
h = Exi hi

and

s=

(7.16)
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The "overbar" signifies the partial molal properties (Wark, 1995). For the /th component in a
mixture, the partial molal property is (Smith, et al. 1996, Wark, 1995)
(7-17)

v . —-

Eq. (7.14) can be rewritten as (Bejan,1997, Moran, 1989, Wark, 1995)
(7.18a)

Again, it is helpful to compare this expression with the exergy delivered as the stream reaches the
restricted dead state, ie the thermomechanical exergy in Eq. (7.3).

Hence, Eq. (7.18a) can be expressed as
(7.18b)
ch

This equation shows that the total flow exergy can be viewed as the sum of the thermomechanical
(or physical) flow exergy and the chemical exergy defined by Eq. (7.13).

The chemical exergy can be expressed as (Zhu, 1988)
(7.19)
or

where ci,0 and a0, is the activity of substance / within the mixture at restricted dead state and the
activity of substance / in the unrestricted or environment dead state respectively.

7.1.5 The Exergy of Mixtures

The general exergy equation for mixtures can be expressed as
ex (T, P) = Zxt

(7.20)

ex (T, P) = Zx,

(7.21)

or

where exi is the exergy of /th component and is evaluated at the T and its partial pressure Ph exi(T,
P) again is the partial molal exergy of /th component.
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The author (You et al, 1993a, 1993b) from the approach of solution thermodynamics (Hsieh,
1975, Smith and van Ness, 1987) introduced the concept of the Exergy Change ofMixing which is
defined as

]-exi(X,P))

(7.22a)

•exi(T,P))

(7.22b)

or

where Ex (ex) is the exergy of the mixture, <?, is the partial molar exergy of component /, and
exj{T,P) is the molar exergy of the component. For all pure species, exi(T, P) is evaluated at the same
T and P which is simple to calculate. The calculation of formulas for the Exerg}' Change of Mixing
were derived as (You et al, 1993a, 1993b)
, In *,

(for restricted dead state) (7.23)

and
Ae'°'mlx = (1 —°-)tiimix + RT^x,

In\

(for unrestricted dead state)

(7.24)

if ,-

where
Mi.

(7.25)

=Px

is defined as the Enthalpy Change ofMixing (Hsieh. 1975, Smith, 1987).

The meanings of activity can be summarised as
1. Pure ideal gas

a=P

Pressure

2. The /th component in an ideal gas mixture

at=Pi

Partial pressure of species i

3. Pure real gas

a=f

Fugacity

4. The /th component in a real gas mixture

ot = A

Fugacity of species i

5. The /th component in an ideal solution

Oi = Xi

Mole fraction of species i

8. The /th component in a dilute solution

Oi = Xi

Mole fraction of species i

7. The /th component in a non-ideal solution

cii = y*Xi

(yi is the activity coefficient)

8. Pure liquid

a =x = 1

Mole fractional)

9. Pure solid

a=x = J

Mole fraction (=1)

Eq (7.23) and (7.24) have explicit meanings. The first term in the right side of both equations
reflects the effect of the enthalpy change of mixing (Heat Effect) Ahmix on the mixture's exergy. The
second term in the right side of Eq (7.23) and (7.24) reflects the effect of the diffusion of the
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components on the mixture's exergy and were called Diffusion Exergy (You et al. 1993a, 1993b).
The so-called Diffusion Exergy can be called chemical exergy in general.

The exergy of a mixture can be calculated by
t-xnnx

(7.26a)

or
(7.26b)

It can be seen that You's approach in calculating the exergy for mixtures is simple and helpful for
understanding the components of exergy.

As a specific example, You et al (1993a, 1993b, 1993c) derived the exergy for moist air from
this approach and carried out the exergy analysis on a heat pump drying system.

7.1.6 The Exergy Transfer Accompanying Heat

The availability transfer accompanying heat is
(7.27)

where T is the temperature of the heat source.

If the temperature of the heat source is lower than the temperature of the environment, the
availability transfer accompanying the heat is
(7.28)

7.1.7 The Exergy Transfer Accompanying Work

The exergy of a system is the difference of the maximum amount of work that can be derived from
the system (-W) and the work done on the environment Po(V2-V,) (Wark, 1995), ie,
(7.29)

If there were no change in the system volume during the process, the transfer of exergy
accompanying work would equal the work of the system.
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7.1.8 The Quality of Solar Irradiance

The quality of the solar irradiance (Winter et al, 1991) is given by
(7.30)

where/ is the dilution factor.

For a standard spectrum with/=1.3xlO"5, taking 7>5,777 K and 7>=298 K into Eq.(7.30),
! ; ( / ) * 0.717.

The exergy of solar radiation
(7.31)

7.1.9 The Irreversibility / (The Exergy Loss)

Unlike energy, availability is not conserved. It is destroyed by irreversibility. The irreversible
destruction of availability, or the irreversibility, (denoted by I) is defined as

tar = K, ~ K,v = Wac,, ~ Kv, = Wo,

(for a control volume)

a< = Wacl - Wrev = Wacuu - WrtVtU = Toaa(

(for a control mass)

(7.32)
(7.33)

and
ilol = Wact - Wnv = T0alol

(for a control volume and the environment) (7.34)

where the subscript act and the rev represent the actual and the reversible process between the same
end states, the subscript u represents the useful work, and a represents the entropy production or
entropy generation.

The irreversibility of a process can be evaluated from the availability equation which can be
accomplished by considering the first and the second law together.

The conservation of energy equation for a general control volume process is (Wark, 1995)
(7.35)

The work we are interested here is the usefiil work. Since the work done against the atmosphere is
not available for other useful purposes, it must be eliminated. That is'

i
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(7.36)

The second law (entropy equation) is (Moran. 1996)
<ycv = — — + > msdt

^

mS
> Hi

*•"*

(7.37)

~

Multiplying the second law Eq. (7.37) by the environment temperature To and subtracting the
resulting equation from the first law Eq. (7.35) and also substituting Eq. (7.36) yield

(7.38a)

Substituting Eq. (7.4) into Eq. (7.38a), we have
V-T0S)a,
our

(7.38b)

dt

in

The first and the second terms in the right side of Eq. (7.38b) is in the form of availability, while
the third and the forth terms are not in the form of availability. The next step is to express each term
in the right side in the form of exergy.

If the control volume is in equilibrium with the environment (To, Po), there is no net heat and
work interaction, and there is no irreversibility. Since there is mass entering and leaving the CV,
although its intensive properties keep constant, its extensive properties may change with time. Eq.
(7.38a) reduces to be

d(U0+P0V-T0S0)a.

=

(7.39)

tit

Alternatively, for a control mass, at time t, and a later time t+A t,
(U0+P0VQ - r o 5 o ) c u , , = (Uo +P0V0 -TMc,.,

+

+P o v o -

(7.40)

and
(Uo +P0VQ -

J+,,

= (C/o +P0V0 - 7 A W * , + 2 > o +PQv0 -Toso)Sm

(7.41)

Subtracting Eq. (7.41) from (7.40), substituting the relationship ho=uo+PoVo, dividing each term
by A t, and taking the limit as A t approaches zero, we have
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d(U0 +P0V0 -

__ d(U0 +P0V0
dt

dt

-T0S0)a.

-Toso)m)

(7.42)

o:it

The left term is zero (a control mass in equilibrium with the environment, both its intensive
properties and extensive properties do not change with time), so we get the Eq. (7.39).

Or more directly
Vo -TQSQ)CV _ dm(uo+Povo -T0s0)cv.
dt
dt

_
in

.r

out

(7.43)

out

Subtracting Eq. (7.43) from (7.38), and substituting Eq. (7.1a) and Eq. (7.3) into it, we have
..

dEr(V

(7.38c)

It can be seen that the rate of irreversibly in a control volume is the difference of the rate of
availability transfer associated with the heat, work, and mass transfer at the control surface, as well
as the rate of availability change in the control volume.

The evaluation of the availability transfer accompanying heat in the Eq. (7.38) requires
knowledge of 0, at a portion of the control surface at temperature Tt. However, the value of 0, and
Tj may be not known at every position on the control surface. On the other hand, in some cases, not
only the control volume but also the reservoirs with which it interacts should be considered. By
choosing a system which includes the control volume and the environment and any other thennal
reservoirs which interacts, the calculation of Qi and T, can be avoided. In these cases, the total heat
transfer rate can be expressed as the heat-transfer rates associated with the environment at To and
those reservoirs at Tj. That is

By substituting Eq (7.44) into Eq (7.35), we have
dE,cv
dt

(7.45)

By this way, not only the control volume but also the reservoirs with which it interacts are
considered. Hence, the form of the entropy equation here is
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(7.46)
out

in

Eliminating Qo between Eq.(7.45) and (7.46), the result is

(7.47a)
in

where the direction of the <9, is relative to the control surface. Similar to Eq. (7.38), Eq. (7.47a) can
be expressed as
dF

T

(7.47b)

in

Although Eq. (7.38c) and (7.47b) have a similar format, their usage is quite different. Eq. (7.38c)
applies solely to the control volume of interest. On the other hand, Eq (7.47b) applies to the control
volume and the reservoirs with which it interacts.

Although the derivation of irreversibility was done only for the tliermomechanical exergy, the
equations are easily to extend to the total exergy.

7.2 EXERGY ANALYSIS OF THE ADSORPTION REFRIGERATION SYSTEM
In our refrigeration system, we use methanol as the refrigerant, activated carbon as the adsorbent,
and Helium as the pressure-adjusting agent. Although the pure liquid methanol and the pure solid
activated carbon can be taken as the dead states for the liquid methanol and activated carbon, there is
no definite dead state for metlianol vapour and Helium. Hence, the restricted dead state is chosen as
the dead state when evaluating the exergy of the substance.

7.2.1 Heating Process 1—2

In this process, the fan is off. The heat is used to increase the internal energy (temperature) of the
collector/generator, of the adsorbent/refrigerant (eg. carbon/methanol), and of the pressure-adjusting
gas. In this case, the collector and the collected space can be taken as a closed system. In our case,
P*P0. For T>T0, the exergy of the control mass according to Eq. (7.26), (7.1), and (7.23) is
(7.48)
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Since in our case P*Po, similar to Eq. (5.23)
B-T+mPrCprW-T0)

(7.49)

and

- S_o = JrdQ
—- = rdU
J —- =.(me
where cf

s

—

madcad

(7-50)

is the mean heat capacity and is calculated as
2 2

T

* =iZ
= L_I
5
in(r2/r,)
in(r2/r,)

(7.51)

For methanol, the specific heat capacity is given by Eq. (5.17b). So
(7.52)

The heat of mixing Ahmjx is the adsorption heat had here. Since the adsorption heat had here is
based on the amount (weight) of the refrigerant (eg. methanol),
( 7 - 53 )

= m.(l-^-)h^ =m.Jx(l-?±)h_J

The last term in Eq. (7.48) can be determined as following. The definition of the heat of mixing
(Eq. (7.25)) can be written as

)

RT

and

RT

Ah

(7.54)

For an ideal solution,fl,=x,and Ahmix=0, so f(x) = V .xr, In xt. Therefore
(7.55)

RT

and
(7.56)
ri + rnadxRrT0 ^ x, In AT

where /? r is the gas constant for the refrigerant.
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The exergy change of the control mass from state 1 to 2 for Tz>T\>T0 is

(7.57a)

Here
/^2

rdQ rdU
,
S,_2 = j - ^ = j — = {mtlzcelg

+mprcpr)(T2 -

+ madcad

and
N

T
J.

~

T

~

2

Therefore, the exergy change of the control mass for T2>T\>To is

(7.57b)

For r<r 0 ) the exergy function Ex' * of the control mass is
(7.58)
= -[(£/ - C/o) -

The exergy change of the control mass from state 1 to 2 for T\<T0<T2 is

(7.59a)

T
•* ft x

.1

Here

f

The exergy Ex is always positive while the exergy function

£,' introduced here may be either positive or negative. The

Ex.i

relationship of the two parameters is Ex = I £ T 'I. From the
figures right, we can see that EXi; - Exj

is the net exergy

change between two states. When we need to calculate the
exergy change experienced between two states when
Ex \i<0<EXi2, it is EXi; - Ex\t rather than EXi2 - EXt!.

Ex\, (=-£,,)

0

Ex2
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2

AS0_, = J — =JJ — = (mc/gcc/g
T

0_:

T

+ modcad

•50 rdU

= J -r- =j J — v= c/
(
w

T

T

c
g

-To)

) In -f-

c/« +m «rf c ^

and
*• n v . C

i

Therefore, the exergy change of the control mass for

IK X,) 2 - £ (X, In x,

TX<TQ<TZ

is

'*,!-:

+madcad
>s,o-i

r _

(7.59b)

r

d2

I n - ! - + c /iSf0 . 2 I n - f - )
X

- hadl

"' ln x '

For this process, we have derived Eq. (5.23), hence the exergy used in this process
c/8cc/g + nKdCad + m^x^Cj^

+ mprcpr)(T2 -Tx)

(7.60)

The irreversibility of the process is
P0V-T0S)a.

(7.61a)

and
(7.61b)

or

7.2.2 Heating Process 2—3 (Desorption Period)

From state 2 to state 3 is the heating/desorption process. Taking the collector/generator as the
control volume (CV), the exergy change of the control volume is the sum of the exergy change of the
streams and the exergy change of the contents in the CV, ie.

.:-3 = J Kf,u,dt - \ ExJ

AEJT.CT"
-v

b

'

(7.62)
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a. The exergy change of the streams

The stream entering the CV with the temperature Tin can be taken as the pressure-adjusting gas
alone, so the exergy carried by the entering stream

~ 7V.o

(7.63)

Tlie stream exiting the CV with the temperature Tou, is the mixture of the pressure-adjusting gas
and the desorbed refrigerant vapour. Strictly speaking, the pressure-adjusting gas and tlie desorbed
refrigerant vapour are not in the same temperature initially. In determining the exiting temperature,
the mixture can be regarded as an ideal solution. The exergy carried by the mixture can be calculated
by Eq. (7»26) as
)(TOUI -To)ut

(#„?

-T0)-(thprcppr

+ AT,? )T0 In ?f- + RT0 (Npr In xpr + N, In xr
J

(7.64)

+mrcgt,
Pr

Here
•* out

(7.65)

~

C

+>»r p,r

The specific heat for methanol gas (Daubert and Danner, 1984) is (rewritten in kJ/kg/K)
cg =1.19181 +3.25323/<r 1!i6

kJ/kg/K

(7.66)

Tlie temperature of the desorbed refrigerant vapour Tr can be taken as the temperature of the bed
Tp while the temperature of tlie pressure-adjusting gas is estimated by Eq (5.38). So
(7.67)
C

'K P,r

The mass flow rate of the desorbed refrigeration vapour may depend on tlie heating time. To
simplify the calculation, the following average value may be taken in calculation

dt

mad

Ax

(7.68)

'2-3

From heat transfer analysis (chapter 4), it was found that Tp=kt+c. Hence
mr *

(7.69)
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Since mprcpr and mrcr
(rit rcpr)(mrcr)

that (m prcc pr)~ and
pr pr

in our case is so small compared with

can be neglected. Hence
x

out

(7.70)

* p

which is in agreement with the outcome of the analysis in chapter 4 that the temperature of the fixed
bed can be taken as the temperature of the exiting stream Tpr.e~Tp.

With a fixed mass flow rate of the pressure-adjusting gas, the exerg)- change of the streams (the
first term in the right side of Eq. 7.62, a)

pr.t

In X

MprRpJo (I" -V +X~

r )' 2 (7.71a)

Substituting the relationship dt=l/k*dTp into the above equation, we have

L

k

2

T

-T0)(T,-Tz)-T0(T3

V.'
(7.71b)

r

pr

b. The exergy change of the contents in the CV

Similar to the process 1-2. the exergy change of the contents in the CV (the second term in the
right side of Eq. 7.62, b) can be written as
6=

madcai + madxmaxc/2.3)(T3

c /i0 . 3 (7*3-273.15) -Poc

Therefore, the total exergy change of the CV is

-T2)-mad
(7.72)

7/3-7;

7V
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,2.3 = {[mefgcelg

cf>2_:i(T3 -T2)

+madcad

"Wo

IT
Ji.lnx

I-

x.

r )](r 3

-T2)

(7.73)

In
Axe g

T

, In x, ) 3 -

x, In x, ) 2

In this process, we have derived (Eq. 5.57)
£2-3 * \imcgcclg

^(P2vf,

+ madcad + mad

+P,v />3 )

So the exergj' used in this process (for solar energy)
(7.74)

*,Q.2-i

The irreversibility of the process according to Eq. (7. 42) is
(7.75a)
dt

and
''2-3 ~ Ex,Q,2-3

AEx.2-

(7.75b)

7.2.3 Cooling Process 3—4

In this process, the collector is cooled by the environment. There is no heat consumption or
refrigeration effect, so there is no need to conduct an exergy analysis for this process.

7.2.4 Refrigeration Period 4—1 (Adsorption Process)

As stated in chapter 5, this process can be thought to occur in two steps. Firstly, a portion of the
liquid refrigerant in the receiver (if applicable) and evaporator evaporates and cools the refrigerantself from Tc to the designed evaporating temperature Te (flashing step). Then the liquid refrigerant
evaporates at the evaporating pressure Pe (corresponding to the evaporating temperature Te) until it
is all evaporated and absorbs heat from the objects to be cooled (refrigeration step).
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In the first step, the exergy released by the refrigerant vaporisation
!

(7.76a)

J(y~

The heat flow into the control volume in the first step was given by Eq. (6.61). Since the first step
happens very quickly, it is reasonable to assume that there is no heat exchange between the system
and its surroundings, ie, Qro-ri =0,
(7.77)

"',1 = f l 'r0

The exergy loss according to Eq (7.38) or (7.47)
(7.78a)
and

_w

)/7

( ? - 78b )

(Zk_i)- OT rtt _ „ -T(s - s )1

+ '".o (PoV/.C - P.v,,.) - m rl (/>„ - P,)v / g .

In the second step, the exergy released by the refrigerant vaporisation
(7.79)

The heat exchange consists of the cooling of the substance to be cooled, the heat leakage, and
maybe the cooling of the receiver and the evaporator. If the cooling chamber is well insulated so the
heat leakage can be neglected, and all the items of material are cooled from Tc to Te. lfTe <TC< To,
the gross exergy gain is

P(T. -Tc)-c,T0 In£•]« £mc{T. -Tc-T0 In£.
(7.80a)
mc(T. - Tc-TQ\n ^-)

(for

c * f{T))

Here
(7.81)

So the gross exergy gain is
T
5,« ^y^ _ T*

T

(7.80b)
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The net exergy gain is
(7.82)

c * f(T))

(for

If Te < To < Tc, the gross exergy gain is
.

c - 2 r 0 ) -csT0

TT

In-^-]

(7.83a)

7/0lnS-)

(/or

c^/(7))

Substituting Eq.(7.80) into the above equation, the gross exergy gain is

,gain,gro

(7.83b)

•^^-(7; e+ T - 2T0 - To l n ^ '

-T.'

°

°

Tr

The net exergy gain is
+TC

T,T

-

T

o

(7.84)

(for

)

c * f(T))

To

The exergy loss according to Eq (7.47) is
•poy-Tos)a.

dt

(7.85a)

Therefore, the exergy loss according to Eq (7.47) is
(7.85b)
or
-Tosr])

(7.85b)

7.2.5 The Relative Exergy Loss and Exergetic Efficiency for Processes and Cycle
The Exergy Efficiency of the whole cycle is used here to evaluate the performance of a refrigeration
system. In terms of the solar adsorption refrigeration system, the ideal cycle consists of four
processes (see Fig. 1.1).
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For the whole cycle, the exergy used is the sum of the heat used in process 1-2 and 2-3

The exergy gain in the whole cycle is tlie exergy transferred to the products to be cooled. Since
different refrigeration system may have different heat capacities of receiver and evaporator and
different insulation, the gross exergetic efficiency of the cycle may be a common index for
comparison of different refrigeration systems. Tlie gross (also the maximal) exergy gain is
expressed by Eq. (7.80b) or (7.83b).

Tlie exergy loss of the cycle
c\rle

x.Q.cyc

/'

x,gain.cye

-F'

-E

(7.87)

The relative exergy loss
(7.88)

The exergy efficiency € is defined as the ratio of the exergy gain to the exergy used, ie,
(7.89)

By this way, the exergy loss, the relative exergy loss, and the exergy efficiency for each process
(component) and the whole cycle (system) can be evaluated. This evaluation is essential in
revealing the parts which degrade the performance of the whole system, and in comparing the
performance for different systems rationally. The exergy efficiencies of the cycle are shown in Fig.
7.1 to 7.9.
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Figure 7.1 The relationship of the exergetic efficiency and the peak temperature of the collector
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From the Figures it can be seen that the exergetic efficiency of the system shows the same
general trends as the COP but with some exceptions. They are described and explained below.
•

At a certain evaporator temperature, condenser temperature, and morning temperature, the
exergetic efficiency of the system increases with the peak temperature of the collector, reaches
a maximum, and then falls off. The lower the morning temperature, the lower the optimal peak
temperature. In the typical conditions studied here, the optimal peak temperature is also in the
range of 70-95°C (Fig. 7.1, 7.2);

•

At a certain evaporator temperature and condenser temperature, the lower the morning
temperature, the higher the exergetic efficiency (Fig. 7.1, 7.3, 7.4, 7.5, 7.8). But the change of
the exergetic efficiency also depends on the peak temperature. The lower the peak temperatures
(eg, 75°C), the higher the exergetic efficiency in the low morning temperature range (eg, less
than 25°C), but the exergetic efficiency drops sharper with the morning temperature (Fig. 7.3);
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•

The exergetic efficiency, in general, decreases with condenser temperature, but the change
depends on other operating temperatures. For the cases of low peak temperature (eg? 75°O or
high morning temperature (eg, 25°C), the exergetic efficiency decreases all along. For the cases
of high peak temperature (eg, 85°C) and low morning temperature (20°C). the exergetic
efficiency decreases and then increases slightly, but it will decrease finally (Fig. 7.5, 7.6).

It can also be deduced that for a certain climate (eg, morning temperature and condenser
temperature) and a certain application (eg, evaporator temperature), there is an optimal peak
temperature at which the exergetic efficiency of the solar adsorption refrigeration system reaches a
maximum. This temperature is in the range of the flat-plate collector achieving.
The introduction of the pressure-adjusting gas into the system also results in the decrease of
exergetic efficiency. The difference of the exergetic efficiency of the systems with and without the
pressure-adjusting gas can be reduced by further work and it is beyond the scope of this thesis.

The exergy analysis can further evaluate the quality efficiency of the components (processes) of
the system. For example, the relative exergy losses for the system in some operation conditions are
shown in figure 7.10 to 7.13.
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Figure 7.10 The relative exergy loss vs. the peak temperature of the collector (7>2°C, ri=20°C,
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From Fig. 7.10 to 7.13, it can be seen that
•

At the same conditions, the maximum relative exergy loss occurs in the heating process 1-3.
The relative exergy loss in theflashingstep rO-rl can be neglected.

•

As the peak temperature increases, the relative exergy loss in heating process 1-2 decreases
while that in heating process 2-3 increases, and the total relative exergy loss in the heating
process 1-3 decreases slightly at first and then increases slightly. The minimum relative exergy
loss in heating process 1-3 happens in the temperature range of 75-95°C. The relative exergy
loss in refrigerating process /-0-/-2 decreases slighth', but it is almost a constant in a wide peak
temperature range.

•

As the morning temperature increases, the relative exergy los:* in heating process 1-2 increases
while that in heating process 2-3 decreases, and the total relative exergy loss in the heating
process 1-3 increases monotonically. The relative exergy loss in refrigerating process rO-/*2
decreases slightly.

•

As the condenser temperature increases, the relative exergy loss in heating process 1-2
increases greatly while that in heating process 2-3 decreases .greatly, and the total relative
exergy loss in the heating process 1-3 decreases first and then increases. The minimum relative
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exergy loss in heating process 1-3 happens in the temperature range of 35-45°C. The relative
exergy loss in refrigerating process rO-r2 increases slightly at first and then decreases slightly.
•

As the evaporator temperature increases, the relative exergy loss in heating process 1-2
decreases greatly while that in heating process 2-3 increases greatly first and gently and gently
then, and the total relative exergy loss in the heating process 1-3 decreases greatly. The relative
exergy loss in refrigerating process /-0-r2 increases slight first and then decreases slightly.

It can be seen that the exergy analysis can reveal the 'weakest link' of the system. In our case,
the maximum relative exergy loss occurs in the heating process 1-3. If we want to improve the
exergetic efficiency of the system, it is far more effective to improve the heating processes, such as
by making the system working at a suitable peak temperature and reducing the velocity of the
pressure-adjusting gas circulated rather than to improve the refrigerating process.

It should also be pointed out that although the exergy analysis yields some of the same
conclusions as does the COP, the exergy analysis cannot take the place of the energy analysis.
Since the evaluation of the exergy for the substance at a certain state is based on some kind of
datum, in some cases, the results from the exergy analysis may be specious. For example, in our
case, as the evaporator temperature Te approaches the environment temperature To (Te<T0), the COP
of the system increases while the exergetic efficiency of the system decreases (Fig. 7.7, 7.8, 7.9).
So if only the exergy analysis is conducted, some information may be interpreted wrongly.
Therefore, the energy analysis and the exergy analysis are supplementary and compensatory to
each other.
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8
The Simulation of the Performance of the Refrigeration
Cycle Powered by SoSar Radiation

The previous work is on the indoor experiment rig which is heated by a constant heat flux. For a
solar powered system, the heat flux is always changing. In this chapter, performance of the
refrigeration cycle powered by solar radiation in a clear day is simulated. To do so, the solar
radiation (in our case for the Southern hemisphere) is determined, and then the useful heat gained by
the collector pipe and the temperature of the pipe are evaluated. Based on this information, the
performance of the refrigeration cycle powered by solar radiation is simulated, and the simulation
can describe the performance of the system powered by solar energy more objectively.

8.1 SOLAR RADIATION

Solar energy approaches the earth as electromagnetic radiation. The total solar radiation 7te of a
terrestrial surface of any orientation and tilt with an incident angle 0j is the sum of the direct
component /& cos 0 plus the diffiise component I<at coming from the sky plus the radiation reflected
from the ground or the adjacent objects which may reach the surface 7r (ASHRAE, 1995):
/te = 4 r cos 0 + /dif + It

(8.1)

The Direct Irradiance

The direct irradiance /dir at normal incidence can be calculated from the extraterrestrial irradiance 7o
and the zenith angle 0S by a correlation (Hottel, 1976):
/dir = k [flo+tfiexp(-£/cos #)]

(8.2)

The coefficients ao, oh and k depend on the altitude above sea level A. For 23-km visibilit)' and
midlatitude summer (Hottel, 1976)
a0 = 0.97 [0.4237-0.00821(6-A)2]; a, = 0.99 [0.5055+0.00595(6.5-A)2]
and

k =1.02 [0.2711+0.01858(2.5-A)2]

The extraterrestrial irradiance I0 can be determined by (Kreider and Rabl, 1994)

(8.3)

70 =1373| 1 + 0.033 c o s - ^ ! l
365.25

(8.4)

W Inf-

with n = day of year (= 1 for January 1).

The zenith angle 9S is the angle between the normal of the earth surface at point P and the line from
P to the sun. and for any latitude A and any time of day and year
(3.5)

cos 9% = cos X cos Scos (o +sin A sin 8

where a is the solar hour angle and 5 is solar declination (the angle between the earth-sun line and
the earth's equatorial plane).

The solar hour angle
co = (number of hours from solar noon) 15° = (t^ -12 h) x 360724 h

i

(8.6)

where t^ is the apparent solar time.

The solar declination
(8.7)

365
where "+" and "-" are for the northern and the southern hemisphere, respectively

Solar time (/as) generally differs from local standard time (/is) or day saving time (tdS). The /a
can be determined by (Kreider and Rabl, 1994)
(8.8)

= /is + £ + (4 mill) (ZsrIloc)

where E t is the equation of time which is defined as the difference between solar noon and noon of
local civil time; Z,st is the longitude of the standard time meridian; and Iioc is the local longitude. The
equation of time E, can be approximated by
£, = 9.87 sin IB -7.53 cos B- 1.5 sin B

min

(8.9)

with

and

B = 360° (n-S 1 )/364

for the nth day of year for north hemisphere,

B = 360° (/?-263)/364

for the nth day of year for south hemisphere

(8.10)
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The Incident Angle

The incident angle 9 of the sun on tlie plane (angle between normal of plane and line to sun) (Kreider
and Rabl, 1994)
cos 9 = sin 9S sin 9P cos <}> + cos 0S cos 9F

(8.11)

where 0P is the tilt angle of the plane (measured from the horizontal), ^ is the plane-solar azimuth.
For plane facing east of south, <f> = fe - $, in the morning and <f> = <fk + <h in the afternoon. For plane
facing wrest of south, ^ = ^ + ^ in the morning and <f> = $4 - $, in the afternoon here ^ is tlie solar
azimuth and $, is the azimuth of the plane. For south-facing surface, $, = 0.

The solar azimuth (ASHRAE, 1995)
cos 0s = (cos 9S sin X - sin <5)/(sin 0S cos

I.JI

i

(8.12)

The Diffuse Radiation

The amount of diffuse radiation for a surface with a tilt angle 6P, hn/dif =/dif.hor(l+COS Op)/2

(8.13)

where I<m; hor is the diffuse radiation on a horizontal surface and it can be estimated by (Liu and
Jordan, 1960)
hor = (0.2711 / 0 -0.2939 7dir) cos 0S

(8.14)

/r = (/dir COS 0S + /dif, hor) Pg ( 1 " COS 0p)/2

(8.15)

The Reflected Radiation

where pe is the reflectivity of the ground, usually 0.2 without snow (Kreider and Rabl, 1994).
Typical dam for the most common surfaces are given by Hunn and Calafell (1977) and Threlkeld
(1970).

The theoretical total solar radiation at the Gippsland Campus, Monash University, is calculated
and shown in Fig. 8.1.

8.2 COLLECTOR PERFORMANCE

The useful heat gained by collector may be evaluated by (ASHRAE 1977)
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Qn = lQ(ra)eApT0-

UL

(8.16)

where (r<z)e is the transmissivity r of cover times absorptivity a of the collector pipe at prevailing
incident angle 9, Apn, Ap is the projected area and the area of the collector pipe, respectively, UL is
the heat loss coefficient, and / and ta is the temperature of the collector and the atmosphere,
respectively.

The transmissivity - absorptivity product

According to Duffie and Beckman (1991)

(ra)e =

TCC

(8.17)

1 - (1 - d)pA

where r is the transmissivity of the cover, a is the absorptivity of the collector tube, and pa is the
diffuse reflectivity. For flat black paint a = 0.96 (ASHRAE, 1995) and the value of a can be
assumed independent of direction for the cylindrical tube. The diffuse reflectivity p^ = 0.16, 0.24,
0.29, and 0.32 for one, two, three and four glass cover systems, respectively.

The transmissivity of the cover, r, can be determined by (Duffie and Beckman, 1974)
(8.18)

T=TrTa

where rr is the transmissivity of the cover neglecting absorption, and ra is the transmissivity
considering only absorption.

The transmissivity of the cover neglecting absorption
T.

(8.19)

=

where n is the number of the covers, and
tan2(0'-d)

sin

(8.20)

where #and ^'are the angles of incidence and refraction, respectively. The angles of refraction

= arcsin

sin(fl)

(8.21)
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where n2 is tlie index of refraction of glass, and the average index of refraction of glass for tlie solar
spectrum is 1.526 (Duffle and Beckman, 1974).

The transmissivity considering only absorption
ra=e

-AX

(8.22)

where K is the extinction coefficient, and L is the actual path of the radiation through the medium.
The extinction coefficient K is assumed to be a constant in tlie solar spectrum, and the value of K
varies from about 0.04/cm for "water white" glass to about 0.32/cm for poor (greenish cast of edge)
glass. The usual nominal thicknesses of glass are 2.4, 3, 5. 5.5, 6, and 13 mm (ASHRAE, 1997).

The Temperature of the Atmosphere

Assuming that the lowest temperature appears at 6:00 am, and the peak temperature appears at 3:00
pm (15:00), tlie temperature of the atmosphere Ta can be expressed as

- 6) * 10)]
Ta =

(8.23)

-7 7min )cos[(/-15)*10)]

m

The Product of Heat Loss Coefficient and the Surface Area

Tlie heat loss of the pipe can be decomposed as the heat loss of the top half of the pipes and that of
the lower half (back) of the pipes.

The top heat loss coefficient U, (including convective and radiation loss) is calculated with the
equation developed by Klien (1975) and discussed by Duffie and Beekmann (1991)

r

u

/1 —.

N

c
T

T
~T
p.tn
N+ /

1

' K

(8.24)

+•

(epl +0.00591/?,,)-' +(2N+ f~\ +0.133spl)/eg

-N

where Tp,m is tlie temperature of the collector pipe, / = (1+0.089/7W-0.1166/7W5,)(1+0.07866AO,
<?=0.43(l-100/rp,m), C=520( 1 -0.0000516>p2), 0p is the tilt angle, ^,, and % is the emissivity of top part
of the collector pipe and glass cover, N is the number of the glazing (N=l in our case), hw
(=2.8+3.OF) is the wind heat transfer coefficient and Fis the outdoor wind velocity.
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The above equation is developed tofitthe graphs for Ux for the flat absorbing surface. However,
in our case, the absorbing surface is the surface of the collector tubes and it is not in the same area
as the cover. So Eq. (8.24) needs to be adapted as
-i

N

c
T
p,m

1

~T

-T '

* p.m

N+f

H'

a

(8.240

where Ap and Ac is the area of the absorbing pipe (at most half of the whole pipe) and that of the
cover, respectively.

The back heat loss coefficient from the collector pipe to the casing is the sum of the
convective heat loss coefficient /?b)C and the radiation heat loss coefficient fa.t, ie,
(8.25)

h b= h

The back convective heat loss coefficient (Arnold et al.. 1976; see also Bejan, 1984; Rohsenow,
1998)
/7b,c=Nu(6p)/tair/Z,

(8.26)

where kair is the heat conductivity of the air, L is the distance of the two "plate". The Nusselt number
Nu(0p)=l+(Nu(9O°)-l)sin(18O-0p)
Nu(90°)= 0.364 (I///)Ra H ' 4

and

(8.27)

here His the length of the plate in the inclined direction. The Rayleigh number is defined
RaH=(£/?//3r)/(av<)

(8.28)

where fi\s the volume coefficient of expansion and fi=\/Tf, a is the thermal difrusivity, and vis the
kinematic viscosity. Based on the data given by Incropera and Dewitt (1994),
k= (0.0757f+3.8)x 10"3 W/m°C,
and

u= (0.1587>24.9)x 10"6 nr/s,

v=(0.1052r r 15.67)xl0- 6 m 2 /s

(8.29)

The radiative heat transfer coefficient from the lower-half of the tube to the casing is
a(Tp+Tb)(T;+Tb2)
b r

-

(l-£ptb)/sp<b+\/Fpb+Ap(l-£b)/(Absb)

(8.30)
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where 7b is the temperature of the back casing, £j,.o and s> is the emissivfcy of the bottom of the
collector pipe and the back casing. Ap and Ab are the areas of the lower part of the pipe (half pipe)
and the back casing, respectivel}-. and Fpb is the radiation shape factor from surface p (pipe) to
surface b (back casing). (The radiation shape factor is defined as the fraction of radiant energy
leaving one surface which strikes a second surface directly, both surface assumed to be emitting
energy diffusely. Detailed definitions and analysis on thermal radiation see Siege! and Howell 1981.)
In order to reduce the radiation heat loss, the collector pipe is not painted black or covered by an
adsorbing film, so the emissivity of the lower part of the pipe is not the same as the top part. The
pipe is usually made of stainless steel, and the back casing is usually made of aluminium sheet. For
the typical stainless steel, s= 0.22 and for the heavily oxidized aluminium, e= 0.2-0.31 (Holman,
1997). The radiation shape factor F pb = Fbp {Ab /Ap ) = F bp (Ab /A? ) -21% for the cylindric pipes
contacting closely and neglecting the edge effect.

8.3 SIMULATION OF THE PERFORMANCE OF THE ADSORPTION EFRIGERATION
CYCLE POWERED BY SOLAR RADIATION

8.3.1 The Temperature of the Collector and the Useful Heat Gained by the Collector

The useful heat gained by collector depends also on the temperature of the collector pipe. By
replacing the constant heat flux with the variable heat flux in the equations in chapter 4, the
temperature change of the collector pipe, and the useful heat gained by collector can be evaluated.
The results for our case are illustrated in Fig. 8.1 and 8.2, respectively. The total solar radiation /, is
also shown in Fig. 8.1.
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Figure 8.1 The total solar radiation / t and the useful heat <9U gained by the collector (January 21,
Gippsland, V=5 m/s, #p=30°, one-glass cover, 2.4 mm thick, ft>t = 0.96, % =0.88,
£p,b=0.22, ft =0.216, £>i =0.0506 mm, Z-=0.05 m, and H=6.53 m)
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Figure 8.2 The temperature of the solar collector tube (Te=2°C, T!=20°C)

The ratio of the useful heat to the solar radiation is called the efficiency of the collector, and it is
evaluated and shown in Fig. 8.3 for our case.
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Figure 8.3 The efficiency of the solar collector (January 21, Gippsland, V-5 m/s, ^p=30°5 one-glass
cover, 2 4 mm thick, e^ = 0.96, £^ = 0.88, £j,,b= 0.22, sb = 0.216, D; =0.0506 mm,
1=0.05 m, and #=0.53 m)

From the figures, it can be seen that the solar radiation, the temperature of the pipe, the useful
heat, and the efficiency of the collector all initialh1 increases with time and then decrease. After the
temperature reaches its maximum, the heat loss is greater than the heat gain, so the temperature will
decrease then. The efficiency of the collector changes with the time (Fig. 8.3).
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8.3.2 The Simulation of COP

To simulate the performance of the adsorption refrigeration cycle powered by the solar radiation, it
is necessary to correlate the temperature of the collector pipe and the heating time. The investigation
of the Fig. 8.2 results in the following regression expressions (the relationship of the heating time t
and the temperature J):
(7-S346.56K)

(8.31a)

53.41
(346.56 <7<377.14K)
it

430 . ., T-377.14
it + S m
30.58

and

(8.31b)

30.58

(7>3377.14 K)

(8.31c)

Substituting these relationships (Eq. 8.31) into Eq. (5.28d), the enthalpy change of the pressure
adjusting gas

V/r+W«L

(7/<346.56 K)

(8.32a)

410

"4iO

n

flcoS(

re

\

430

(346.56 <7/<377.14K)

(8.32b)

and

mprcprM,o,

60(346.56-rcX205-M + 5 3 - 4 1 x 4 - f s i n ( — >
n
\
410
30 :)8x430
+ 60x215 x (346.56-r c ) + fl-cos(
7C

430

\

it

410

\

(7>3377.14K)

430

(8.32c)

Other items in the COP formula (Eq. 5.73) can be evaluated by the same equations presented in
chapter 5. Substituting Eq. (8.32) and other related equations into Eq. (5.73), the coefficient of
performance (COP) of the adsorption refrigeration cycle powered by the solar radiation can be
evaluated now. The results are shown in Fig. 8.4 to 8.12. The COP of the system without pressureadjusting gas is also shown in the figures in hollow mark and dotted line.
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Figure 8.4 The relationship of the Coefficient of Performance (COP) and the peak temperature of
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Figure 8.5 The relationship of the Coefficient of Perfonnance (COP) and the peak temperature of
the collector (re=2°C, r,=20°C)
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Figure 8.6 The relationship of the Coefficient of Performance (COP) and the temperature of the
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From the figures, it can be seen that the COP of the system has similar trends as shown in
chapter 5. The COP decreases markedly away the peak temperature of 110°C (Fig. 8.4 and 8.5).
8.3.3 The Simulation of the Exergetic Efficiency
Substituting Eq. (8.31) into Eq. (7.71a), the exergetic efficiency of the adsorption refrigeration
cycle powered by solar radiation can be evaluated and it is shown in Fig. 8.13 to 8.21
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Figure 8.20 The relationship of the exergetic efficiency and the evaporator temperature (7'C=35°C,
r 3 =85°C)
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7>35°C)
From the figures, it can be seen that similar to COP, the exergetic efficiency of the system has
similar trends found in chapter 7. The exergetic efficiency of the system changes wave-shapely
with the peak temperature (Fig. 8.13 and 8.14). At the same peak temperature, the exergetic
efficiency of the system is in the same trend with and almost the same amount as that in chapter 7.

8.4 THE SUMMARY OF USEFUL FORMULA

This thesis presented a comprehensive study on the solar adsorption refrigeration system. To
facilitate the evaluation and simulation for the perfonnaiice of the solar adsorption refrigeration
system, some useful formulae are indexed here.
Some of the themiophysical properties of methanol, the adsoiption property and the key
thermodynamic properties of the adsorbent/methanol are determined in chapter 2. The saturated
vapour pressure of methanol is determined by Eq. (2.4), or (2.1) and (2.2). The saturated density of
methanol liquid is determined by Eq. (2.3) or (2.5). The P-T-x relationship of activated carbon
207E4 and methanol is presented in Eq. (2.41) and Eq. (2.12) and (2.13). The threshold
temperatures of desorption and adsorption are determined by Eq. (2.37), (2.38) and (2.16).

The heat transfer analysis on the collector in the heating processes was described in chapter 4.
The volumetric heat capacity and the effective thermal conductivity of the adsorption/desorption
bed are evaluated by Eq. (4.2) to (4.9). The governing equations and conditions are described in
Eq. (4.13) to (4.17). The finite-difference equations are presented in Eq. (4.18) to (4.29). The
relationship of the temperature and time in the collector tube in the heating processes was obtained
by obtained here is used in the following analysis (for the constant heat flux employed, the
relationship is Eq. 4.30; for solar radiation simulated. Eq. 8.26).
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The energy analysis on the solar adsorption refrigeration cycle was developed in chapter 5. The
gross COP of the cycle is expressed by Eq. (5.73). In which, the maximum and minimum
concentration is determined by Eq. (5.12) and (5.47), respectively. The mean specific heat of
methanol is determined by Eq. (5.18). The mass of the pressure-adjusting gas in the collector is
determined by Eq. (5.21b). The change of the enthalpy of the pressure-adjusting gas in the heating
process 2-3 is determined by Eq. (5.28f) (for the constant heat flux) and Eq. (8.27) (for solar
radiation simulated). The product of the pressure and the specific volume of the saturated methanol
liquid is determined by Eq. (5.43). The average heat of desorption (adsorption) is evaluated by Eq.
(5.54). The latent heat of liquid-vapour transition is determined by Eq. (5.70).
Chapter 6 conducted the mass adsorption transfer analysis and derived some useful formulae.
The amount of adsorption and the rate of the adsorption are expressed by Eq. (6.49) and (6.50),

:j

respectively. The rate of refrigeration is calculated by Eq. (6.51). In these equations, the overall

i

mass transfer coefficient kof and kop is evaluated by Eq. (6.29b) and (6.30b), respectively.
In chapter 7, a detailed exergy analysis on the processes and the whole cycle is carried out. The

j

exergy change, the exergy used, and the exergy loss for the heating process 1-2 are expressed by
Eq. (7.57b) (or 7.59b), (7.60) and (7.61), respectively. The exergy change, the exergy used, and the
exergy loss for the heating process 2-3 are expressed by Eq. (7.73), (7.74), and (7.75), respectively.
The exergy loss in the flashing step is expressed by Eq. (7.78a). The gross exergy gain and the
exergy loss are expressed by Eq. (7.80b) (or 7.33b) and (7.85b) (or 7.85c). The exergy used and the
exergy loss in the whole cycle is expressed by Eq. (7.86) and (7.87), respectively. The exergetic
efficiency of the processes (steps) and the whole cycle is expressed by Eq. (7.89). In the above
equations, the mean specific heat for entropy calculation is determined by Eq. (7.52). The heat of
adsorption is determined by Eq. (5.53). The mole fraction of the adsorbent/refrigerant mixture can
be calculated from Eq. (5.12) and (5.47). The mole fraction of the refrigerant vapour and the
pressure-adjusting gas can be determined by the same approach as that in section 4.2.2. The mass
rate of the pressure-adjusting gas is determined by Eq. (5.27). The specific heat of the methanol
vapour is determined by Eq. (7.66). The quality of solar irradiance is evaluated by Eq. (7.30). The

:

mass of the liquid refrigerant at the beginning of the cooling step is determined by Eq. (7.77).
i

i

A simulation of the performance of the adsorption refrigeration powered by solar radiation was

j

described in chapter 8. Solar radiation is determined by Eq. (8.1) to (8.15). The performance of the

\

collector is evaluated by Eq. (8.16) to (8.25). By replacing the constant heat flux with the variable

i

heat flux into the equations in chapter 4, the temperature of the collector pipe, the useful heat, and

:

thus the COP and the exergetic efficiency of the system can be simulated.

,

j

;
i

With these models and equations presented here, the performance of the solar adsorption
refrigeration system working at near atmospheric pressure can be evaluated comprehensively.

!
I
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Some Suggestions and Guidelines for the Design of the
Prototype
The previous chapters presented a comprehensive analysis of a solar adsorption refrigeration
system working around atmospheric pressure. The analysis was compared to results obtained on the
indoor experimental rig developed. A simulation of the performance of the adsorption refrigeration
cycle powered by solar radiation is also conducted. To investigate this technique further, a
prototype must be designed, built and tested. The detailed design, building, and testing of the
prototype are beyond the scope of this thesis. This chapter presents some suggestions and
guidelines for the prototype design.

9.1 THE COLLECTOR/ADSORPTION BED

•

Flat-plate collector is suitable for the system.

•

Stainless steel is recommended as the material of the collector pipe. Copper and Aluminium
are not suggested since copper may cause the decomposition of methanol and corrosion may
occur at the junction between aluminium and other metal materials.

•

The heat capacity of the collector (the collector pipe and the contained materials) needs to be
selected for particular climate and application (eg. the ambient temperature, the condenser
temperature, the evaporator temperature).

•

To harvest the solar radiation simply and effectively, the collector pipes can be in contact each
other, and the upper half of the pipe shall be painted black or covered by some adsorption film.

•

It is useful to have two 'dampers' in the collector. One is at the upper side edge, and the other,
the lower side edge, of the collector. In the heating process (during the day), the dampers are
closed. In the cooling process (the late day and night) the dampers are open to cool down the
adsorption bed quickly and to help keeping the temperature of the adsorption bed as low as
possible.

•

The cover of the collector could be a single ordinal glass.

•

The casing of the collector and the dampers need to be heavily insulated.

•

The distance from the collector pipe to the glass cover and from the collector pipe to the back
casing may be taken as 50 mm (Hu, 1992).
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The collector is schematically shown in Fig. 9.1 and 9.2.
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Figure 9.1 The schematic arrangement of the collector pipes
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Figure 9.2 The schematic of the relative position of the collector pipe and the casing

9.2 THE CONDENSER

•

To simplify the system, the condenser can be a static air cooled one (natural convection).

•

To improve heat exchange, fins are employed in the outside of the pipe of the condenser (in the
air side).

•

To reduce the flow resistance, a grid configuration for the condenser is recommended (Fig.
9.5). The pipes of the condenser are made straight.

•

To prevent the condensed refrigerant from being trapped in the condenser, the lower common
pipe should be inclined to the outlet of the condenser to allow for drainage. The inclination
should be equal to, or greater than, 0.01.
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The condenser pipe can be made of copper or brass.

The condenser is schematically shown in Fig. 9.3.

Common pipe

Condenser
pipe
Fin

Inclination: £ 0.01

Inclination / > 0.01

Figure 9.3 The schematic of the condenser

9.3 THE EVAPORATOR/COOLING CHAMBER

The solar adsorption refrigeration system can be adapted for different purposes with different
shapes of evaporators. The evaporator supposed here is for a domestic refrigerator.
To simplify the system, the evaporator can be a static air cooled one (natural convection).
To reduce the flow resistance, a grid configuration for the evaporator is also recommended
(Fig. 9.4).
To get a good cooling, the evaporator pipe may be installed in the cooling chamber (Fig 9.5).
To protect the evaporator pipe, a plate with good thermal conductivity may be employed (platetype evaporator). This plate also plays the role of a fin increasing the heat exchange.
The evaporator pipe can be made of copper or brass.
To protect the bottom pipe/plate of the evaporator, a tray may be employed in which the
objects or materials to be cooled is put on.
A sight glass can be included in the evaporator if the condensing and evaporating processes
need to be observed.
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The structure of the evaporaior is schematically shown in Fig. 9.4. and the assembly of the
evaporator/cooling chamber is schematically shown in Fig. 9.5 for the case the pipe being installed
in the cooling chamber.

Figure 9.4 The schematic arrangement of the evaporator pipes
Evaporator pipe
Plate

i

Cold b a n

\

Door

Casing of the evaporator

Insulation layer

Figure 9.5 The schematic of the relative position of the evaporator and the casing

9.4 THE SYSTEM

•

The collector is tilted with a suitable angle to face the solar radiation.

•

The condenser is arranged below the collector to shield the direct solar radiation but with
enough distance for air convection.

•

A pipe connecting the evaporator outlet and the collector inlet and a fan is needed for
circulation in the stream. The fan may be powered by a small solar PV plate or batten'.
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Measuring meters and instruments. Solar radiation pyranometer, vv

)eed meter, pressure

gauge, thermometers in the collector bed, in the condenser, in the evt^ora^r, in the cooling
space, and in the cooled subjects or materials, in the inlet and out let of each component, etc.

The system is schematically shown in Fig. 9.6.

Collector

Condenser
Flow
direction

Value (optional)
Cooling chamber
^-^(evaporator)

Figure 9.6 The schematic of the solar adsorption refrigeration system
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Conclusions
From the research conducted in this thesis, it can be concluded:

•

The research fypothesis that the working pressure of the adsorption refrigeration system using
methanol as refrigerant could be adjusted to about atmospheric pressure by using a selected
adsorbent and introducing a pressure balance gas has been proved experimentally and
theoretically.

•

Activated ( arbon has been found suitable for use as the adsorbent, while Helium used as the
pressure-balanc: j.t_ \i.

•

Some Molecular Sieve samples tested (MS 5A and MS 13X) are not good for this purpose
when solar energy is the heating source. Other Molecular Sieves and other refrigerants remain
to be xplored as the adsorbent/refrigerant pairs.

•

The heat transfer analysis yielded descriptions of the temperature distribution in the
collector tube and the temperature variation with time in the heating and the
heating/desorption processes for the constant heat flux. The results from the theoretical
model agreed with the experimental results. So the model was extended to the variable
heat flux in the simulation.

•

The energy analysis on the solar adsorption refrigeration cycle evaluated the
thermodynamic performance of the system. The introduction of the pressure-adjusting
gas into the system increases the heat consumed, thus decreases the COP. The optimal
COP of the new system is about half of that of the conventional system at the same
conditions except the peak temperature. The most important task in this research is to
eliminate the leaking problem for the vacuum system; therefore, the difference of the
COPs of the systems with and without the pressure-adjusting

gas is not the main

concern here. The COP of the system working around atmospheric pressure can be
improved by reducing the velocity of the stream.

•

The energy and exergetic analyses showed that for a certain climate (eg, a certain morning
temperature and a certain condenser temperature) and a certain application (eg, a specific
evaporator temperature), there is an optimal peak temperature at which the COP and the
exergetic efficiency of the system are maximized. The optimal peak temperature is in the range
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of 70-95°C for our case. Over this optimal peak temperature, the COP and the exergetic
efficiency will decrease and will be only about two thirds of the maximum COP when the peak
temperature is designed to be 120°C. Thus the solar refrigeration system should be designed
and charged specifically for specific situations to achieve the best thermodynamic
performance.

•

The exergy analysis on the processes and the whole cycle revealed the 'weakest link' of the
system. In our case, there is large exergy loss in heating process from state 1 to state 2 and
from state 2 to state 3, so if the thermodynamic performance of the system is to be improved,
the thermal performance of these processes should be improved firstly. This improvement can
be achieved by designing the collector/desorption bed properly for the particular application
and reducing the velocity of the stream. Since the detailed exergy analysis for adsorption
refrigeration system has not been found reported, the methodology of the analysis developed in
this study was a new attempt in this aspect.

•

This system is suitable to locations with the low moniing temperature, and medium ambient air
temperature in the day. From the viewpoint of refrigeration, the larger the difference of the
concentrations (the ratio of the amount of refrigerant hold by the adsorbent to the amount of the
adsorbent) in a cycle, the larger the cooling capacity, while the lower the morning temperature,
the larger the maximum concentration can be hold and the lower the condenser temperature,
the lowrer the minimum concentration can be reached (with the same evaporator temperature
and the same peak temperature). However, the lower the minimum concentration, the harder it
is to get the refrigerant desorbed. Thus the cycle needs a compromise between the cooling
capacity and the heat consumed.

•

The adsorption mass transfer model developed in this study described the adsorption process.
The adsorption transfer analysis resulted in some useful derivates (eg, the rate of adsorption
and the rate of cooling). The rate of cooling, which is strongly subjected to the velocity of the
stream, is determined by the insulation of the evaporator.

•

The simulation gave a more realistic indication of the cycle performance (eg, COP and
exergetic efficiencies) of the pc» A'finance of the adsorption refrigeration cycle powered by
solar radiation in an actual installation. The simulation also shown that there is an optimal peak
temperature at which the COP and the exergetic efficiency of the system are maximized. The
optimal peak temperature is also in the range of 70-95°C for our case. Over this optimal peak
temperature, the COP and the exergetic efficiency will decrease and vhen level off. The COP
corresponding to the peak temperature of 120°C is also only about two thirds of the maximum
COP. The simulation can be refereed in the prototype design. In order to make it convenient to
find the pertinent equations, an index of the useful formulae was also presented.
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The flat-plate solar collector is suitable for the system. For our activated carbon-methanolhelium system, the optimal peak temperature is in the range (75-95°C) that the flat-plate
collector can reach (under 120°C). So there is no need to pursue a higher temperature and no
need to employ advanced and expensive collectors.

Some suggestions and guidelines were also presented for the full scale solar powered prototype
design.
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Recommendations for Further Work
To implant the solar adsorption refrigeration concept developed in this thesis, more work needs to
be done. Some suggestions and recommendations for further work are:

•

Modify the indoor experimental rig further. The condenser and the evaporator is the same
component which compromises its performance. The advantage of this arrangement is that it is
simple and compact, but the drawback is it is hard to measure the cooling effect directly.
Although the cooling effect can be calculated (indirectly), it is preferable to measure it directly.
That is why the measured cooling effect has not been given in the thesis. The evaporator in the
new rig should be an independent one and should be heavily insulated.

•

Design and build a prototype ar.d conduct the field measurement. The indoor rig can simulate
some; of the climate conditions, but not all. A prototype such as the one suggested in chapter 9
should be designed, built, and tested in the realistic conditions.

•

Modify the prototype until it works satisfactorily. Then if possible, design and build a sample
machine and conduct further tests. Modify the design and the amount of refrigerant charged of
the sample machine to make it as effective as possible. If the machine works satisfactorily for a
reasonably long time, it can be mass produced.
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